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ABSTRACT 
HIGH SCHOOL PHYSICAL EDUCATION: A PLACE TO COMPETE NOT 
NECESSARILY A PLACE TO LEARN 
FEBRUARY 1997 
KAREN L. SYKES, B.S., THE PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY 
Ed.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST 
Directed by: Professor Patt Dodds 
The purpose of this study was to examine how college freshmen make 
meaning of their secondary school physical education experiences. The study was 
also designed to explore the events, individuals or factors associated with their 
physical education experiences that influenced the ways in which students construct 
their meanings. Using concepts first identified in Kelly’s (1955) “personal construct 
psychology”, the study was designed to understand how college students describe 
their experiences in high school physical education and their current beliefs about the 
value and meaning of those experiences. 
A semi-structured, open-ended interview format was used to engage 27 
college freshmen from a small private, two year college in New England in a 
discussion about their high school physical education experiences. This methodology 
allowed the students/participants to ascribe their own meaning to the experiences they 
had in physical education. Each audiotaped interview session lasted approximately 
sixty minutes and was later transcribed for analysis. 
vi 
Two overriding themes emerged from the data. Students recognized and have 
come to understand that athleticism means power and physical education has little 
value as a subject matter offering. Several factors contributed to these understandings. 
The most influential factor was student skill level. Skill level influenced 
interactions with and treatment by teachers and other students. In many schools it 
created an adolescent society where personal status and underlying self worth were 
accorded solely on an individual’s physical ability. 
Curriculum content and teaching behaviors were also identified as strongly 
influencing student experience. Programs which had a strong team sport foundation 
disenfranchised many students whose talents and interests did not find avenues of 
expression in the activities offered. Closely aligned with participants’ remarks about 
curriculum choices were comments regarding the lack of instruction. Participants 
indicated that little teaching was occurring and low-skilled students believed this put 
them at an even greater disadvantage. 
Participants believed physical education had little value as a subject matter 
offering. These beliefs were most directly influenced by their association with parents 
and peers, while indirectly influenced by grading schemes and contrasts with other 
more “academic” subjects. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Introduction and Statement of the Problem 
In recent years there has been much debate among educators and the general 
public about exactly what is being taught and learned in schools. It appears that students 
learn much that is not officially documented in statement of school policy or in the 
manifest curriculum content and this learning influences their values, beliefs and 
behaviors. These implicit lessons often are attributed to an operational hidden curriculum 
of which neither teacher nor student is aware. Many experts argue that the intended 
lessons addressed in the explicit curriculum are far less important than the implicit 
lessons conveyed to students through the rituals and routines that make up life in schools. 
The existence, content, and influence of this hidden curriculum has prompted much of the 
widespread debate in educational circles over the nature of what really is being taught or 
learned. 
While the hidden curriculum concept has generated considerable writing and 
discussion in other subject matters, little research has focused on the operation of a hidden 
curriculum in physical education or in preservice physical education teacher education 
programs. Additionally, with the exception of a few studies (Fernandez-Balboa, 1993; 
Kirk, 1992, 1986), the available hidden curriculum work has been approached from a 
positivist perspective with few efforts made at critical reflection. Physical education as a 
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subject matter may still command only marginal status in many school curriculums 
(Hendry, 1975; Sparkes, Templin, & Schempp, 1990), but the hidden curriculum 
messages conveyed in gymnasia and on playing fields are anything but marginal. Some 
of the messages may even be stronger than those conveyed in other subject matter 
classrooms given the strong influence that sport has on physical education and the habit 
students have of viewing sport and physical education as being almost the same thing. 
Authors writing about hidden curriculum, as in most other curriculum writing, 
have paid little attention to how students make meaning of their experiences in school. 
Traditional forms of positivist research which employ techniques of direct observation, 
limited response questionnaires, or surveys failed to address the fact that students are the 
consumer experts regarding their experiences in school and the meaning they have 
constructed from those experiences. The intent of this study was to allow college students 
to talk about their experiences in secondary physical education programs and their current 
attitudes toward physical education. From the outset it was believed this talk would 
provide a clearer understanding of the multi-faceted messages students are receiving as 
they experience high school physical education programs. 
Purpose of the Study 
This study was designed to examine how college students construct the meaning 
of high school physical education. Utilizing a semi-structured, open-ended interview 
format, I explored the meanings students have made of their experiences in high school 
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physical education and how they perceive these meanings to be reflected in their current 
beliefs and behaviors. Two basic questions guided the research: 
1. What meaning do college students make of their high school physical 
education programs? 
2. What factors or experiences associated with these programs influenced the 
ways in which they make those meanings? 
Significance of the Study 
The study was significant for four reasons. First what teachers intend to teach is 
often not all that students learn. Findings from this research focus attention on the 
experience of high school physical education classes from the students’ perspective. If we 
truly are to understand what is happening in physical education classes, we must listen to 
what students say they are experiencing in those classes. While we can list activities, 
describe teaching behaviors, and evaluate student performance, only students themselves 
can account for the meaning that participating in those experiences has for them. To date, 
very little attention has been focused on how students talk about their experiences and 
how those experiences influence what they currently believe about physical education and 
the ultimate place of physical activities in their lives. 
Curriculum study in physical education has always reflected an interest in the 
development and evaluation aspects of the manifest curriculum. That same level of 
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interest has not been directed at exploring the human element of how that curriculum is 
translated and experienced by students. Physical educators and administrators are selling 
a product which their targeted student clients may not be buying in its current form. If 
physical education is to be truly consumer friendly and more consumers are to be 
attracted to its benefits, then those responsible for its design and implementation need to 
pay more attention to what past consumers have to say about the product. 
Second, findings from this study may help us understand how previous 
experiences in physical education can influence an individual’s attitudes toward physical 
education and physical activity. This understanding is important if we are to design 
experiences which will not only teach skills, but develop the positive attitudes and values 
necessary for lifelong participation in physical activity. 
Third, this study will provide a greater understanding of how students think about 
the physical experiences they have as they participate in physical education classes. There 
is no other opportunity in education, with the possible exception of health education 
classes, where students are asked not only to perform physically, but to think about 
themselves as physical beings. These thoughts are often difficult ones for the many 
adolescents whose bodies are changing faster than their moods. Thinking about 
themselves in physical ways may be the real source of much of the discomfort 
experienced by students in physical education and it is something we know little about. 
Physical education is so often characterized by an emphasis on the purely physical 
dimensions of the subject matter, that a very strong mind/body dichotomy has been 
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established and reinforced between physical education and other “academic” subject 
matter areas in the school. Often this dichotomy exists not only in the minds of those not 
directly associated with physical education, but sadly in the minds of those teaching 
physical education as well. The unique opportunity physical education has to integrate 
mind/body concepts is being lost. If we are to bridge what is an ever widening gap, we 
must begin to understand how not just the physical experience of performing in a physical 
activity, but the thoughts that surround that performance translate for the students. The 
purpose of this study was to generate some of that understanding. 
Finally, this study has significance for preservice teacher educators because it 
provides increased understanding of the real messages students are receiving in physical 
education programs and how these messages seem to influence their beliefs. This 
knowledge can then be used to heighten the awareness of preservice physical education 
students about the kinds of program experiences which significantly influence students 
and their subsequent behaviors and beliefs. 
A common complaint among novice teachers is the dichotomy between theory and 
practice. This study addressed the reality of practice from the vantage point of student- 
clients. The understanding gained from directly addressing student experience may 
influence the way theory is taught and ultimately the reality of future practice. 
Prospective teachers need to know more about the potentially wide variations in students’ 
physical education experiences if they are to educate all students well. 
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Why it is Important to Look at the Student Experience of High School 
Physical Education 
Secondary school physical education is in trouble and has been for some time if 
we consider what has been written during the past decade (Dodds and Locke, 1984; 
Siedentop, 1981, 1987). In today’s tough financial climate, public sentiment runs strong 
for the elimination of physical education from the school budget along with various other 
marginal subjects (art, music, foreign language). Few taxpayers are willing to bear the 
burden of increased taxes for programs they perceive as having little value, a feeling 
about physical education which seems to be supported each year by the Gallup Polls of 
Public Attitudes Toward the Public Schools (Elam, Rose, & Gallup, 1994; Elam & 
Gallup, 1989; Gallup, 1986; Gallup, 1984). Annual results of these and other polls find 
physical education constantly ranked near the bottom in support for required subjects in 
high school. If these results alone are not enough to heighten what is already a bad case 
of low self esteem for anyone associated with physical education, the fact that physical 
education is not even mentioned in much of the most prominent school reform literature 
is surely enough to send even the most rugged among us scurrying for the therapist’s 
couch. How could this happen? For a subject matter with the potential to contribute so 
much toward adolescent development to find itself on the brink of elimination for lack of 
support, what has gone wrong? 
Writers who have examined what might be wrong with physical education have 
pointed the finger at numerous possibilities, including poor teaching (Locke, 1981; 
Siedentop, 1981), outdated curricula and methods of evaluation (Lambert, 1987), lack of 
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focus (Vanderzwaag, 1983), a recreational rather than instructional focus of too many 
programs, (Metzler, 1980), lack of accountability systems for teachers and students for 
instructional, managerial, and traditional tasks (Tousignant and Siedentop, 1983), and the 
conflicts inherent in fulfilling the dual role of teacher/coach (Bain, 1983; Bain & Wendt, 
1983; Earls, 1981; Locke and Massengale, 1978). In each instance, the failure of physical 
education is examined from one of two perspectives — either that of the program or the 
teacher. Nowhere among these explanations is there evidence of student voices. This 
situation is somewhat analogous to asking the designer and the mechanic why a driver no 
longer likes her car. 
While numerous studies have assessed student attitudes toward physical education 
(Aicena, 1991; Broer, Cox, & Way, 1955; Cockerill & Hardy, 1987; Figley, 1985; 
Lumpkin & Avery, 1986; Pritchard, 1988), little research has been directed at how 
students experience their physical education classes and what meaning they make of those 
experiences. In one study published in 1969, Clifford Wilson compared various 
viewpoints about the purposes of physical education and received very telling responses 
in students’ unsolicited comments. When students speak of physical education as a 
“criminal waste of time”, and refer to activities as having “no use at all”, one can easily 
speculate that the experiences these students had in physical education were far from 
positive. 
While Wilson’s study provides only a hint of what students’ experiences in 
physical education must be, assuming that negative student experiences in physical 
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education often lead to equally negative adult attitudes toward physical education 
programs is not making a giant leap of faith. Jackson (1980) discovered that is exactly 
what happens. In an in-depth interview study with adults, Jackson found that one 
significant reason why adults avoid participation in sports related back to their very 
negative feelings surrounding earlier school physical education experiences. This 
singular connection is extremely significant if we are to understand what is happening to 
physical education in the current socioeconomic and political context and if we are to 
have any hope of making changes. 
In their 1984 article examining the status of an “ailing” physical education 
profession, Dodds & Locke direct readers’ attention to school committee members and 
administrators as a primary audience needing to be convinced of physical education’s 
value. We must surely recognize that school committee members and administrators were 
once students in the same gymnasia where we failed to convince them of the values of 
physical activity when we had the opportunity. The lack of positive support available for 
physical education on a nationwide basis shows only too clearly how we have failed a 
great many individuals in similar gymnasia. 
If we attend more closely to what students are experiencing in our classes, it may 
be possible to reverse what seems an irreversible trend of gradually losing secondary 
physical education programs from school curricula. We need to listen to student voices 
which describe not only what they like, but what it is like to sit on the sidelines, to be 
picked last, or constantly to feel humiliation. This study was a small scale attempt to 
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listen to students describe their experiences in secondary physical education classes and 
the meaning they have made of their experiences. 
In other attempts to understand what is wrong with secondary physical education, 
researchers have looked to curricula, programs and teaching behaviors for answers, but 
maybe we need to borrow a lesson from business and ask the consumers why our product 
is failing. Some of the answers may only reinforce what we already believe to be true 
(e.g., students hate to change, teachers favor the highly skilled), but other answers may 
reveal messages/lessons teachers have transmitted to students without being aware (an 
underlying hidden curriculum). In stopping to listen to students voices, we may begin to 
understand why we are failing with so many of our clients. 
Providing a Framework 
This study was grounded in the philosophical views which support a constructivist 
orientation to education. While several different theories are constructivist in nature, each 
of them shares the basic view that human beings define their own situations and give 
personal meaning to the circumstances in which they find themselves by interacting with 
their environment. The fundamental assumption of the constructivist orientation in 
education research is that the learner’s perspective is a valid and important source of 
information to inform and guide the teaching and learning process. 
John Dewey (1913), whose prolific writing on various education topics is often 
considered constructivist in nature, believed that the discovery of personal meaning is 
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essential to an individual s growth and development in education. In Dewey’s opinion, 
educators only waste time trying to motivate students toward cognitive awareness. He 
believed that students seek understanding before they enter classrooms and therefore 
educators would be further ahead to spend time attempting to understanding the meaning 
which events have for students. Dewey’s emphasis on the construction of meaning within 
each person is in direct contrast with a more universally held belief about education. In 
this view, reality is seen as an arrangement of objective facts and concepts which the 
educator must transmit to a seemingly passive receptor, the pupil. 
Although constructivists emphasize the creation of meaning about reality, two 
levels of meaning are possible. One emphasizes the idiosyncratic nature of each learner’s 
perception, thus viewing reality as personally constructed experiences (Pope & Gilbert, 
1983). On the idiosyncratic level then, meaning making is influenced by the individual’s 
singular combination of background and purposes. The second level holds reality as a 
socially constructed concept which stresses the meanings influenced by membership in 
and interactions with social groups (Berger & Luckman, 1966). Thus, on this level, social 
frames of reference (gender, ethnic background, language, class) influence the manner in 
which an individual makes meaning of a given situation. 
Today, the strength of social frames of reference and the prevailing social milieu 
cannot be dismissed by those studying physical education. The media has created sports 
icons which adolescent males, in particular worship with almost cult-like devotion. The 
reverence accorded sport by many elements of society influences everything from the way 
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newspapers are organized to the latest fashion trends. Many young people view sports 
prowess as an avenue to education or even worse a freeway to wealth and recognition. 
The influence of sport on society and more particularly on young people is 
pervasive, but of equal importance many be an evolving “spectator culture”. The young 
people of today learn at an early age to occupy themselves with television, VCRs and 
video games-watching rather than physical activity. As students participate in physical 
education classes, these and other societal factors play a large role in shaping the ways 
they experience and make meaning of these experiences. For each situation there is no 
single experienced meaning, but rather individual meanings personally and socially 
constructed by each student. 
The development of the framework for this study was influenced by the work of 
George Kelly (1955). Kelly’s “personal construct psychology” places emphasis on the 
importance of individuals’ interpretation of events in their lives. Kelly advocated an 
approach and research design which would engage the individual/students in a 
conversation regarding their interpretation of various situations. This focus places more 
emphasis on the individual and their interpretation of events - rather than on objective, 
others’ interpretations of events. Kelly emphasized the importance of understanding the 
meanings which individuals ascribe to their experiences, as opposed to what a researcher 
might say about the meaning of a situation for an individual. An individual’s construction 
of reality is reality for that person. 
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A strong argument of this viewpoint for educational research and more important, 
educational practice, is that teaching plans should recognize and give high priority to 
students’ ideas, beliefs and expectations. These personal meanings are the basis upon 
which the student creates meanings during instruction. In failing to acknowledge students 
and their ways of making meaning, we have overlooked one of the most important pieces 
of the educational puzzle. Brophy (1982) reiterates this point: “For the most part, 
educational researchers have considered students only as objects of teacher activity”, 
rather than as legitimate subjects in their own right. 
In physical education where dynamic situations are certainly experienced in a 
multitude of ways and where meanings students make of those experiences will often 
influence lifelong behaviors, almost no attention has been given to students’ 
interpretations of those experiences. By choosing in this study to focus on the ways 
students talk about their high school physical education experiences and the meanings 
they now make of those experiences, it was possible to identify commonalties. Their talk 
revealed messages they received about the value of activity, the relative value of physical 
education and most importantly their value as a student in physical education. 
CHAPTER 2 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Introduction 
Teachers would like to believe that students in their classes are learning lessons 
they will remember forever. Physical education teachers are no different; they too would 
like to believe that students participating in their classes are not just having fun, but 
learning skills and attitudes that will positively influence lifelong behaviors. 
Nevertheless, when planning educational experiences, teachers typically have given very 
little attention to including students in the planning process (Haas, 1987; Klein, 1980) or 
to considering how students experience the curriculum (Erickson & Schultz, 1992). 
Neither conceptual nor empirical research considers to any significant degree the 
subjective experience of students in the process of learning. Little has been written about 
either the explicit or implicit messages that students receive during classes which 
influence the meanings they make and the attitudes they form. Consequently, current 
knowledge about student experience appears to be little more than educational guesswork. 
The first part of this chapter reviews the literature about how students experience 
curriculum. While teachers implement the manifest curriculum in varying ways, we do 
not know much about how students experience that teaching or what they learn. The 
experiences students have certainly affect the formation of their attitudes toward physical 
education, schools, teachers, and other elements in the educational setting. Therefore, 
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studies designed specifically to assess student attitudes toward physical education and 
particular activities have been included in this review to suggest that connection. 
The second section of this review will focus on the studies which have been done 
on hidden curriculum and in particular hidden curriculum in physical education. 
Although many of the studies reviewed were not specifically designed as hidden 
curriculum studies, it is not difficult to translate some of their findings into hidden 
messages to which students are continually exposed as they participate and experience 
secondary physical education programs. 
Establishing a Framework 
Identifying a framework for the literature review provides an essential focus for 
the process. The framework guides the review, the ways in which the search is conducted, 
and allows the current work to be linked relationally to previous work on curriculum. The 
framework used in this report to focus the literature review was influenced by the 
curriculum work of Goodlad, Klein, and Tye (1979). 
In reading about curriculum, it soon becomes obvious that in any situation several 
very distinct curricula operate simultaneously and the answer to what is being learned in 
school may depend upon the focus any one investigator chooses to use. Goodlad, Klein, 
and Tye (1979) acknowledged the confusion these differing investigative approaches 
generate and proposed a theoretical framework which accounts for five different 
curriculum domains. Each domain in their model represents a different focus and each 
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interacts continually with the other domains to produce a whole curriculum. Within this 
model, the ideological, formal, perceived, operational and experiential curriculum 
domains function as separate but integrated concepts for examining what is taught and 
learned in schools. 
The ideological curriculum, developed by subject matter experts not directly 
associated with a given school system, represents an ideal curriculum. This curriculum 
rarely reaches students in its pure conceptualized form and is either situationally or 
attitudinally adapted by those responsible for its implementation. The formal curriculum 
is developed or at least adopted by subject matter experts working within a given school 
system. The key to understanding this curriculum is its official nature. Once again this is 
probably not the curriculum which students experience, but an ideal administrators 
believe they should experience. 
The perceived curriculum in this model is seen as a curriculum of the mind. This 
curriculum represents what individuals perceive is being taught and can include the 
perceptions of students, parents and teachers. Teachers’ perceptions are the most 
significant because at the microlevel of each class session, teachers are the ones making 
decisions about what will be taught and how it will be taught. The perceived curriculum 
is directly influenced by the attitudes and values of individual teachers and is subject to 
changes based upon their beliefs about what is important. 
The operational curriculum depicts all that outside observers might witness if they 
were to sit in a classroom recording the events and interactions which occur. Goodlad 
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suggests that the information gathered in this manner may also be influenced by who is 
observing and the amount of training they have had in observational techniques. 
What students experience as they participate in the planned and unplanned events 
inside the classroom represents the experiential curriculum. This curriculum domain is 
particularly hard to study because observation tells us little about what is actually going 
on in the students’ minds or how they feel about their experiences. Although student 
experience of curriculum (experiential) is acknowledged by Goodlad, Klein, and Tye 
(1979) as one of the five curriculum domains which interact to form a complete 
curriculum, researchers seldom address their efforts toward determining how this domain 
operates. To date, the experiential curriculum stands as the least understood domain in 
Goodlad, Klein and Tye’s model. 
The research that has explored student experience has done so from one of two 
perspectives—either by studying student attitudes regarding particular school subjects, or 
by studying student subject matter conceptualizations. Attitude studies might describe a 
student’s feelings about a particular subject, but these do not describe the feelings that 
same student experienced while trying to learn. Studying subject matter 
conceptualizations using student perspectives is generally done only to clarify other 
elements of the teaching/learning situation (e.g., teaching behaviors), not because the 
students’ experiences are of greatest importance to the researchers. Some researchers, 
particularly in the field of science education (Pope & Gilbert, 1983; Shapiro, 1987), have 
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begun to explore how a student’s experience of the subject matter influences their ability 
to master content. 
In physical education the pattern of research is much the same. The intent of most 
researchers is to determine student attitudes toward activity ( e.g., Macintosh & Albinson, 
1982) or to use student perspectives to explore other related areas such as teacher 
characteristics or activities (e.g., Melville & Maddalozza, 1988). Indeed, if students are 
visible at all in the research it is usually through the eyes of a writer focused on students’ 
failing and succeeding (Buck, Harrison, & Bryce, 1991; Masser, 1985; Silverman, 
1985), lack of motivation (Weiner, 1984), enthusiasm (Griffey, 1987; Whitley, Sage, & 
Butcher, 1988) or confusion about subject matter (Check, 1985; Land, 1981; Werner & 
Rink, 1989). Rarely are curriculum researchers concerned with what the student was 
experiencing while failing or succeeding. The next section of this paper focuses on 
student experience of physical education using primarily studies of student attitudes. 
Attitude Studies in Physical Education 
In an effort to understand the interest researchers have in determining student 
attitudes, better understanding of what attitudes represent is helpful. Fishbein & Ajzen 
(1975) defined attitude as, “A learned predisposition to respond in a consistently 
favorable or unfavorable manner with respect to a given object”. Underlying a person’s 
attitude toward any object/subject are the beliefs that person holds about the 
object/subject. Beliefs are formed over the course of an individual’s lifetime and are 
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influenced by the positive and negative experiences/influences the individual encounters. 
While a person may hold several beliefs about a subject, there is only one attitude 
associated with those beliefs. Researchers believe that by determining an individual’s 
underlying attitudes and beliefs, we can gain insight into their subsequent behaviors. 
Researchers have long shown an interest in the attitudes students hold toward 
physical education, hoping studies of attitude would hold the answers to methods of 
improved instruction and changes in student behaviors. Since 1932 when Alden first 
studied the attitudes of university women toward aspects of their physical education 
program, researchers have used attitude studies to focus on aspects of the instructional 
process which they believed could positively or negatively influence the ways students 
experience activity. In many of the studies the focus is aimed at specific teacher 
behaviors and what influence these have on attitude formation. 
In at least two studies (Mancini, Cheffers & Zaichkowsky, 1976; Schempp, 
Cheffers & Zaichkowsky, 1983), the teachers’ methods of planning and decision making 
were found to have strong influence on the attitudes of elementary students toward their 
physical education program. Teachers who allowed for student input into the planning 
and decision making processes in their classes had students who expressed more positive 
attitudes toward physical education. Teacher-centered planning and instruction methods 
fostered more negative attitudes. 
The ways teachers interact with students and the quality of these interactions was 
also found to have an influence on students’ attitudes in several studies (Brumbach, 1968; 
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Clark, 1971; Davidson, 1982; Figley, 1985). No matter what the level of instruction (i.e., 
elementary, secondary, college), students respond favorably to interactions with their 
physical education instructor. In fact, one researcher found that elementary students 
favored physical education among all their other subjects because their physical education 
instructors were identified as individuals who were willing to help them (Clark, 1971). 
The close relationship which was found to exist between the perception of these 
instructors as helpful caring individuals and the positive feelings students held toward 
physical education indicate what a strong influence the teacher can have on a student’s 
experience in physical education. 
College students also responded to positive interactions with their instructors 
(Brumbach, 1968). Students in a class where the instructors purposefully invested 
themselves in the students and interacted daily with the students, had more positive 
attitudes toward the class and physical education than in classes where the same 
investment did not occur. When students believed there was little interaction on the part 
of teachers, their attitudes were more likely to be negative (Figley, 1985). 
Students are not only influenced by teacher interaction, but who the teacher 
interacts with appears to be of importance. High school girls indicated that the perception 
of being treated unequally by the teacher can influence attitudes in negative ways 
(Davidson, 1982). When students believe that better skilled players are receiving more 
of the teachers’ attention, their attitudes toward physical education are more negative 
(Rice, 1988). 
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While the ways teachers choose to interact with students as they conduct class 
influences the positive or negative attitudes students form about physical education, so too 
do the ways students are assigned to interact with each other. In classes where students 
feel a strong sense of public embarrassment because of being singled out, studies found 
attitudes to be more negative (Cockerill & Hardy 1987; Figley, 1985). Classes where 
participation in competitive team sports resulted in the same individuals being chosen last 
for teams or where poorly skilled students were forced to perform in front of others led to 
the reinforcement of negative attitudes in those students who saw physical education class 
as a public flogging of their self esteem. 
Several researchers have investigated attitudes toward physical education as a 
subject and found that students are generally positive in their attitudes toward physical 
education (Rice, 1988; Stewart, Green, & Huelskamp, 1991; Strand & Scantling, 1994; 
Tannehill & Zakrajsek, 1993). Most of the students in these studies also believed that 
physical education should be kept as a part of the school curriculum. While this may be 
somewhat comforting to those who must defend every dollar spent on programming in 
physical education, these same students held other beliefs that are far from reassuring. 
Only a third of the students in one study believed physical education should be a required 
subject (Stewart, Green & Huelskamp, 1991), while nearly three-fourths of the students in 
another believed physical education credit should be given for Pep Club, cheerleading, 
ROTC, marching band and Flag Corps. (Strand & Scantling, 1994). Equally disturbing is 
the fact that as boys move from junior high to high school their attitudes toward physical 
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education become less positive (Stewart, Green & Huelskamp, 1991; Strand & Scantling, 
1994). 
Four recent studies of student attitudes toward physical education examined 
factors that influence the ways students feel (Carlson, 1994; Luke & Sinclair, 1991; 
Tannehill, Romer, O’Sullivan, England & Rosenberg, 1994; Tannehill & Zakrajsek, 
1993). Carlson (1994) explored secondary school students’ attitudes toward physical 
education and some of the factors that influenced the formation of those attitudes. 
Influential factors were grouped into three categories: cultural, societal and school based. 
Carlson found that students did not perceive physical education to be a “real” subject 
which probably influenced their approach and attitude toward the subject. Similarly, 
Luke & Sinclair (1991) also examined factors that had the potential to influence the 
formation of positive or negative attitudes toward physical education. In their study, the 
five main factors (curriculum content, class atmosphere, student self-perception, facilities, 
and teacher behavior) were all ones that teachers could control. 
One of the most recent studies, and quite possibly the one which should raise the 
most concern for physical educators, was a survey of high school students and their 
parents regarding attitudes toward physical education. Tannehill and colleagues (1994) 
found little support for physical education among either group. Physical education as a 
subject matter did not rank high among the subjects listed with either group and many 
parents failed to identify any contributions of physical education toward their child’s 
education. For those interested in promoting the value of physical education as a 
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curricular offering, this study should be a large red warning flag. In many instances 
percentages identified in this study show significant declines from previous studies on 
both parent and student attitudes toward physical education. If this trend continues, 
physical education may not have the necessary support to remain a fully funded curricular 
offering. 
In a similar study examining parental perceptions of a fifth grade physical 
education program, Sheehy (1993) found that parents expressed generally positive 
attitudes toward their child’s physical education program. Initially this might seem quite 
favorable, but these positive attitudes were based on little real knowledge of the actual 
program and a strong belief that physical education was far less important than the 
academic subjects. 
There is no doubt that attitude studies are helpful in identifying elements of the 
physical education program which students generally enjoy or dislike. Studies of 
attitudes are also beneficial in trying to identify ways in which teaching behaviors and 
methods can positively affect the ways students view physical education as a subject and 
activity as a personal pursuit. Nevertheless, while attitude studies make it possible to 
survey the beliefs of many people, the element of individual experience is lost in the 
process. Not only are the individual voices of students lost, but also the meaning they 
make of their experiences unless we let them talk. As we look for ways to improve 
physical education, we need to pay attention to the voices of the students we are 
educating. It is not enough to survey, count numbers and calculate percentages; we need 
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to understand what the numbers and the percentages mean to individual students. This 
study was designed to provide students a voice for their experiences in physical education 
and a way to talk about the messages they received while participating. 
Hidden Curriculum 
The term hidden curriculum has been chosen for use throughout this study. 
Although some criticize the term as invalid (Cornbleth, 1984; Kirk, 1992), the term 
hidden curriculum most clearly conveys those elements this paper will consider about the 
teaching/learning environment that are frequently hidden or buried beneath the surface 
actions or context of a class. For purposes of this study, hidden curriculum will be 
defined as all those messages and lessons which are unintentionally transmitted to and 
learned by students through the rituals and routines of life in schools, including the 
underlying messages of formal content and the social interactions among all the 
participants. 
Educators have long recognized the presence of “collateral learning” (Dewey, 
1938), but it is only more recently that the pervasive nature and real potential of these 
unintended lessons has been realized and debated. For example, while concepts like 
patience and power are not usually included as a part of the formal school curriculum, 
data show they are among the strongest lessons learned by children (Bloom, 1972; 
Jackson, 1968). If students learn significantly more than teachers include in the formal 
curriculum—for example, in physical education things like skill inequities, conformity, 
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dislike for movement—and teachers are unaware of these non-explicit messages (Dodds, 
1983), research efforts directed toward uncovering this hidden curriculum could provide 
important understandings for teachers, students, parents, and others. 
Philip Jackson (1968) first coined the term “hidden curriculum” to help explain 
the presence of crowds, praise, and power which he found operating as a partial or hidden 
curriculum during his lengthy observations of elementary school classrooms. Since that 
time, educators and writers have expended much energy in a debate over the positive or 
negative influence of the hidden curriculum on students. Those arguing that the hidden 
curriculum is generally beneficial (Dreeben, 1968; Haller & Thorsen, 1970) believe the 
hidden curriculum teaches social norms and values which are necessary if children are to 
make a successful transition from their world of play to the adult world of work. 
On the contrary, some scholars (Apple, 1979a, 1979b, 1982; Bowles & Gintis, 
1976; Giroux, 1981a, 1981b) have criticized the hidden curriculum as being primarily 
negative by stressing and rewarding conformity to a system of norms and behaviors 
which are really only in the best interests of those who already control the economic and 
educational capital. In the same vein, others (Apple, 1988; Illich, 1970; Rist, 1970) see 
the hidden curriculum as an instrument which promotes and maintains societal inequities 
of race, class, gender, and other factors. 
When the hidden curriculum serves to reinforce the formal curriculum, it can be 
very useful. We can see this is true in physical education when teacher participation in 
activities reinforces the formal messages about the values of continued participation. 
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Nonetheless, when the messages students receive through the hidden curriculum 
contradict the intended curriculum, students may learn attitudes and behaviors which 
undermine everything teachers say they are trying to accomplish. This happens quite 
often in physical education classes where sport-dominated curricula devalue the skills and 
activities at which most girls and some boys excel. For instance, in a program where 
competitive flag football, volleyball, basketball and softball are the main units of 
instruction each year, students who excel in activities like tennis, gymnastics and 
swimming eventually adopt passing behaviors just to get them through (Kollen, 1981). 
This type of program is not promoting the notion that all types of skills are equally valued 
or that lifetime skills are even necessary. While active participation by all students may 
be a goal of the formal curriculum in these programs, the hidden curriculum is 
encouraging different behaviors. 
The context of physical education and physical educators may unwittingly have 
promoted a hidden curriculum which has transmitted powerful messages to students and 
others about the value of being physically active. Unfortunately, these may not be the 
messages teachers intend to promote. 
The Hidden Curriculum in Physical Education 
When Jackson (1968) first identified the hidden curriculum’s operational elements 
of crowds, praise and power, he was describing the interactive nature of classroom events. 
These three elements operate just as well in the gymnasium and on the playing fields as in 
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the classroom. Perhaps the unique nature of the physical education teaching environment 
additionally promotes a hidden curriculum which has parts that are even more powerful 
than those of the classroom. As educators we may have paid little attention to the hidden 
curriculum of physical education because of our “marginal status” (Hendry, 1975; 
Sparkes, Templin, & Schempp, 1990) within the school and the attending lack of concern 
most people have about what goes on in the gym. Physical educators also may have spent 
so much time defending and justifying their explicit curriculum that they may not want to 
acknowledge anything that might be hidden in the bleachers. 
Most studies in physical education are descriptive and atheoretical, the authors 
describing patterns of behavior and participant meanings rather than trying to theorize 
about the reasons behind their occurrence. Bain (1985), in her review of hidden 
curriculum work in physical education, indicated that researchers have failed to adopt a 
theoretical perspective for analysis and that only a few have attempted a truly critical look 
at how programs in physical education either reproduce or transform societal norms. 
Some of these studies infer that many of the inequities prevalent in society are being 
maintained and reproduced in physical education programs through a very negative, even 
virulent hidden curriculum. An emphasis on order, compliance, and control in physical 
education classes (Bain, 1975; Placek, 1983); student sponsored agendas of 
discrimination based upon race, social class, and gender (Wang 1977); and teacher 
expectations based upon gender, ethnicity, or ability groupings (Martinek, 1981, 1983, 
1988, 1989; Martinek & Johnson, 1979) are all indicative of a climate in physical 
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education which reinforces rather than transforms dominant societal behaviors and 
beliefs. 
The physical education setting offers the opportunity for a different kind of hidden 
curriculum to operate in contrast to the classrooms for other subject matters. Factors such 
as the nature of the activities taught (e.g. sports), frequent separation of girls and boys for 
instruction, special equipment and apparel, and the necessity for stringent safety 
regulations are all unique elements which influence the nature of physical education 
curriculum. Additional elements such as the nature of the gymnasium as a teaching space 
and the dispositions of the individual teaching also may influence the way the hidden 
curriculum operates in the gymnasium. 
The definition adopted as a guideline for this dissertation represents the hidden 
curriculum as all those messages and lessons which are unintentionally transmitted to 
students through the formal content and social interactions of school life. Thus, a logical 
approach to exploring the specific messages students are receiving through the hidden 
curriculum in physical education might be to examine the ways those messages are 
transmitted. 
The Curriculum (formal content) 
The explicit curriculum is all those things that teachers intend to teach and which 
they share with their students, while the implicit curriculum is all those things teachers 
intend or hope students learn but are not a part of the formal curriculum (Dodds, 1983). 
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In Kollen’s (1981) study of females in high school physical education classes, the fact that 
the students and teachers perceived differently not only what was learned, but how it was 
learned, is very clear. Her subjects portrayed the physical education environment as 
emphasizing conformity and promoting situational embarrassment and humiliation. The 
students’ responses to these situations included minimal compliance, lack of involvement, 
false enthusiasm, manipulation of the teacher, rebellion, leaving, failing, isolation or 
giving up. Many of the teacher’s positive goals and objectives were completely 
overshadowed by the negative messages the physical education context was promoting. 
In Portman’s (1992) study of 13 low-skilled students, the participants indicated 
the critical environment created by constant competition prevented them from being 
successful. These students portrayed their physical education experiences as humiliating, 
frustrating, embarrassing, and barely tolerable because they were unable to master the 
skills necessary to succeed in the highly competitive situations which routinely comprised 
their classes. 
Although the terminology and sometimes the hidden curriculum emphasis in each 
case varied, several researchers found strong messages being conveyed about themes of 
control and compliance being taught in physical education. Bain’s (1975) study of 
secondary physical education classes found that the teacher’s emphasis was on order, 
compliance, and control rather than on achievement, with much of the teacher’s verbal 
behavior in class directed at matters related to class procedures rather than to instructional 
cues. 
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Similarly, the teachers in Placek’s (1983) study of teacher planning expressed 
much more concern with keeping students “busy, happy, and good” (i.e., control and 
compliance themes) than with looking for ways to improve achievement. Studies of 
teacher assessment practices found the same messages of order and compliance were 
being sent to students through the actions and practices of instructors. When studying 
secondary school physical education, Bain (1975) found that teachers based over fifty 
percent of their students’ grades on “attitude and compliance with procedural regulations” 
(p. 97). More than a decade later, Veal (1988) also found that middle and high school 
teachers based little of their student grading schemes on the achievement or acquisition of 
motor skills, choosing to focus instead on student participation and effort. 
In each of these physical education studies the messages sent and the observations 
of researchers seem to echo the work of others in education. From Jackson’s (1968) early 
notice of elementary teachers exercising power in an effort to control the crowds in their 
classrooms, through the works of authors like Apple (1979a, 1979b, 1982) and Giroux 
(1981a, 1981b), who criticize schools for stressing and rewarding conformity, the central 
message to students—no matter what the subject matter or the grade level—is “learn to be 
good and stay busy”. 
While the decisions that teachers make about what to include in their formal 
curriculum certainly send messages to students, so too do their decisions about what not 
to include. Dodds (1983) suggests that students learn additional hidden messages by what 
is omitted during program and curriculum development as much as from the activities that 
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are included. This null curriculum, “is by far the largest piece, for it consists of 
everything the teacher leaves out or ignores when selecting what students ought to learn” 
(p. 221). 
By choosing to emphasize certain program offerings to the exclusion of others, 
students are sent messages about what is and is not important to teachers and are provided 
opportunities to learn and experience some activities while denied the opportunity for 
learning others. Typically what is included in most physical education programs are the 
traditional team sports activities, such as baseball, basketball, flag football and soccer. All 
of these are a direct reflection of the male-dominated sport culture of today’s society, thus 
privileging those students who either excel at these activities or at least enjoy participation 
in them, principally male students. At the same time, these choices disadvantage students 
who either do not excel or simply do not enjoy these activities and who quite often are the 
female students or less skilled males. If not made with care, curriculum choices and 
decisions certainly have the capacity to privilege certain students by recognizing their 
strengths while discriminating against other students whose strengths may lie in 
overlooked program areas. 
One researcher found that curriculum choices were being manipulated by the 
students (Ennis 1995, 1996). In her study of urban physical education programs, Ennis 
found that teachers often based their curriculum choices more on a desire to avoid 
confrontations with students than on sound programming. Students in the programs Ennis 
observed used various behaviors (i.e., non-participation, refusing to pay attention, direct 
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confrontation) to challenge teachers and control program offerings. Teachers admitted 
choosing activities students enjoyed to avoid dealing with their non-compliant behaviors. 
In reviewing the literature, not only do teacher decisions about what will or will 
not be included in the formal curriculum appear to be important, but how teachers 
translate those choices into practice sends strong messages to students. While choosing 
basketball over swimming in a curriculum plan may empower some students and 
disenfranchise others, choosing evaluation criteria based on the principles of “busy, happy 
and good” sends equally strong messages to students about the content and value of 
physical education. The formal curriculum, in addition to the ways it is translated and 
implemented, has the capacity to deliver messages to students which ultimately affect not 
only their life-long participation patterns, but their attitudes toward physical education. 
The null curriculum is not the only area where the physical educator’s actions 
make a significant difference in the messages that students receive. The manner in which 
teachers interact with students and allow students to deal with each other also sends 
messages. More specifically these messages may be transmitted through discrepant role 
modeling, student sponsored agendas, the universalism involved in teacher treatment of 
students, and the messages teachers promote relative to gender relations. 
Social Interactions 
The second part of the hidden curriculum definition speaks to the meanings 
underlying the social interactions among the participants in the physical education setting. 
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Included in this are teacher/student interactions, student/student interactions, and specific 
teacher behaviors not included in teacher/student interactions which may present 
messages to students. 
Numerous authors (Bandura, 1969, 1971, 1977; Siedentop, 1982) have mentioned 
how important it is to have strong role models for young people to emulate. Modeling 
behavior is an important part of teaching in physical education and teachers can send 
strong messages to students through their actions or non-actions. Discrepancies between 
what teachers say and what they do can become strong lessons as students look to teachers 
as examples. When teachers choose non-participation over participation in physical 
activities, when males receive more recognition than females for class performance, when 
teachers ignore student-student verbal harassment or discrimination, or when the same 
high-skilled students are selected to demonstrate every new activity, all students receive 
powerful messages about what teachers really believe and not what they say they believe. 
Dodds (1983) noted a similar belief that when teacher actions are unconscious or 
unintended, mixed messages may be sent to students which do not promote favorable 
conditions for learning. 
Unfortunately, the problems of negative messages through hidden curriculum goes 
beyond formal teacher-designed curricula and instructional behaviors because separate, 
student-sponsored agendas (part of Goodlad’s operational curriculum) function as well. 
In her participant observation study of a fifth grade physical education class, Wang (1977) 
found that the explicit, teacher-designed curriculum placed emphasis on concepts like 
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cooperation, equality and social responsibility. In direct contrast, however, the student- 
sponsored curriculum in that same class supported discriminatory behaviors based on 
gender, race, social class, and skill differences. Wang’s study introduces an additional 
element to the hidden curriculum concept, student-sponsored agendas, which teachers 
also must consider, not only when planning activities and learning experiences, but when 
observing student behaviors during activity classes. 
Teachers learn to expect certain behaviors from students and research has shown 
that teacher expectations can be influenced by a number of factors. Martinek and his 
associates (Martinek 1981, 1983, 1988, 1989; Martinek & Johnson, 1979) have written 
about the factors which directly influence the expectations teachers hold for student 
performance and behavior. In these studies of elementary physical education teachers, 
Martinek found that students’ physical attractiveness, gender, and perceived effort 
directly influence teacher expectations. 
The expectations most often affected were those involving social relations and 
behavior. Martinek found these expectations had a direct impact on the quality of 
teacher/student interactions. Those students whose performances were expected to be 
lower, subsequently received less of the teacher’s time. While these studies of teacher 
expectations were not specifically designed as hidden curriculum research, it is easy to 
infer from the behaviors observed that teachers definitely send out some unintended 
messages of their own both to students who get their attention and those who do not. 
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Expecting behaviors not just from individuals but from groups of students can also 
influence teacher-student interactions. Teachers often send unintentional messages to 
students by their tendency to treat members of a particular gender, ethnic, or ability group 
similarly. Students quickly learn to identify individuals, groups, and group characteristics 
by this treatment. Bain’s (1976) comparison of secondary physical educators in urban 
and suburban settings found urban teachers had a greater tendency to treat students as 
members of a particular group even though their class sizes were smaller. This concept of 
universalism, as carried out in tracking, ability/skill groupings, and gender separation, 
locks students into identities they may or may not deserve or desire. Messages teachers 
deliver when selecting teams, creating pairs for practice situations, or picking individuals 
to demonstrate skills can be painful lessons for some students (the not chosen) and 
reinforcement for others (the chosen). 
Gender relations and the subtle messages students have received surrounding the 
appropriateness of particular physical activities for girls or boys influence not only 
teacher-student interaction, but student-student interaction as well. Griffin (1983, 1985) 
found the perceived gender appropriateness of the activities being taught in middle school 
gymnastics classes often governed the behavior patterns and attitudes of students. 
Students not only tended to segregate themselves based upon their gender, but in some 
instances males actually limited the opportunities of females to learn by hassling them 
(cf., Wang, 1977) and their own opportunities to learn by clowning around. Teachers 
indicated they expected these patterns of behavior rather than being surprised. Griffin’s 
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observations of these teachers showed that they also treated students differently based 
upon their gender. 
While neither the student-student behavior nor the teacher-student behavior was a 
part of the explicit curriculum in any of these studies, the strong messages they both 
transmit as hidden curriculum cannot be denied. Apparently, physical education has the 
capacity to both reinforce and transform gender behaviors, but the operational hidden 
curriculum currently reinforces gender roles rather than transforming students’ concepts 
of these roles. 
In reviewing the literature in this section, the messages which students receive 
through various social interactions in physical education class continually empower and 
validate the status of a certain group of students. Whether reviewing studies on student 
sponsored agendas (Wang, 1977), teacher expectancy (Martinek, 1981, 1983, 1988, 
1989), or gender relations (Griffin, 1983, 1985), the messages remain the same: highly 
skilled males are the privileged class in physical education. While the impact of these 
messages may not be realized immediately, the long term effects of continual 
disenfranchisement have led many students to reject not only physical education, but 
physical activity. The negative attitudes which develop as a part of this rejection must 
surely be a part of the greater problems of public support which physical education is 
currently experiencing. 
Physical education is in trouble, slowly becoming the Ford Edsel of curricular 
offerings. No longer is it enough to measure student attitudes toward various aspects of 
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the physical education program. Although studies still point to a positive general attitude 
toward physical education, many of the beliefs underlying these attitudes are worrisome 
at best. When physical education is seen as merely a nice “break from the academic 
subjects” (Sheehy, 1993, p. 161) and parents cannot identify any contributions physical 
education makes to their child’s education (Tannehill, et al, 1994), there is trouble. 
Students’ attitudes and feelings are influenced by the experiences they have and 
the underlying (hidden) messages they receive as a part of those experiences. If we are to 
change attitudes, we must understand and change the experiences which lead to their 
formation. One way to begin the process of understanding is to look more closely at how 
students make meaning of their experiences in physical education. Students must be 
given voice and student experiences must be given meaning. The present study 
encouraged students to talk in depth about their experiences in physical education and the 
ways in which they have made meaning of these experiences. 
CHAPTER 3 
METHOD 
Introduction 
The purpose of this study was to examine how college freshmen make meaning of 
their secondary school physical education experiences. The study was also designed to 
explore the events, individuals, or factors associated with their physical education 
experiences that influence the ways in which students construct their meanings. This 
chapter provides information about the methodology of the study, including participant 
selection, data collection, human subject consent and protection, pilot work, data analysis 
procedures, and trustworthiness. 
Participants 
The participants in this study were college freshmen whose initial college 
enrollment was during the fall semester of 1995. College freshmen were chosen because 
most of them would not have been separated from their secondary school physical 
education programs for more than six to nine months. In a pilot study conducted during 
the Spring of 1994, students of similar age were able to recall in rich detail aspects of 
their secondary program. Although subjects who had been away from school for 
considerably longer periods of time were able to convey strong attitudes and feelings they 
were unable to provide specific details about the programs they had experienced. 
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Ideally, interviewing individuals during or immediately after their participation in 
some physical education activity would provide the most accurate account of their 
experiences. However, I believed there were problems (most particularly - peer 
influence) in interviewing secondary students enrolled in physical education (Parker, 
1996) which prevent the collection of meaningful information. Additionally, one purpose 
of the study was to determine what beliefs students hold about physical education and the 
messages they received while participating. The reflective nature of the proposed format 
encouraged students to talk about what their earlier experiences in physical education 
have come to mean and what influenced those meanings. This would not have been 
possible were students still participating. 
I was interested in obtaining a sample which would reflect the varying experiences 
students may have had in secondary physical education. While any number of factors 
could have been used to create a sample including school size, school location (urban, 
rural, etc.), race, socioeconomic status, ethnicity, the pilot study data indicated the two 
factors which seemed to have the greatest influence on a student’s physical education 
experience. These factors were gender and previous participation as a varsity athlete. 
For the purposes of this study, 27 students were selected from the various majors 
at Randolph College(pseudonym). The student characteristics used in the selection of the 
sample were gender and participation as a varsity athlete. 
Site 
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The site selected for this study was Randolph College. Randolph is a small, 
private two-year institution located in southern New England. Randolph has an 
enrollment of approximately 1000 students, 85% of whom reside on campus. The twenty- 
four different majors offered at Randolph attract students from a broad geographic area 
and from all socioeconomic levels. Randolph was chosen because of its varied student 
population and the convenience of its location for scheduling multiple interviews. 
Access to the Participants 
Access to the participants was gained with help from the faculty/staff at Randolph 
College. Each freshman entering Randolph is required to take a College Success (COL 
100) course during their first semester. Instructors in this course were initially asked to 
solicit volunteers who might be willing to participate in the study. Potential participants 
agreeing to discuss the possibility of being interviewed were asked to complete a simple 
demographic questionnaire (Appendix A). After screening an initial pool of 73 
completed questionnaires, I contacted (by phone) potential participants whose 
characteristics represented the greatest variation. During the phone conversation, the 
purpose of the study and the interview process were explained to the potential participant. 
A short face-to-face meeting was scheduled to explain further the purpose of the 
study and to present the consent form. This meeting allowed me to meet the participants 
and as a part of introducing the study, I gave each participant a short list of questions (see 
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Appendix B) to begin focusing their attention and thinking on their experiences in 
secondary physical education before the actual interview. 
In this same meeting, I discussed with the participants a consent form which 
covered the purpose of the study, their rights as participants, the uses of the materials 
gained from the interviews, and the steps which would be taken to protect their anonymity 
(see Appendix C). The participants were assured the right to withdraw from the interview 
and the study at any time during the interview process and could withdraw their consent 
to allow excerpts from their interviews to be used in any of my further written or oral 
presentations if they did so within one week after the interview. At the end of this 
preliminary meeting, participants were asked to sign the consent document if they agreed 
to participate. None of the participants chose to withdraw at any time during the process. 
Methods of Data Collection 
Data was collected via audiotaped interviews which lasted approximately sixty 
minutes. These interviews were conducted during the Fall semester of 1995 on the 
campus of Randolph College. I believed interviewing was the only methodology which 
had the potential to provide some insight into what students experience as they participate 
in physical education programs. Ideally, interviewing individuals during or immediately 
after their participation in some physical education activity would provide the most 
accurate account of their experiences. Nonetheless, the reflective nature of the format 
used did encourage students to talk about what their earlier experiences in physical 
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education had come to mean. In discussing the purpose of interviewing Seidman (1993) 
noted a similar belief, “At the root of in-depth interviewing is an interest in understanding 
the experience of other people and the meaning they make of that experience” (p.5). 
Similarly, others (Barriball & While, 1994; Patton, 1990; Spradley, 1979) have supported 
interviewing as a valuable means of determining how individuals experience situations 
and make meaning of those experiences. 
The interviews employed what Patton (1990) refers to as the interview guide 
approach. In this approach general areas of inquiry are established in writing prior to the 
interview to serve as a guide, but the interviewer is not obligated to ask each participant 
exactly the same standard questions. This approach allowed the interviewer freedom to 
probe further topics which are raised by a participant’s initial response. This method 
allows the interview to take on the characteristics of a conversation, an approach 
advocated by Kelly (1955) to most clearly determine an individual’s interpretation of 
their experiences. I believe this format encouraged a richer, more detailed account of the 
incidents and recollections of the participants. It is important in this format that the 
researcher prompt and guide the discussion without forcing or directing the participant’s 
responses. 
The topics selected for discussion (see Appendix D) were arranged in a manner 
that would lead the participant from questions requiring “safe”, more generally 
descriptive responses to those “less safe” questions asking for more specific, personally 
meaningful reflection. In using this approach I believe the participants gradually became 
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more comfortable in the interview setting and were therefore willing to share information 
of a more substantive nature. 
Initial questions focused on descriptions of the physical education program at the 
participant’s high school. Participants were asked to describe a typical class, talk about 
the content and speculate on what they believed were the goals of the program. My intent 
was that these questions would provide not only a rich descriptive base for probes, but 
would provide a “safe” level of discussion upon which to build trust between the 
participant and researcher. This did seem to occur during most of the interviews. 
The next set of questions focused on the secondary physical education teachers 
and teaching behaviors which the participants experienced in their high school programs. 
Participants were asked to describe what teachers did during class, their interactions with 
students and other faculty, their participation in activities and their experiences with those 
teachers who also were their coaches. Participants were then asked how they would 
characterize these individuals as teachers, and to explain how/why they arrived at their 
responses. I believe that answering these questions and talking about their experiences 
with teachers allowed participants to surface some important messages about teaching 
behaviors they encountered in secondary physical education. 
The third set of questions asked participants to speculate on the value of physical 
education as a curriculum offering in their secondary school. To do this, I asked them to 
talk about the perceived importance of physical education for different groups of 
individuals in the school and for members of their own families. 
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The fourth set of questions was designed to have the participant discuss what the 
secondary school physical education experience was like for them. Included in this 
section were questions about the types of activities/experiences they liked or disliked and 
why they had these reactions. A question asking the participant to comment on what they 
believe they learned in physical education was included in this section. 
The last part of the interview focused on the participants’ current levels of 
involvement in physical activity. Questions about the types of activities they now 
participate in, why they participate, how often they participate, and where they participate 
were asked. The final question asked the participants to reflect on whether they believe 
their high school experiences in physical education had any influence on their current 
participation patterns. 
For the most part, each interview had the flavor of an informal conversation. 
While probes were used throughout to elicit more detail about individual topics, I believe 
the design/organization of the questions did stimulate recollections and elicit rich 
descriptive remembrances. The greatest detail did come either from students whose 
experiences were very positive or those whose experiences were very negative. The 
students whose experiences represented neither extreme did require the greatest number 
of probes for detail in their interviews, but ultimately they provided valuable information 
about a large group of students often overlooked in physical education research. 
Data Analysis 
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Each of the audiotaped interviews was transcribed and stored on both computer 
disk and hard copy. Two copies of the transcripts were made with one copy stored on a 
separate disk to serve as a backup and the second to serve as a working copy, sections 
which represented extraneous speech or repetitions were deleted in an effort to produce a 
readable document. Multiple copies of the readable transcript were used. One copy 
remained intact to serve as a reference and contextual framework, while the other copies 
were used for further reduction and analysis. 
Using inductive analysis (Patton, 1990) and constant comparison (Lincoln & 
Guba, 1985) data from the working transcripts were analyzed to determine categories and 
relationships which were common to the participants. Preliminary subcategories 
developed during analysis of the pilot study data were used as an initial basis for 
comparison. As the subcategories were analyzed and adjusted, negative cases did emerge. 
Each negative case was explored further and additional adjustments made to the 
categories until they represented a majority of the cases. 
Establishing Trustworthiness 
Any individual conducting research struggles to convince readers that their 
findings represent truth in some form. Qualitative researchers hold that there is not a 
single, universal truth but multiple realities, individually experienced. The struggle for 
qualitative researchers is to establish what Lincoln and Guba (1985) refer to as 
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“trustworthiness” in a world where traditional standards of value are often quantitative in 
nature. 
Lincoln and Guba proposed a set of criteria which could be used to establish the 
trustworthiness of data from qualitative research. Credibility, transferability, 
dependability, and confirmability are the suggested alternative measures. To insure 
trustworthiness, this study relied on these criteria. 
Credibility 
Lincoln and Guba suggest that the qualitative researcher has a twofold 
responsibility in establishing the credibility of their research findings: first, to carry out 
the inquiry in such a way that the probability that the findings will be found credible is 
enhanced, and second, to demonstrate the findings are credible by having them approved 
and accepted by the individuals serving as the data sources (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, 
p. 196). 
This study employed three of the five strategies suggested by Lincoln and Guba 
for enhancing the credibility of findings in qualitative research: peer debriefing, negative 
case analysis and member checks. 
1. Peer debriefing. Peer debriefing serves to insure that the researcher 
remains “honest” throughout the investigation. By talking frequently with a disinterested 
peer to explore researcher bias, question methodology/design, and to revisit working 
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hypotheses as well as categories and themes within the data, I remained in touch with the 
values and beliefs I brought to the project which could have influenced my findings. 
In this study, a peer debriefer familiar with the qualitative paradigm, physical 
education, and public schools was used. An initial meeting was held with the debriefer 
prior to data collection to discuss the interview format, questions and any researcher bias 
which might have been reflected in the proposed process. Subsequently, meetings were 
held with the debriefer approximately every two weeks throughout the interview and 
analysis stages of the project. The peer debriefer had access to a sample of the interview 
tapes, transcripts, categories and themes, and the researcher’s personal notes (research 
decision log), as needed. 
2. Negative case analysis. This strategy involved the constant revision of 
data categories and themes until all or almost all of the cases could be explained. As the 
data was collected, the analysis was ongoing to identify themes and relationships which 
emerged. The emerging themes either confirmed or were inconsistent with those found in 
an earlier pilot study. Any negative case findings were handled through either a follow up 
interview or by a revision of the earlier tentative themes. 
3. Member checks. Lincoln and Guba (1985) consider member checks the 
most crucial technique for establishing credibility (p. 314). In this strategy, members of 
the participant pool were given an opportunity to react to the interpretation and 
reconstruction of their interview data. They could confirm, deny, correct or expand on 
any information presented in the analysis. In the end, the researcher had the final say on 
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what was included in the research report, but careful attention was given to the participant 
feedback. The opportunity to react was given to five (5) randomly selected members of 
the participant pool as well as three participants whose transcripts raised issues needing 
clarification. A short second interview was scheduled with all eight of these individuals. 
Transferability 
It is outside the paradigmatic worldview of the qualitative researcher to consider 
generalization of findings to other contexts. Recognizing the unique, individual nature of 
each given set of circumstances and the multiple realities possible for individuals within 
those circumstances, the researcher accepts the contextually bound nature of their 
findings. Lincoln and Guba suggest that it is possible through purposeful sampling and 
thick, descriptive reporting to establish links between given situations which allow for 
some transfer. The function of the researcher is not to provide measures of transferability, 
but instead to provide a rich enough data base upon which reasoned judgments of 
transferability may be made by the reader. 
My intention was not to make claims of generalization about secondary school 
physical education experiences based on the findings in this study. I did engage in 
purposeful sampling by seeking a diverse population based upon a simple demographic 
profile. In addition, the nature of the interview process established in the methodology 
encouraged the participants to describe situations, events and interactions in detail. I 
believe the descriptive nature of the data provided by the interview process and the 
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careful selection of appropriate illustrative excerpts in writing the results established the 
“thick” contextual reference necessary if transfer is to be possible. 
Dependability 
Dependability is the qualitative researcher’s version of reliability and is essential 
if qualitative research is to be viewed as credible. Lincoln and Guba (1985) suggest three 
different methods of establishing dependability - overlap methods, stepwise replication 
and the inquiry audit. For this study, neither the overlap methods nor stepwise replication 
were appropriate means of establishing dependability and were not used. 
The inquiry audit. The purpose of the inquiry audit was to establish the 
acceptability of the research process and to verify that the findings are supported by the 
data. In this study each step of the research process was documented. Documentation 
included decisions about methodology (recorded in a researcher log), the establishment of 
categories and themes during data analysis and interpretations reached based on the 
findings. The peer debriefer was responsible for the inquiry audit. 
Reflexive Journal 
Lincoln and Guba (1985) suggest that in addition to the four techniques detailed 
for establishing the trustworthiness of qualitative research findings, a reflexive journal 
can provide valuable documentation throughout the study. The reflexive journal serves as 
a written log of decisions concerning methodology and the reasons behind the decisions. 
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In addition, the journal allows the investigator to record the findings as they emerge. In 
this way, the auditor can have access to decisions not only concerning the logistics and 
methodology of the project, but the researcher’s impressions and feelings about what is 
occurring. The reflexive journal was available to the peer debriefer. 
Researcher Bias 
In qualitative research, where the investigator is the primary instrument for data 
collection, it is important to recognize that an individual cannot separate oneself from 
their past. An individual’s lived experiences influence her thoughts, values and ways of 
looking at the world. While it is not possible to eliminate all the biases an individual 
brings to a study, it is possible to inform readers of their existence. 
My life and experience as a student, teacher and administrator have influenced the 
ways in which I view the world of education and physical education. These experiences 
have led me to the following beliefs about physical education and teaching: 
(1) Most students in physical education do not have a positive experience. 
(2) There is very little actual teaching going on in most physical education 
classes. 
(3) Most secondary physical education classes are little more than “free” play 
periods. 
(4) The only students having positive experiences in physical education 
are generally those with above average athletic ability. 
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(5) Physical educators spend most of their class time with those students of 
above average athletic ability. 
(6) Very few individuals ( students, parents, administrators, other teachers, 
community members) place value on physical education as a curriculum 
offering in secondary school. 
(7) Most community members have difficulty distinguishing physical 
education from athletics and sports. 
Summary 
While my experiences richly shaped the opinions I brought to this study, so too 
have the life experiences influenced the students who participate in physical education. 
As physical educators, we must not only acknowledge our bias, but we must recognize 
and try to understand the bias students are bringing to our classes if we are to provide 
experiences which all students can enjoy. The intent of this study was to provide some 
understanding of how students experience physical education. 
CHAPTER 4 
RESULTS 
Introduction 
Each spring large numbers of students graduate from high school and either move on 
to college or enter the work place. All of these students take with them attitudes influenced by 
the events and individuals that were part of their high school experience. With them go 
attitudes about history, politics, literature, math, science, music and a myriad of other subjects. 
Based upon what the students' individual success in each of these areas might have been, some 
of these subjects have been embraced enthusiastically, while others have generated anxiety and 
dislike in equal amounts. 
Traditionally, the belief has been that students learned most of their knowledge and 
many of their attitudes about specific content areas by engaging with teachers in the classroom 
or gymnasium. This viewpoint casts the student in the rather passive role of receiving 
information from teachers and either choosing to accept or reject what is presented. From this 
perspective, there is no acknowledgment of the student as an active participant in the learning 
process; they act merely as a receptacle for teachers' thoughts. 
In contrast to this pattern of beliefs is the constructivist orientation to education which 
views students as active participants in the learning process. Constructivists believe that 
individuals construct or create knowledge as they experience life and make meaning out of 
those experiences (Black & Ammon, 1992; Shapiro, 1987). Students who experience schools 
in varied ways also make meaning of those experiences in many ways. Rather than painting a 
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picture of learning with stark contrasts, the constructivists' palette contains many shades of 
student experience. 
In this study a constructivist orientation framed the belief that students experience 
subject matter, and in particular physical education, in different ways. These varied 
circumstances influence not only the cognitive meanings students eventually make of these 
experiences, but their attitudes about and, as importantly, may influence their lifelong 
participation patterns in physical activity. 
Researchers have measured student attitudes toward physical education and activity, as 
well as explored factors about the physical education environment which influence the 
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formation of these attitudes. While these studies satisfy certain research agendas focused 
primarily on identifying elements of the teaching process which influence whether students 
like or don't like physical education, they pay little attention to how students are actually 
experiencing physical education. 
Student voices have been silent in most of the research conducted on curriculum not 
only in physical education, but in other subjects as well. This study was designed to capture 
students' voices in describing how they experienced secondary physical education and the 
meanings they have come to make of those experiences. This research was also designed to 
identify factors which may have been influential in determining what type of experience each 
student incurred by allowing ample opportunities for reflection during each interview. 
The material in this chapter has been divided into two major sections. The first section 
addresses descriptions of both the college and the student participants. These descriptions are 
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included to provide a feeling for both the students who participated and their current 
environment. The second section will discuss information gathered during the 27 student 
interviews. This information includes what the physical education experience was like for the 
participant; participant perceptions of various elements within the physical education program; 
and participant belief about how other individuals viewed physical education as a part of the 
school curriculum. Some themes of common experience among the participants are identified 
and described, although the purpose of this study was never to generalize the experiences of 
the students interviewed to all students in physical education. Nonetheless, the words and 
feelings expressed by the students included in this study provide considerable insight into what 
students are experiencing in physical education classes and why many of those experiences are 
overwhelmingly negative. 
Description of the Setting and the Participants 
The Setting 
Originally founded as an Academy in 1865, Randolph College is currently one of the 
largest accredited private two-year colleges in New England. Randolph is located on a 108- 
acre campus southwest of Boston and supports a student population which includes 
approximately 900 full-time day students and an additional 1,500 part-time continuing 
education students. These students are enrolled in 24 academic curricula leading either to the 
Associate in Arts or the Associate in Science Degree. Each year approximately 80 to 90 
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percent of Randolph's graduates transfer to four year institutions to continue their 
postsecondary education. 
During the past five years, Randolph's enrollment has remained stable and the college 
persists in attracting students in a highly competitive admissions market, but this has neither 
been easy nor without costs. While Randolph continues to pride itself on a strong 130-year 
tradition of providing a quality education for all its students, the complexion its student body 
has changed. Although much of Randolph's success has been built on accepting many students 
with marginal prior academic achievement, a higher percentage of each incoming class falls 
into this category. Many of the students currently attending Randolph have significant 
learning disabilities and/or need remedial course work. Admitting these students has kept 
Randolph competitive, but has put severe strains on faculty and support service resources. 
Additionally, two decisions made by the college during the past five years have also 
somewhat altered the student body composition at Randolph. The first was a decision to 
actively seek foreign students, particularly from Japan, to augment enrollment. This program 
currently brings between 50 and 60 individuals a year to the Randolph campus as either 
matriculated degree-seeking students or as students studying English as a second language. 
Many of these students are highly motivated young people whose average age is 5 to 6 years 
above that of traditional college first year students. While these students struggle to master 
complex language skills, they far exceed their American peers in both mathematic and 
scientific accomplishments. 
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The second decision, made three years ago, was to award athletic scholarships. In 
most instances this decision has merely allowed some low profile sports at Randolph to attract 
greater numbers of participants and remain competitive, but in the case of both football and 
men's basketball, it has allowed coaches to attract athletes of a higher caliber. In both these 
instances, the majority of the athletes awarded scholarships have been men of African- 
American descent. 
For most colleges both of these decisions would have held little consequence, but for 
Randolph whose total minority population was less than 1 percent prior to these decisions, the 
changes have had a significant impact. Newly created tensions, both cultural and racial, have 
surfaced in the past 12 months. The college is struggling to adjust to a multicultural image it 
created but was initially unprepared to handle. 
A third demographic shift at Randolph which has had a noticeable influence on the 
environment and raised some concern among administrators is the change in the ratio of male 
to female students in the population. Five years ago the percentage of males to females was 45 
to 55; currently that percentage is 65 to 35. This skew in the percentages creates noteworthy 
problems in residence life and social programming, particularly for a campus like Randolph 
where 85% of the student population lives in on-campus housing. 
All of these changes have occurred in a relatively short period of time and have been 
difficult for long term employees, including faculty, to assimilate. While most students are not 
in residence long enough to have noticed the changing landscape, I am certain some of the 
students sense an underlying uncertainty and apprehension amongst some of the older 
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employees. Many of these changes are not unique to Randolph, as many colleges are 
experiencing declining enrollments and changing student bodies, but Randolph did not 
anticipate nor prepare for any of the changes. Consequently, today Randolph finds itself a 
college in transition, one searching for a viable identity to carry it into the 21st century while 
coping with the changes which already have occurred. 
The Student Participants 
During the Fall Semester of 1995, students enrolled in COL 100—College Success 
Seminar at Randolph—were asked by their instructors if they were willing to participate in a 
research study on secondary school physical education. College Success is a required course 
at Randolph for all incoming freshmen students with fewer than 12 transferable credits. In the 
Fall of 1995, 25 sections of College Success were offered, each accommodating 
approximately 20 students and taught by 25 different faculty members. From this pool of 500 
students, seventy-three indicated an initial willingness to participate and completed the 
background questionnaire (see Appendix A for a copy of the questionnaire). 
The initial pool of students included 28 females and 45 males. In an effort to provide 
some indication of the diversity among the initial pool of participants, the breakdown of this 
pool by major and by athletic background are displayed in Tables 1 and 2 respectively. 
Table 1. 
Academic Majors of All Students Completing Background Questionnaire. 
Major Men (45) Women (28 Total (73) 
Athletic Training 4 3 7 
Business 6 2 8 
Child Studies 3 6 9 
Communications 5 2 7 
Computer Sciences 1 1 2 
CriminalJustice/LawEnforcement 9 1 10 
Dance 1 4 5 
Human Services 1 0 1 
Music/Theater 1 1 2 
Liberal Arts 1 2 3 
Liberal Studies 9 3 12 
Paralegal 0 2 2 
Sport Fitness 4 1 5 
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Table 2 
Athletic Backgrounds of All Students Completing Background Questionnaire. 
Men f45i Women (28) Total (73") 
Athlete 30 11 41 
Non-athlete 15 17 32 
Using the two predetermined criteria for participant selection of gender and 
participation in high school athletics (see Chapter 3, page 38), background questionnaires were 
screened. Where possible, students from a variety of academic majors in the participant pool 
were included. From the initial group of 73 volunteers, 30 were selected for phone contact to 
determine their continued willingness to participate and to establish a time for an introductory 
meeting. While all of the students contacted indicated a willingness to participate, time 
conflicts forced some substitutions to occur. Twenty-seven students met with me, agreed to 
the interview format, completed the Written Consent Form (see Appendix B for a copy of the 
form), and participated in the interview process. 
Although a favorable or non-favorable attitude toward physical education wasnot 
used as one of the criteria for selection into the participant pool, a question relative to the 
student's disposition toward physical education was included on the background questionnaire 
to provide me with some prior knowledge of the participants’ experiences. 
To provide clarity a summary sheet of all the information about the participants in the 
final interview pool is provided as Table 3 
Table 3. 
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Characteristics of Final Participant Pool. 
Pseudonym Mor F Athlete or 
Non-Athlete 
Attitude 
toward 
Phvs. Ed. 
Mai or 
1. Adam Male Athlete Neutral Athletic Training 
2. Austin Male Athlete Positive Communications 
3. Ben Male Non-athlete Negative Child Studies 
4. Bones Male Non-athlete Negative Education 
5. Carly Female Athlete Positive Athletic Training 
6. Dale Male Non-athlete Neutral Liberal Studies 
7. Elizabeth Female Non-athlete Negative Education 
8. Fred Male Non-athlete Negative Education 
9. Jackie Female Athlete Positive Communications 
10. Jamiel Male Athlete Positive Criminal Justice 
11. Jean Female Non-athlete Negative Dance 
12. Jessica Female Athlete Positive Criminal Justice 
13. Joan Female Non-athlete Negative Dance 
14. Joe Male Non-athlete Negative Business 
15. June Female Non-athlete Positive Child Studies 
16. Kim Female Athlete Negative Physical Education 
17. Mariel Female Athlete Neutral Business 
18. Mary Female Non-athlete Positive Paralegal 
19. Mike Male Athlete Positive Communications 
20. Missy Female Athlete Neutral Computer Science 
21. Monty Male Athlete Positive Law Enforcement 
22. Nathan Male Non-athlete Positive Music 
23. Paula Female Athlete Neutral Child Studies 
24. Philip Male Athlete Positive Liberal Studies 
25. Roger Male Athlete Positive Human Services 
26. Shawna Female Non-athlete Negative Education 
27. Vincent Male Athlete Positive Recreation 
The information on Table 3 is broken down numerically in Table 4 to provide an 
additional picture of the final participant pool. 
Table 4. 
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Athletic Backgrounds of Final Participant Pool. 
Men(T4) Women(T31 Total(2T) 
Athlete 8 7 15 
Non-Athlete 6 6 12 
The following section will present the data collected in the interviews with the twenty- 
seven participants and the various themes which emerged during an analysis of that data. 
Analysis of Student Interview Data 
The twenty-seven students who were selected and agreed to participate in the study 
were given a set of written questions which focused on their previous physical education 
experiences prior to the actual interview in an effort to stimulate recall and begin the process of 
reflection (a copy of these questions can be found in Appendix B). Each student agreed to 
think about their secondary school physical education experiences before coming to the 
interview and to focus on what those experiences were like for them. In most instances, based 
upon their readiness to respond and the quality of the responses I was able to elicit, I believe 
the participants did spend at least some time thinking about their experiences in physical 
education before coming to their interview. 
While some interviews lasted longer than others (approximate range was 50-75 
minutes), the majority were completed in about sixty minutes. As in all studies of this type, 
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some of the participants were far better at articulating their experiences than were others. 
Three of the students were not articulate and found it difficult to identify the words to describe 
particular experiences or feelings. In these situations it was necessary to use more probes in an 
effort to generate a richer description by these students of the events or the emotions 
surrounding events. 
While the questions served as a guide during the interview, the conversational format 
established during the initial introductory meeting provided a level of comfort which allowed 
many students to share information in rich detail and beyond that requested by specific 
questions. Therefore, the actual interviews were more informal, conversational, and 
comfortable for both the interviewer and participant than originally envisioned. 
I have organized the information from the interviews into four major categories. The 
first category addresses aspects of the physical education program, including (a) students' 
perceptions of program goals, (b) students’ perceptions of who controls the curriculum, (c) 
team sports and the emphasis on competition, (d) the lack of instruction, and (e) grading 
procedures students recall being used by their instructors. The second category centers around 
specific teaching behaviors. This section included (a) class involvement, (b) teacher 
characterizations and descriptions, (c) the contrast between the teaching of male and female 
teachers and, (d) the differential treatment of students . 
Student to student behaviors are the focus of the third section. Of primary concern is 
the treatment low-skilled students received from the better-skilled students in their physical 
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education classes. In addition, some mention is made of the influence physical appearance has 
on the treatment students received from their peers. 
The final category explores how the participants have come to believe their physical 
education program was viewed and valued by others. This category includes information on 
their parents, other teachers in their school, and how they perceived their peers felt about the 
physical education program. 
Aspects of the Physical Education Program 
The first set of questions participants were asked focused on various aspects of the 
physical education program in their high school. The questions in this section with a two-fold 
purpose in mind. In addition to providing necessary background information, the direct nature 
of the information requested provided a “safe “opening for the interview. Although I did not 
originally see this section as one designed to provide a great deal of rich data, the analysis 
proved it to be one of the most revealing sections in the study. 
Program Goals 
Participants in this study, while agreeing they received little instruction in their 
physical education classes, did not hold any common perceptions about the goals their physical 
education instructors may have had for the program. In several instances (6), students could 
not identify a single goal for their former physical education programs or actually believed 
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their instructors had no goals. The comments of the three students below typify the ways in 
which these students articulated their perception of program goals. 
K.S.: What do you think the teachers had as goals for those classes? 
What do you think they were trying to accomplish? 
Jessica (athlete)[Students identified for quotes as athletes or non¬ 
athlete]: Oh, God. I don't know. I don't think he had any goals to be truthful 
with you. I think we were just there... .He took attendance and let us play. 
Carly (athlete): I don't know. I didn't think so. From my personal 
view, I didn't think so. Like we would just go out there and pretty much play a 
game. The only thing we really learned was badminton and ping pong. But I 
still can't play ping pong. So I guess I didn't learn anything. 
Adam (athlete): No. Not at all....None. My freshmen high school they 
had goals because they would inspire us to climb the wall to see how high we 
could get. But sophomore, junior, and senior year I went back to the high 
school. It was...”this is gym and you have to do if. 
All of these students were athletes who enjoyed competition, but they were urable to 
identify real goals their instructors may have been trying to accomplish. The fact that these 
students did not mention teamwork or "getting along" as even possible goals 
for the classes is interesting in light of their background 
Participants who did articulate what they believed to be goals for their physical 
education classes focused on several different ones, including participation, learning skills, 
socialization, and getting in shape (fitness). Although students were asked to indicate a single 
goal for their program, some students were unable to identify only one goal and mentioned 
multiple goals. Analysis of individual groups (female, male, athlete, non-athlete) did not find 
any pattern of responses to be evident among group members. 
In analyzing the responses of the participants in this study, the most frequently 
perceived goal was participation. While noting participation as the perceived goal of their 
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programs, students did not represent the purpose of participation in the same ways. Some 
participants indicated participation kept them active, while others felt participation kept them 
out of trouble and/or relieved the frustration they experienced in other classes. 
K.S.: What do you think the teachers in this program had for goals for 
you? 
Shawna (non-athlete): Get the kids moving basically. 
Austin (athlete): I think so just to keep everybody active. It was like 
to take a lot of frustration out then in classes since we were always so busy in 
class. You know you could get away, enjoy yourself, and have some fun. 
Philip (athlete): In Japan it was basically for class participation. It was 
just because people were like...were I guess lazy...In Virginia, just to keep us 
out of trouble. 
One group of students was quite clear in stating their belief that participation was the 
only goal sought by their instructors. 
Missy (athlete): I think they were trying to make you 
participate, that's it. All they wanted us to do was participate. 
K.S.: So you don't think they weie trying to get you to learn 
anything or...Did you ever think they were trying to get you to have fun? 
Missy: Yeah. Sometimes. Not like...you know...I don't know. 
Sometimes, but they...all they wanted us to do was participate really, that's 
all, I think. 
These students were often the same students who mentioned sports, competition, and lack of 
instruction as characteristic of their programs. 
One student believed that participation was a goal, but also the means of reaching other 
goals. 
Mary (non-athlete): Maybe to promote self-esteem, so 
maybe if the kids that weren't involved in outside sports, maybe they'd feel 
participating in gym might help them. You know, like they can do it. I 
think they just wanted to get people to participate. That's their main goal. 
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Most of the students who indicated participation as a goal felt that teachers were 
successful in attaining that goal. When Mary was asked if the teachers in her situation 
accomplished their goals, her response typified what many of the others remembered also as 
being problematic. 
Mary: With some people...some people... Once I started... 
personally when I started... I didn't like it...it was a pain in the beginning. 
You had to get dressed and do all this and that and you don't really want to 
do it. But then once I started doing it. I liked it. I enjoyed it. I liked sports, 
I guess. But some people definitely didn't. It didn't work, they couldn't get 
over that. 
Statements like Mary's, which reflect a definite division between who liked and who 
did not like physical education, are found throughout the transcripts. Students whoenioved 
the experience were willing participants, while students who endured the experience were not. 
Mary merely indicated that the goal of trying to engage everyone in participation didn't work 
for some students, but in other transcripts some students indicated real resentment toward 
those students who did not participate. 
Although most students agreed there was little instruction provided in basic skills, 
three different students indicated learning skills was the goal for their instructors. The students 
who perceived learning as a goal saw this goal translated to practice in very different ways. In 
one instance, Paula interpreted learning as "familiarizing students with activities". 
K.S.: What do you think the goals were the teachers had for you in 
those classes? 
Paula (athlete): To learn how to play a sport and to learn 
more about the sport....She would explain it if it was the first day we did it. 
For the first day you did it, we had a handout the first day...every day you 
started a new sport you had a handout. She would go over the handout the 
first day and the next class we would start playing the actual game and then 
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we would play the game and afterwards then we would go down and 
change and at the end of each unit, we would take a test. 
In this particular case learning the skill seems to be equated with covering the hand¬ 
out and the test at the end of the unit. Throughout her interview, Paula does not mention a 
great deal about actual instruction in skills, but does talk about competition and playing games. 
A second participant who also believed familiarizing students with different activities 
was the goal of her physical education program expressed frustration that she was never given 
enough time to really master any of them. 
K.S.: What do you think the goals were that they had for you in 
those classes? 
Jean (non-athlete): I think it was just to become 
familiarized with each thing so you could at least could say I played this. I 
did this. 
K. S.: So if you think they wanted you to become familiar with all 
those activities, do you think they accomplished those goals? 
Jean: We were familiar with them, but we weren't really...I mean I 
couldn't say we were excellent basketball players or anything...because 
as I said, we just would move on, you know. We'd only be allowed to do 
this for a week or two and then we would go to something else....Just when 
you would be getting the hang of something, you'd be like all right, time to 
move on...time to go to something new. 
Jean, who now majors in dance, compared her experiences in physical education 
classes with her experiences in dance instruction. In dance she felt she was given sufficient 
time not only to master individual techniques, but to become comfortable in performing them. 
This was not her experience in physical education where her perceived skill inadequacies 
were compounded by a lack of practice and instruction. The comfort she felt performing in 
dance was never achieved during any of her physical education experiences. 
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"Playing games" is the way one other participant believed teachers achieved their goals 
of students learning skills. In his comments, Bones admitted there was no actual teaching, but 
felt teachers were using the games as a means of motivation to learn skills as they played. 
K.S.: What goals do you think the teachers had for the physical 
education program? 
Bones (non-athlete): Um, for some parts of it I think it 
was for cardiovascular wellness. Other parts I think it was just to improve 
skills on sports because most of the time we were doing sports. 
K.S.: But you said you didn't work at skills. 
Bones: True. We didn't necessarily work on skills but as 
far as far as them teaching us skills....But we were playing them, so I think 
that was their motivation to get us to learn the skils just to play the games. 
But we never really went over any of the games that we played....I 
think some of them by high school year were thinking that by my senior 
year I should know these skills.... 
During the interview Bones admitted he was not interested in sports and had struggled 
throughout his physical education career in activities which he did not enjoy. Much of the 
discomfort he felt stemmed from his admitted skill deficiencies and the humiliation he often 
suffered because of those deficiencies. It was easy to detect frustration in his comments 
regarding the programmatic emphasis on competitive activities and expectation that he had to 
learn skills by osmosis. 
Four students mentioned socializing and getting along as goals their physical 
education teachers were trying to accomplish. While these students felt that teachers were 
trying to reach these goals, most indicated rather negative outcomes from their efforts. The 
reflections of the two students below indicate how they felt positive intentions did not always 
translate into positive outcomes. 
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K.S.: Do you have any idea if you thought back, what that teacher's 
goals were for you in those classes. 
Joan (non-athlete): I think to get along and don't fight-- 
don't do things like that. I don't think there was any other. 
K.S.: Do you think they accomplished the goals they set out to do 
pretty much? 
Joan: Not always. 
K.S.: No. Why is that? 
Joan: Well, the way teenagers are anyways...you know we always 
have people who are athletic and people who aren't so when you pick 
teams, you always have the people who were picked first and other 
people's feelings are hurt or they can't play the sport and you get the athletic 
people who get angry at the people who can't...so that caused hard feelings 
some times. 
In Joan's case, it would seem that the methods used to attain the goals actually 
undermined their achievement. Competition and picking teams always leave the better skilled 
students in positions of power and the low-skilled students disenfranchised. If Joan's 
perception of her instructor's goal is accurate, then the reality of what is occurring in each class 
would indicate the goals are not being achieved. 
Nathan also believed his teacher had getting along as a program goal, but in this case 
the getting along was coupled with a very strong equity component. 
K.S.: What do you think the goals were that the teachers had for you 
in those classes? 
Nathan (non-athlete): Get along with each other. We had a phys. ed. 
teacher...I guess she was really big on equality because she was always 
everything had to be 50% female, 50% male like with the football. Every like 
every down we had male and female both had to touch the ball or but then you 
can get into the really feminism where if a girl was the quarterback, she could 
throw it to another girl, but if a guy was quarterback, he had to throw it to a 
girl. So then the whole game was right in the middle. No one got an 
interception and ran because I mean there were only so many girls. If you've 
got two people on each person to receive, it's not going to work too well. 
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Nathan's reflections included other examples of how the emphasis on equity often 
created more resentment among participants than it did understanding. Although naming 
getting along as a program goal, Nathan’s comments often focused on equity issues. 
Only two of the participants indicated their belief thatgetting in shape was the goal for 
their physical education program. The comments they made were very straightforward and 
with little actual information or evidence to substantiate their belief. The comments of Monty 
represent the ways in which fitness was mentioned. 
K.S.: What do you think their goals were for you in those classes? 
Monty (athlete): I don't know. Not really. One of them to 
get people in shape. I know that. Get people involved, maybe meet 
different people... activities and stuff, meet different friends. That's 
about it. 
In the two cases where getting in shape was mentioned as a goal, the participants were 
male athletes. Both of these individuals often interspersed their discussions of physical 
education with anecdotes about sports. It is hard to know whether their statements about 
perceived goals reflect solely on physical education experiences or if their athletic background 
influenced those responses. In both cases their physical education teacher was also the coach 
of their athletic team. 
The most discouraging response to the question about perceived goals came from 
one of the female participants who had struggled throughout her entire physical education 
career. 
K.S.: What goals do you think the teachers had for physical 
education? 
Liz (non-athlete): As far as the first two, their goals were 
to collect their paychecks and go home at 3 o'clock. 
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Although Liz does go on to talk about two other instructors who tried to teach, her 
belief that at least two of her teachers had no other goal orientation than collecting a check is 
echoed in more than one response. Liz had these instructors numerous times during her high 
school physical education career and many of her recollections are colored by the environment 
she experienced in their classes. 
Questioning students about their perception of instructors' goals was difficult. While 
the question seemed like such a straightforward one, students had a great deal of difficulty 
articulating a response. For many students the belief that there wasanv goal for a "gym class" 
other than to play games was something they had never considered! The responses in this 
category consequently lacked the depth that was evident in many of the other areas. This may 
also be the reason that several of the students did not believe their teachers had goals for their 
physical education programs. 
Another explanation for the inability of some students to identify program goals 
directly may be attributed to the teachers. In some instances, teachers may not have 
communicated their goals directly to the students and students were unable to perceive any 
underlying purpose on their own. Of course, this is making the assumption these teachers had 
goals. The saddest scenario would be those situations where teachers truly had no goals and 
students recognized the fact. 
That so few students indicated learning skills as a goal is not surprising when coupled 
with the fact that almost every participant indicated little teaching was occurring in their 
programs. Those students who did indicate learning skills as a program goal did not paint a 
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very encouraging picture of any real instruction when asked to talk about how those goals 
were accomplished. 
Participation seemed to emerge as the one real or, at least, most common goal for 
programs. The longer students talked about their physical education experiences, the more 
that .became evident. While the purposes for that participation may have been translated in 
different ways, the fact remains that most students saw participation as a goal for their physical 
education program. The next section will focus on who students believed controlled the 
curriculum. 
Control of the Curriculum 
The difficulty many students had discussing what the goals were for the physical 
education program in their schools might be coupled to whom they felt was actually in control 
of that program. Several participants indicated their belief that thestudents rather than the 
teachers controlled program offerings. In each of these instances, students were quite certain 
that what happened in their physical education classes was a direct reflection of student wishes. 
After explaining that his physical education program consisted of playing basketball, 
volleyball and softball, one male participant explained that students not only picked what 
activities they wanted but when they wanted them. 
K.S.: How were these activities selected? 
Philip (athlete): The kids selected them. 
K. S.: Kids selected them? 
Philip: Yes. Well, sometimes, we’d choose. But it was mostly us 
choosing. It wasn’t a set amount of time for each sport. It was us choosing. 
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Although it appears that teachers in the example above had abdicated all responsibility 
for the content of their program by allowing students complete control, other forms of student 
influence were also apparent. Students often exerted control by complaining about the 
activities selected and teachers would capitulate. 
Adam (athlete): I think the teachers did decide what they 
were going to teach. We'd just complain and they would let us switch. 
K.S.: O.K. and they would switch if you complained enough? 
Adam: Yuh. They would switch to whatever we wanted. 
While Adam talked about "open rebellion" as a means of controlling program 
Offerings, still others apparently adopted more subtle forms of rebellion which proved equally 
effective. 
Jessica (athlete): It was probably a student thing. Because 
if we didn't like what we were doing... if it wasn't like a contact sport, we 
wouldn't play. Like when we hadto play badminton, half of us wouldn't go 
to class. When we played floor hockey and football and basketball, 
everyone was there. 
The teachers in Jessica’s school tried to offer different activities, but ultimately gave in 
to the desires of the students. In an effort to maintain participation, these teachers essentially 
relinquished control of the curriculum to the students. In this particular situation, athletes 
dominated the program and activity choices reflected their team sport orientation. 
Team sports and an emphasis on competition are mentioned as the focus for over half 
of the 27 programs in this study. Not all of the students indicating a programmatic emphasis 
on team sports also indicated they believed students were directing curriculum choices. It 
would be interesting to know how many teachers in these programs had purposefully planned 
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their curricula around team sports and how many offered team sports as a direct response to 
student interest. The next section of this analysis examines the activities students reported as a 
part of their high school physical education experiences and how team sports dominated those 
programs. 
Team Sports and the Emphasis on Competition 
Typically in curriculum or methods classes, teacher educators stress the need to their 
preservice students for developing multi-activity curriculum models with a diversity of 
offerings (Siedentop, Mand, and Taggart, 1986). Time is spent discussing the inclusion of 
instructional units focused on fitness, dance, team sports, individual sports, aquatics, and 
adventure pursuits. A conscious effort is made to provide preservice students with strong 
rationale and the knowledge to implement programs where the physical and emotional needs 
of ah students are addressed through varied activity offerings. 
The data collected in this study indicate that in many instances, real physical education 
programs are not designed with reference to balanced curriculum models. In fact, in 17 out of 
the 27 different physical education programs discussed during these interviews with first year 
college students, almost no efforts to provide anything other than a competitive team sport- 
based program were evident from the participants' descriptions. 
Table 4 represents the distribution of activities each participant indicated were a part of 
their physical education programs. Some allowance must be made for lapses in participant 
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memory, but each participant was pressed extensively through numerous probes to recall as 
much detail as possible regarding program offerings. 
Table 4 
Physical Education Program Activity Distribution. 
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Participants 
1 X X X X X X 
2 X X X X 
3 X X X X X 
4 X X X X 
5 X X X X X X 
6 X X X 
i 7 X X X X X X X 
8 X X X X X 
9 X X X X X X 
10 X X X X X X 
11 X X X X X X X X 
: 12 X X X X 
13 X X X X X 
14 X X X X X 
15 X X X X 
16 X X X X 
17 X X X X X X 
18 X X X X X X X 
| 19 X X X X X 
20 X X X X X 
21 X X X X X X 
j 22 X X X X 
23 X X X X 
24 X X X X X 
25 X X X X X 
26 X X X X X 
27 X X X X X X X 
*Other Activities 
golf 
ultimate frisbee 
ping pong 
new games 
wrestling 
whiffle ball 
mat ball 
dodgeball 
racquetball 
square dancing 
social dance 
gymnastics 
ice skating 
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While 10 participants indicated some effort was made to include activities other than 
team sports, most participants clearly discussed programs focused solely on team sports. In 
most cases, students responded to questions about their programs by merely providing a list of 
various team sports. Typical of many participant responses are those of the female in the 
exchange below. 
K.S.: Now, it sounds like, when you listed them [the activities], 
most of them sounded like team sports? 
Jean (non-athlete): Yeah. 
K.S.: You didn't do too many individual things? 
Jean: No, no never at all. 
K.S.: Nothing like tennis? 
Jean: No, we never did tennis. 
K.S.: Golf? 
Jean: No. 
While the female student above had listed seveial different sports in her earlier 
response, many students not only indicated their program was composed primarily of team 
sports, but recalled a limited number of such activities. 
Adam (athlete): The most we did. Well, floor hockey. As 
juniors and seniors actually and kind of mostly sophomores, it was always 
floor hockey. 
K.S.: Floor hockey? 
Adam: Floor hockey. That was the main thing. Once in a while we 
played basketball but not anything else. And my high school had seventh 
and eighth graders in it so we did...In 7th, 8th, and 9th we did, sophomore 
year too, we did basketball, soccer, we ran around the track a lot. That's 
about it. Ran around the track. We always had to run before doing any 
activities. We would run around the track and then we either went and 
played basketball, soccer, volleyball, or floor hockey. That was it. 
It was not unusual for students in programs that emphasized team sports to indicate 
they had no idea how the various activities were selected. 
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K.S.: O.K. Do you have any idea in your own head how they(the 
teachers) picked those activities? 
Jean (non-athlete): No, I think it was just traditional—the 
same things year after year after year, you know. 
Mariel (athlete): I think like one week we would do one 
sport and then one week we would do another sport. They would never ask 
us...they would kind of plan it themselves. 
Students in all categories (females, males, athletes and non-athletes) used virtually the 
same language to talk about team sport-based programs. Most students seemed to accept 
programs built around team sports as "traditional". Noticeable differences did begin to surface 
when students talked about how competition in those team sports affected their experience of 
physical education. 
Athletes, both male and female, enjoyed the opportunities for competition and always 
spoke about competition enthusiastically. 
Roger (athlete): We had, you know, competitions like 
whoever hit the most home runs got a free pizza or something and we had 
badminton competitions and stuff with different gym classes... We could get 
it just on the most home runs and kicks and like skip classes to play gym 
and, you know, so we would be down there sometimes 4 times (a week) or 
something so we would have more chances to win. 
Jackie (athlete): Yup. I loved it. I loved being 
competitive, I loved winning. I love...it's a great feeling! 
While athletes spoke freely about their love and enthusiasm for particular physical 
education experiences which were highly competitive, there were times - even for the athlete - 
when the competition went too far. In these situations the environment became not just 
competitive, but hostile. On these occasions, teachers were forced to step in and games were 
often terminated. Typical of the comments made by athletes about such situations are those of 
Adam. 
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Adam (athlete): Floor hockey and basketball were always 
competitive against each other. We would aXvays like...basketball 
we would really get competitive. Sometimes the teacher would have 
to end the game...just be, like, "it's over". 
K.S.: Because it got a little too competitive? 
Adam: Yeah. A couple of fights would break out. 
The joy and enthusiasm for competition evident in the talk of those students who were 
also athletes serves to substantiate much of their enjoyment of the physical education 
experience. Their positive responses to competition were definitelynot mirrored in the 
comments of students who were not athletes. 
Reflections by both male and female non-athletes indicated not only their dislike for 
competition, but the pain and embarrassment competitive situations often brought them. The 
comments of the young man presented below are representative of the feelings most non¬ 
athletes expressed about competition and the competitive environment of their physical 
education classes. 
Fred (non-athlete): Overall, it was a bad experience. It 
was unenjoyable, uninteresting, was more so a chore than anything else. I 
could have enjoyed, but you have to enjoy it. I’m not a very competitive 
person. I can play a sport and just do it for fun and if I lose it's no big deal. 
It doesn’t mean a lot to me. Competition was too much stress. Even though 
you could be on a team, like say they pick teams for football. Five people 
on the tine and three of them might not give a care, but two people who are 
so competitive, that want to win so bad they scream at youif you miss the 
ball. So like. Til never forget I used to run and always keep my back to the 
quarterback because I was afraid he would throw it at me. Because if I 
ever missed it, fd hear about it. 
When non-athletes spoke about their experiences in physical education classes, their 
feelings about competition were often closely linked to comments about their own skill 
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deficiencies or fear of poor performance. Although most of these same students were quick to 
categorize themselves as "not athletic", some attributed their skill deficiencies to simply never 
having been taught to do those skills well. The next section of this chapter explores the 
comments students had to make about instruction in their physical education classes. 
Lack of Instruction 
While the statements students made about competition and their enjoyment or non¬ 
enjoyment of the competitive environment differed significantly depending on their athletic 
background, comments about teaching were universal. Of the 27 students interviewed during 
this study, only 5 indicated that any substantive instruction occurred in their secondary 
physical education programs. Most of the 27 students were quite clear, and often emphatic, in 
their statements about the lack of instruction. 
Jessica's statement below fairly represents the ways students talked about their 
experiences. 
Jessica (athletic): No. Our teacher was really good, a 
nice guy. He was fun, but he didn't ever teach us anything. He'd just say 
you guys are playing hockey, blow the whistle when somebody scored a 
goal. We could knock each other out, and he would just sit there. 
Jessica, an athlete who enjoyed the competitive nature of her physical education 
classes, still believed that her teacher was "really good", even though he never taught them 
anything. For the most part, athletes or individuals with some athletic background made few 
comments, either positive or negative, regarding the non-teaching aspect of their classes in 
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physical education, and most of these students regarded their physical education experiences as 
enjoyable. 
In contrast, students who had little athletic background spoke about the same lack of 
teaching, but in far different terms. Their dislike for physical activity and their constant fear of 
humiliation, which the physical education environment seemed to foster, is evident throughout 
their reflections. The comments of the female and male student below reflect some of the 
anxiety and anger that low-skilled students often recounted. 
Shawna (non-athlete): The one thing I didn't like about 
that was I wanted to take swimming. I wanted to learn how to swim; 
that's another problem why I wanted swimming because I didn't know how 
to swim. I was afraid to. They had a little section where you could go for 
the kids who didn't know how to swim. You could go there and the people 
who knew how to swim didn't have to do all the other things on the other 
side of the pool. But they didn't teach you. When I think of a physical 
education class, I wouldn’t think that they would teach you. They would 
just tell you what to do and o.k. if you don't know how to do it just pretend 
you know how to do it. Throughout my whole life of physical education, 
that I remember, it was always like that. 
Joe (non-athlete): ...but the only thing I didn't like ... this is 
going from first grade to my senior year in high school. Nobody ever 
explained to me basketball. I remember one time in my high school we did 
have a minor little explanation on it. But nobody ever really explained to 
me what football was all about or what soccer was all about, which is one 
of the sports we played in high school....I guess they always assumed we 
must know how to play football. 
K.S.: So what you're saying is that nobody ever taught you the basic 
skills.. .you just played most of the time? 
Joe: Like in basketball, I remember every time I got...somebody 
would pass me the ball, I would usually toss it back to the peson who 
tossed it to me because I didn't know what to do with it....I know 
that sounds really stupid but if nobody ever showed me how to play 
basketball, I mean I didn't even know...sometimes I knew that the position I 
was in you couldn't cross the center line...so I knew that I couldn't cross that 
line. Then other times I was told you could cross that line. That's all I 
knew. 
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The transcripts of Shawna, Joe, and others are full of statements about the non¬ 
teaching that went on in their physical education classes and the frustration they experienced 
because they didn't know how to perform many of the activities. Like many of the low-skilled 
students, both Shawna and Joe would like to have learned to swim and play basketball but 
were never given the opportunity. 
In both of the excerpts above, the experiences these two students had in secondary 
school appear to be a continuation of their whole physical education history. Many of the 
other low-skilled students expressed similar histories and felt that while they didn't possess 
great athleticism, lack of instruction was really at the root of their problems. Shawna 
summarized her frustration, shared by many of the low-skilled students, in the following 
comments. 
Shawna (non-athlete): They don't teach you. Where are 
you supposed to learn it from? That's what I don't like. 
Many of the students interviewed tried to explain the lack of teaching in their 
secondary programs as Joe did in the excerpt above, saying that teachers assumed they already 
knew how to play all of the activities. The statement of Jean below is another example of 
students' belief that teachers assumed a prior knowledge of the activities being introduced. 
Jean (non-athlete); Mostly we just did them. We didn't 
really get much instruction. I think that they assumed we knew how 
to...you know...do everything. 
Statements students made about teacher assumptions of prior knowledge were often 
followed by recollections of actual instruction which had occurred duringjumor high school. 
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K.S.: When you did these activities, did they ever teach you how to 
do them or did you just play? I mean did anyone ever teach you the 
skills in those games, or did you just play them? 
Missy (athlete): No, not really. They didn't really teach 
us skills. We just went out and played. 
K.S.: So where were you supposed to learn these things? 
Missy: Everyone mostly knew. 
K.S.: Did you ever learn more advanced skills as you got older or 
was it always the same? 
Missy: No.... when I was in junior high, there was this, during lunch 
hour, you used to have an elective...you could do anything, and I picked 
volleyball and that's how I learned to play volleyball. 
K.S.: So you learned in junior high. You didn't learn in high 
school? 
Missy: Right. 
Missy's later statements indicated she saw nothing really wrong with centering 
instruction in junior high school and then allowing competition to be the focus for later 
physical education experiences. Missy is an athlete who truly thrives on the competitive 
nature of any sport experience and her transcripts are filled with statements which reflect that 
love. In contrast, June's statements below are those of a student who is not gifted athletically. 
June (non-athlete): That's another thing. I think the 
freshmen and sophomore years were more into instructions. They showed 
you how to do it. The second set of gym classes like junior and senior year, 
what they'd do is ask the classes if they had an understanding of the game or 
If they wanted to go over some rules. And generally everybody was all set. 
They didn't want to go over the rules. I know in volleyball my freshman and 
sophomore years they had us get in small groups in circles and bump the 
ball around and set the ball and just get used to the different tasks and skills 
in volleyball before we actually played a game. And I know for the people 
that knew how to do it and enjoyed the sport, that vas very tedious for them. 
They didn't like it...They didn't like going over basics. 
June's comment not only demonstrates the lack of real instruction occurring in her later 
secondary physical education classes, but a perception on her part that those students who were 
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proficient in the particular activities did not enjoy/appreciate time spent on attempts at skill 
development. If low-skilled students are clearly aware, as in June's case, that gifted/talented 
students want to "move on" and begin game play, they will certainly not acknowledge publicly 
that they are "not comfortable" and want further instruction. Without interviewing the 
teachers of these students, one can only speculate if their lack of teaching was also influenced 
by the strong preference for game play exhibited by the better-skilled students. 
Many topics in the analysis of data showed wide variation in the responses both within 
groups (athletes vs non-athletes) and between groups of students. Even so, in discussing the 
instruction they received during their secondary physical education experiences, there was 
remarkably little variation. While their feelings about a lack of instruction certainly centered 
around their own skill abilities, almost all the students interviewed acknowledged that they 
received little direct instruction during physical education classes. Comments made about the 
lack of instruction were closely linked to comments discussed in the previous section 
regarding an emphasis on competition. Most students clearly saw that physical education was 
a place to compete and not necessarily a place to learn. 
The perceptions students had of the grading schemes used in their high school physical 
education programs reflect the lack of emphasis on skill acquisition. The next section explores 
those perceptions and the realities they are based on. 
Grading 
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Students interviewed in this study agreed overwhelmingly on one thing - grades in 
their physical education classes were determined almost entirely by participation. Students 
used the term participation when referring to "just showing up", and "changing", as well as 
some form of involvement in actual activity. For the purposes of this study, I have elected to 
define participation to include ah the ways they have spoken about participation. The quotes 
which appear in this section often refer to events other than those traditionally thought of by 
physical educators as active participation. 
Many of the students explained the grading system used by their physical education 
instructors in very simplified ways. In general, their understanding of how their grades were 
derived seemed to be quite clear. The statements of the three students below are quite typical 
of the ways in which students commented on grading methods. 
K.S.: How do you think they arrived at those grades? 
Carly (athlete): Part was for dressing, some was for 
participation, showing up, effort, stuff like that. 
Joan (non-athlete, negative): He basically graded you by whether or 
not you changed....Went by his rule... O.K. you changed or you didn't 
change. I mean if you sat there all the time and said I don't want to play... 
and just sat there on the bleachers and didn't do anything, you'd be marked 
down and most people made some sort of attempt to participate at least. 
Adam (athlete); As long as you showed up, you passed. 
In some instances the students described in more complicated terms the methods used 
to determine their grades. Quite typical of these grading schemes was a system of negatives 
which saw points deducted for various levels of participation. 
Jessica (athlete): You started off with 100 points. And if 
you didn't dress out, change your clothes, you'd lose 5 points for 
each day you didn't do that. And if you dressed out and participated 
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for half the class....it was 10 points if you didn't dress out and 5 
points if you dressed out and didn't participate. And if you weren't 
running or weren't doing... he'd take a point off 
In all of the grading schemes which students described like the one above, points were 
added up at the end of the marking period and the student's grade was awarded based upon the 
total points earned. Students were aware that showing up, changing clothes, and minimal 
participation ensured them of a passing grade. 
In none of the examples above, or in any of the other interviews, was skill or skill 
improvement given as one of the criteria for grading. The only time any of the students 
mentioned the use of skill as a grading component was in a very thoughtful reflection one 
young woman made about possible reasons for the grading system used in her school. 
June (non-athlete): But in elementary school I remember I 
thought my teacher for physical education was more of like the skills you 
had, then you got a good grade, but if you didn't you didn't get as good a 
grade. Like I got B's in elementary physical education but in high school, I 
got like A's and B's that you put forth, not so much of how you played..I 
think in high school it changed because you could notice...definitely notice 
the difference between this kid playing well and this kid not, and if you 
graded one high because of that and one lower because of that, you could 
tell. And I don't think they wanted to do that. I think they didn't want to do 
that. It might have been a policy set up by the school that you don't grade on 
skill, you grade on effort. 
Neither in June's case nor for any of the other students quoted above wasthere any 
criticism of the method of grading or any attempt to compare grading in physical education 
with grading in any of their other subjects. Student culture seems to have accepted the fact that 
physical education grading is not performance-based and that is the way it should be. June's 
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comments speculate even further that it may be an institutional belief that effort is more 
important than skill when it comes to grading in physical education. 
Additional evidence of how students perceived grading in physical education is seen in 
the comments Austin makes about what is important. 
Austin (athlete): And we got graded on how.. .on how we 
participated, were we active, did we miss any classes... just like the 
main things, and then they'd give a grade. 
The "main things"-- participation, being active, and attendance. Never once does 
Austin (or any other student) mention learning. An additional commentary on whether 
students perceived learning to be important in physical education can be found in the 
comments Shawna makes about grading. 
Shawna (non-athlete): And you got graded mostly on 
whether you participated, no matter if you did it right or were learning or 
whatever. Hit the ball a couple of times, you're fine. 
The messages Austin and Shawna received about grading placed an emphasis on 
participation and attendance. Several other students described situations which seemed to 
have no real criteria for the awarding of grades. 
K.S.: How did they grade you? 
Jean (non-athlete): Everyone would get an "A". 
K.S.: Everyone got an "A"? 
Jean: It didn't matter what you did or how, everyone would get an 
"A" basically. I never heard of anyone...unless you missed all these classes 
and stuff, then your grade would go down, but basically everyone got an 
"A". 
In Jean's situation being present seemed to be enough to earn students an "A". In the 
case of Fred below, students could pass without even being present. 
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K.S.: Tell me again about the time you didn't particijate, but you 
got a C anyway. 
Fred (non-athlete): Oh. Yeah. That was sophomore year 
of high school, second quarter. I just didn't like the teacher, so I just didn't 
go. I did not go. When I did go, it would be change, they'd see me, and then 
I'd leave. I never once participated in the class and I ended up getting a C 
and I don't know how. 
While Fred's experience is certainly not what teacher educators want to hear is 
common practice, all of the students in this study discussed grading schemes which placed far 
more emphasis on clean laundry and attendance than on any movement criteria. Only one of 
the students mentioned any skills tests and only one other student mentioned a written rules 
test being given. In the 27 different schools represented by students in this study, not one 
grading scheme placed any weight on learning, skill acquisition, or performance! 
In identifying grading schemes based almost solely upon participation patterns, the 
participants reaffirmed their earlier statements regarding program goals. Whether or not their 
beliefs about participation as a primary goal for many of the programs were founded upon 
their knowledge of the grading schemes, it is quite evident they received strong messages 
about what was important to their teachers. The message that participation is valued above all 
else (i.e., learning, acquiring movement skills) may be one of the underlying causes for the low 
status accorded physical education by both students and parents. This study did not ask 
students questions regarding the grading methods used in their other subjects, but it might be 
interesting in the future to seek some comparison. Questioning students regarding methods of 
grading in all of their courses might provide some insight into the ways they construct and 
place value on subject matter content. 
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The next section will examine how other teaching behaviors influenced the 
experiences and subsequent attitudes of the participants in this study. This section will include 
comments regarding teacher behaviors during class, the ways students chose to describe their 
teachers, contrasts between the teaching behaviors of male and female teachers, and the 
differential treatment of student subgroups. 
Teaching Behaviors 
The creation of the learning environment in any classroom or gymnasium is the 
primary responsibility of the teacher. Whether students ultimately learn or enjoy the 
experiences they have in these environments is certainly dependent on a complex interaction 
of factors of which the teacher is only one. Yet, given the amount of influence teachers have 
in establishing the kind of environment and the activities which occur within the environment, 
their role in determining the quality of any student's experience is clearly central. 
The students participating in this study had very strong comments to make about the 
teachers who shaped their physical education experiences. Many of these comments were not 
complimentary, either to the individuals or to the environments they established within their 
classes. 
As in the other sections of this paper, the interview guide prompted comments and led 
students to discuss certain aspects of teaching behavior. In this section, however, more than 
any other, the categories for analysis were prompted less by the structure of the interview 
guide and more by the types of responses participants made about their teachers. 
Class Involvement 
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If we are to believe the research which indicates modeling behavior can be influential 
in the formation of behaviors and attitudes (Fishbein & Eitzen, 1975), then the comments of 
the participants in this study about teacher activity and involvement during classes are very 
telling. When questioned about instruction, most of the participants (22 of 27) indicated there 
was little, if any, actual teaching done in their classes. If these teachers were not teaching, 
then the next logical question would seem to be,“What were they doing?”. When asked, 
students did not hesitate to provide details which paint a rather gloomy portrait of teacher 
activity in their programs. 
Comments made regarding teacher involvement ranged from simple statements about 
teachers as "sideline observers" to more detailed descriptions and emotional responses to some 
of the teachers' behaviors. The comments of Paula below are typical of the manner in which 
many of the participants described how their teachers participated. 
K. S.: Do you remember what the teachers did while you were 
doing the activities? 
Paula (athlete): Watching us. 
Paula did not seem to mind that the teachers in her program spent most of their time on 
the sidelines observing or officiating. In many of her later comments Paula leads one to the 
belief that as sideline observers her teachers were enthusiastic about their support of the 
activities students were engaged in and about the students' performances. For Paula, the fact 
that her teachers were involved as enthusiastic supporters was enough. While little instruction 
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occurred, the teachers in Paula’s case were engaged with what students were doing. This was 
not the case in many of the other comments students made about their instructors. 
Some students’ experiences and subsequent comments reflect a far less favorable 
impression of their teachers activities during class. The comments of Shawna are 
representative of those impressions. 
Shawna (non-athlete): I remember one incident; it was in 
track and it was raining and in our locker room, we'd go outside and use the 
outside track and the teacher she said, “o.k. now, o.k. guys, we're going to 
go and do a couple of laps, I don't know, 5 or 6 laps. You can run or jog or 
whatever you want, but I want you to go outside and do a couple of laps’,’ 
and she stayed like in the locker room and we had a window that she could 
look through so she could watch us. We had to jog in the rain and she 
watched us. 
Shawna's frustration was obvious as she spoke about her experience running in the rain 
while the instructor watched out the window, but that was not the only memory she had about 
teacher behaviors. On another occasion she describes the activities teachers usually engaged in 
during class. 
K.S.: What were they doing? 
Shawna: Standing on the sidelines watching, or sitting on the 
benches, or talking to each other. 
K.S.: So there was more than one teacher in a class? 
Shawna: Yes. Um but in the gymnasium, you'd have volleyball on 
one end of the gym and badminton or something or basketball on the other 
end. And both teachers would be there and you'd, I mean, they'd tell you not 
to talk and they'd be talking in the comer, laughing, and talking about other 
things. And I know they were talking about other things and not about gym 
and how this was progressing or whatever because other times, when I was 
sitting on the bleachers when I wasn't feeling well, I'd hear them, so I know. 
Shawna's attitudes about physical education and physical educators are not positive 
ones. Incidents like the ones above are peppered throughout her interview and have fueled 
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a disenchantment that stems originally from her own inability to master most physical 
activities, a situation which has not been helped by the instruction and the instructors she 
encountered. Unfortunately, Shawna is not alone. Fred is another student who is also 
quite critical of his experience and his instructors. 
K.S.: What did they do during classes? 
Fred (non-athlete): The motivated ones? They pointed 
their finger. The unmotivated ones sat in their office and looked through the 
glass. 
K.S. What do you think they were doing in there? 
Fred: I have no idea. Talking on the phone? I don't know. I just 
had to laugh. Look at these people... the elders, the teachers, and they're 
getting 40 grand a year to do that. It's just ridiculous. 
Fred's experiences have also left him with some very unfavorable attitudes toward 
physical education and physical educators. While both Shawna and Fred characterized 
themselves as low skilled students, such students were not the only ones in this study to be 
critical of the ways teachers participated in class. 
Adam, a varsity athlete throughout high school, was able to articulate how the 
activities of his instructors made him feel. 
K.S.: What do you remember your teachers doing during most of 
your classes? 
Adam(athlete): Just sitting there-or refereeing. Either 
one. 
K.S. : Did they ever participate in anything? 
Adam: No. 
K.S.: How did that make you feel? 
Adam: That they didn't look like they wanted to be there. Like they 
just didn't want to do this. It was just you know what they kind of did to get 
paid. That was it. 
K.S.: Really? What makes you say that? 
Adam: Because there wasn't any enthusiasm...It was there's the ball, 
go do it. It wasn't like any enthusiasm at all. 
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K. S.: You got the feeling that everybody kind of knew that... 
Adam: Yuh. It was just that you could do what you wanted and 
there really wasn't any structure...do what you want and get it over with. 
In Adam's case, the noticeable lack of enthusiasm and involvement on the part of his 
instructors was crucial to his assessment of their performance. Although earlier Paula was 
willing to accept her teachers as merely sideline observers because of their obvious enthusiasm 
and engagement with class activities, Adam saw his teachers as uninvolved and uncaring. 
One female athlete, Mariel, paints a similar picture of the teachers in her school. 
K.S.: Were they involved, enthusiastic or... 
Mariel (athlete): Some well, one man, I don't know, he was 
just there really. 
K. S.: When you went to class and suppose that one man was just 
there kind of, when you were there and he was just there how did you feel? 
Mariel: We tried to loosen him up or whatever. 
K.S. Did he ever? 
Mariel: Sometimes he would fool around like I'm getting old. I 
can't do what you guys can do. I'm just here to make sure no one gets hurt. 
I was like come on... but be couldn't do what we could do. 
K. S.: And what about the woman? 
Mariel: She really seemed like she didn't want to be there. I don't 
know some days she was all right and some days she was just there. 
K.S.: What do you remember most distinctly that they did during 
your class? What stands out in your mind? 
Mariel: Them always talking in their little group while we played 
our sport. 
The descriptions of many of the students reflected a rather toneless sameness — 
teachers "watched" or more often talked to their colleagues while students participated, it was 
that simple. On one occasion, I attempted to have a young woman who was quite heavily 
involved in dance instruction compare her physical education teachers to her dance instructors. 
K.S.: What do you remember, you could compare this to the dance 
teachers you have had., what did your physical education teachers do 
during class? 
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Jean (non-athlete): The teachers? They really did 
not...no, if you were running, th^'d yell at you, you know, come on, pick up 
the pace, you know, but they just supervised. They really didn't interact that 
much like in dance...they really just observed us. 
Many of the feelings Jean has about physical education are colored by the experiences 
she has had in dance where she found the instructors to be more positive and more involved. 
In none of her physical education experiences had she encountered the same level of 
involvement or enthusiasm she found from her dance instructors. Consequently, Jean's 
opinions and attitudes toward physical education and physical educators are not positive. Her 
own involvement in activity is now limited to dance-related experiences. 
In Jean’s case, her dance instructors’ involvement in class included not only sideline 
“cheerleading” and observation, but active participation. Jean’s instructors provided constant 
demonstration, continuing feedback and active engagement in all of her lessons. Occasional 
participation by her instructors was seen as a motivational device to which students responded 
in positive ways. 
I believe that there is nothing wrong with teachers occasionally participating in class 
activities if it is done for a purpose. If teachers are demonstrating skills, correcting technique 
or leading exercises, they are actively engaged with student learning. This did not happen in 
classes described by students in this study. Few of the teachers took an active part in any of the 
activities in their classes. When asked about teacher participation in activity, most students’ 
initial response was either laughter or a look of incredulity. 
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In analyzing student responses to questions about teacher participation, I found only 
two students who mentioned teachers as active in any way during class activities. In one of 
those instances that participation was not viewed as positive by students in the class. 
June (non-athlete): They didn't really interact, they might 
have refereed or something, but they didn't interfere. Although one teacherl 
know did and a lot of people didn't like it and he'd like pick a team that he 
liked and he would kind of help them out playing or if they weren't playing, 
he would help a team out that would help them out, you know like if we 
were playing a tournament sort of thing and a lot of people didn't like that 
aspect of the teacher. 
The implied favoritism this teacher's participation patterns seem to represent 
engendered resentment rather than respect. In this example, the positive aspect of occasional 
teacher involvement as a motivational/inspirational strategy is lost amidst the anger students 
felt over the obvious favoritism his selective participation represented. This teacher was not 
using participation to enhance or encourage student performance, but to further an agenda 
which was counter productive to student learning. 
The second example of teacher participation was somewhat more encouraging. 
Monty, a two sport varsity athlete, loved physical education and activity. His entire transcript 
is full of praise for the program and the teachers in his high school. Monty's descriptions paint 
a picture so diametrically opposed to that of all the other participants, it is a true anomaly in 
this study. When asked about teachers participating in activity, Monty's response was also 
quite positive. 
K.S.: Did they ever, do you ever remember them participating in the 
activities? 
Monty (athlete): Oh, yeah, they participated. 
K. S.: So they weren't just people that sat around a lot? 
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Monty: No. Like if you had square dancing or something like that, 
he'll get up and, "I'm going to show you how to dance with this girl," or 
something and he'll jump in and dance with them and stuff...They were always 
doing something. They never sat around. Never. 
K.S.: So people knew that they liked activity too. 
Monty: Everyone knew... 
Monty's experiences in physical education were certainly influenced by his own 
athleticism, but the involvement and enthusiasm of his teachers left a positive imprint on way 
he remembers those experiences. When Monty spoke about physical education, activity, and 
his teachers, there was a smile on his face. This was not something I saw on very many faces 
during the course of these interviews. 
When I first asked the question relative to teacher participation, I was hopeful there 
would be some positive examples. Occasional participation by teachers in physical education 
activities can be a highly motivational strategy for many students. If anything, I thought there 
might emerge a pattern of abusing this strategy on the part of some instructors, where constant 
participation had become a showcase for personal athletic prowess. 
On the contrary, I found minimal, if any, participation by most of the teachers 
described by the participants. In many instances a complete lack of engagement seemed to be 
quite common. Teachers were characterized as more involved with collegial discussions 
during class than with monitoring activities. If I were to select one quote that would 
summarize and typify the feelings of a great many of the students in this study regarding 
teacher involvement, it would be the one below. 
Jessica (athlete): I don't know. I don't know. He was just 
there, you know, he was just there. 
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Similar sentiments were expressed when students were asked to describe or 
characterize their physical education instructors. The following section discusses the phrases 
participants in this study chose as descriptive of their teachers. 
Teacher Descriptions 
In an effort to have students reveal the personal characteristic which stood out most 
clearly in memories of their secondary school physical education teachers, they were asked to 
pick one word or phrase which most accurately described those teachers. This proved to be a 
very difficult task for many of the participants. Vocabulary limitations left many of the 
students searching for words to express how they felt. In other instances students who couldn't 
limit themselves to one word scrambled to construct more lengthy descriptions. Words and 
phrases like lazy, close minded\ easy going Joker and sarcastic were used to describe 
characteristics students attributed to their instructors. Few of the responses reflected positive 
images or feelings about physical educators. 
Jean was one of the students who had trouble finding the right word to describe her 
instructor. She struggled to identify a word that would adequately explain her feelings. 
K.S.: If you had to pick one word to describe those teachers, what 
would it be? 
Jean (non-athlete): Are you serious? 
K.S.: Yes, think of one of those teachers, what would it be? 
Jean: I'm trying to think. I don't know. I just like so many words, 
it's just like. It's hard to pinpoint it. Sports oriented...they're very 
close...they like...I don't know...close minded. 
K.S.: Close minded? 
Jean: Yeah. That's a good word. Kind of tunnel vision toward 
sports and nothing else. 
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Two of the participants selected the word/azy to describe their instructors. While 
Jamiel had some difficulty explaining why he had chosen his descriptor, Adam had no trouble 
explaining his choice. 
K.S.: Lazy? Why do you think they were lazy? 
Jamiel (athlete): I don't think it was lazy. I don't know. 
Sometimes they wouldn't move or whatever. Sometimes they 
seemed lazy. 
Adam (athlete): Because it’s—that's what they were. It 
wasn't that they were earning their money, they would just supply us with 
the equipment to play and that was it. Sb it wasn't like a teacher. 
K.S.: In other words what you are saying is that you really didn't 
think of them as a teacher... 
Adam: No. Someone to monitor us is all it was. 
While Jamiel and Adam selected lazy as their descriptor, other students expressed 
similar sentiments in slightly different ways. There was a recurring theme of non-caring 
present in many of the descriptions participants gave to explain their word choices. Quite 
often the words chosen were "softer" versions of lazy. 
K. S.: If I were to ask you to pick one word to describe that teacher, 
what would it be? 
Jessica (athlete): Oh my God. That's hard. Easygoing. 
K.S.: Easygoing? 
Jessica: Yeah, not much bothered him. He was there. 
Joan (non-athlete): I think relaxed? He was sort of there, 
you know. 
Both Jessica and Joan described instructors who did very little during class time other 
than monitor activity. Males and females seemed to choose different words to describe similar 
feelings about their teachers. 
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Probably most typical of the instructor characterizations is that expressed by Dale. 
Dale's entire transcript is filled with rather neutral statements about the program and the 
instructors. It is not surprising that his characterization took on a rather neutral flavor also. 
K.S.: If I were to ask you to characterize or describe your physical 
education teacher in one word, what would it be? 
Dale (non-athlete): Let's see. O K. 
K.S.: O.K. Why that word? 
Dale: Nothing special, nothing bad. You know, just O.K....average. 
Several students described their physical education instructors using words that 
implied the teachers were "kidders" who enjoyed teasing many of the students. In most 
instances, the students using these terms were athletes. The descriptive phrases and 
explanations which followed their word choice indicated they saw nothing wrong with these 
behaviors. The examples below are typical of their responses. 
Missy (athlete): Jokers. 
K.S.: Jokers? 
Missy: Yeah, they always kidded with everyone. 
Roger (athlete): Oh, man. I would have to say 
sarcastic... Yuh. It's just his character~or cocky-kidder... 
Both Missy and Roger liked their physical education teachers. Later in the interview 
when asked if their teachers interacted well with students, both indicated they got along well 
with the higher-skilled students. The teasing and kidding behaviors were seen as ways to get 
the best out of these students. 
Some students selected words that painted singularly unusual pictures of their 
instructors. These did not fall into any one category. 
Austin (athlete): Interesting. 
K. S.: Why did you pick that word? 
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Austin: Each day you never knew what they were going to do...what 
they were going to be like. One day they would come in really totally 
grumpy and class would be really boring. The next day they would come 
in, the guy would have regular shorts on with a tank top. But they were 
always different, never the same day were they the same person. It 
was...that you looked forward to finding out what was different on them 
each day. 
Although the words or descriptions above are less than flattering as descriptions of 
physical educators, the truth is that very few of the words chosen were very flattering. In only 
three of the interviews were positive characterizations given by the participants. Mike felt his 
teachers were both demanding and caring. 
Mike (athlete): Demanding maybe. You could also say 
caring. Because they really wanted you to do a good job and really work 
at, you know, getting physically fit and different aspects of it. 
K.S.: They were demanding in their classes? 
Mike: Somewhat, yeah. Maybe that's too strong a word, but yeah, 
they'd like want you to get some...it wouldn't be fluff. You'd have to get 
stuff done, you know, work at it, get better at it, just put forth an effort. 
They didn't want you to sit back and be a bystander. 
The two other participants who gave positive responses were similarly athletes whose 
physical education teachers also happened to be their coaches. It is difficult to know whether 
the words selected to characterize these teachers were based solely upon their memories of 
physical education classes or if they were influenced by sports-related experiences. 
In asking participants to characterize their instructors, I had hoped to hear more 
responses like Mike's. Teachers portrayed as demanding yet caring are what every teacher 
educator or administrator hopes to develop. Yet teachers in this study were seen by their 
students as lazy, close minded, sarcastic kidders who were "just there". 
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While the word descriptor question was designed to elicit information on student 
perceptions of their instructors, it produced far more. One additional smaller category 
emerged from the comments students made in response to this question. The next section of 
this analysis will explore students’ comments relative to the differences they perceived 
between men and women physical educators. 
Contrasting Male and Female Physical Educators When asked to characterize their 
physical education teachers using one word descriptors, several of the students chose to 
separate out male and female instructors before selecting a descriptive word or phrase. This 
proved to be a very telling distinction. The information which their choice of differing 
descriptors provided led to a wealth of unexpected images. 
Several students did not hesitate to ask if they could pick dififerentdescriptors for each 
of their instructors. One such student was Nathan. Although Nathan was not a varsity athlete 
in high school, he did participate in numerous sports recreationally before a learning disability 
forced bim to focus his attention on academics. He enjoyed his physical education experiences 
as they provided him with an opportunity to engage in activities at which he excelled. On 
more than one occasion throughout his transcript, Nathan makes comments similar to the one 
below. 
K.S.: If I ask you to pick one word to characterize those physical 
education teachers, what one word would come to your mind first? 
Nathan (non-athlete): Well, I could do it separately. 
K.S.: O.K., do them separately. 
Nathan: The male instructor Td say was very passive, and the 
female one was very domineering. 
K.S.: Was she? 
Nathan: Yeah, she'd really take control. Like if someone fell down, 
well actually, usually, if someone fell down and there was someone 
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who knocked them down, and they were hurt, she'd be yelling at you or 
whatever, but the male instructor he was just... 
K.S.: There? 
Nathan: Yeah. He was really just there. Like someone could be 
dying or just laying up against the wall, he'd just, as long as they could still 
breathe, it didn't matter. 
In this example the female physical educator is portrayed as a "take charge" individual, 
who provided all of the disciplinary structure evident in this program. Nowhere in the 
transcript does Nathan describe either of these individuals as good teachers or nurturing 
individuals. All of Nathan's descriptions seem to center around issues of control and 
maintaining order in a program focused on providing numerous competitive experiences and 
little instruction. In each instance, the female educator is characterized as the disciplinarian. 
The contrast between male and female physical educators is equally clear in other 
transcripts. In most of these examples, students perceived that the female physical educators 
were attempting to teach, while their male counterparts were seen as supervisors. Liz provides 
an example of that contrast. 
K.S. Were there any teachers in that group of four that people 
wanted to get? You said that if the teacher was good, people would try to 
get them. Was there anyone that people were always trying to get? 
Liz (non-athlete): Um, it depended on the students, 
depended on the teacher. There were always teachers that people tried to 
get....But if you wanted to sit out,you took one of the men teachers. You 
know. If you wanted to play you know and actually learn something but 
you didn't care if the teacher was kind of short and snobby, you took one of 
the women teachers. It depended on the student and the teacher. 
Liz continued to describe further the differences between the two women and the two 
men teaching physical education in her high school. The descriptions reveal a struggle by the 
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female teachers to engage students in some form of learning while the male instructors were 
more inclined to favor supervised recreation. 
The female teachers' struggle to instruct is not limited to the situation Liz described. 
Kim's transcripts are literally laced with her descriptions contrasting the efforts of the female 
and male physical education instructors in her school. Typical of those descriptions is the 
passage below. 
Kim (athlete): I think the difference between the two 
different teachers—with the female she was more directed towards 
getting us the knowledge about health and the physical education aspect of 
it. Whereas the male teacher was more motivated to say,“o.k. break up into 
two teams,” and do the easy part—sort of do the easy way out of his class so 
he could just sit on the sidelines and do nothing basically. I think he did 
something where he knew that if it was group oriented and everyone 
participated in something real simple, it would be easy for him, it made his 
job easy. 
Kirn is adamant throughout her transcript that the female physical educator attempted 
to integrate concepts from health classes into her teaching of physical education. Students in 
her classes were held accountable for the skills and knowledge presented, while the male 
physical educator failed to maintain similar rigor and accountability. The following excerpt 
further demonstrates Kim's perceptions. 
Kim (athlete): ...1 never had very much respect for him 
because if they had worked together, I think they could have created a very 
strong program, and I think that more people would have been interested, 
but she could only carry it out so far, and then he doesn't pick up and carry 
on. He does his own thing. So I think my class experience was very 
educational my first year but very poor after that. I mean there weren't tests 
given. There weren't really skills tests. He basically graded us on 
attendance, changing our clothes, and being on time. Whereas with her we 
had tests, we had skills, we were tested on that. 
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Philip was an accomplished athlete who enjoyed competition more than instruction. 
While not one of the most articulate participants, when asked to characterize the three physical 
educators he had experienced during high school, Philip recognized differences between the 
male and female instructors as well as the ways those differences influenced student learning. 
K.S.: If I ask you to characterize or describe your physical 
education teachers in one word, what would it be? You can pick a word 
for each one of them if you want to. 
Philip (athlete): Funny, well rounded, and petty. 
K.S.: O.K. Who was funny? 
Philip: My junior and senior years, he was very funny. The way he 
said things, he had everybody relaxed. 
K. S.: And who was well rounded? 
Philip: My freshman year. She was...you could tell she was a 
really good athlete. She cared about the students. She would talk to us if 
someone was upset or something... 
K.S.: And petty, is that what you said? That was thefootball 
coach? 
Philip: Yes, we would jump on the sliding slide and he would get 
all bent out of shape over little things. 
K.S.: How do you think these characteristics affected your classes? 
Philip: Hard question. Well, my freshman year because her attitude 
was so positive it made you feel like you could accomplish whatever it was 
she was trying to teach us or show us. It made it easier to participate for the 
other students that didn't like it. It made it easier for them...Will him it 
made them want to rebel and do the opposite of what he was trying to teach. 
Throughout his transcripts Philip indicated a respect for each of his physical education 
teachers, believing they were focused on differing goals. He felt the female was attempting to 
teach skills to a freshman and sophomore group, while the males were focused on a goal of 
"just keeping us out of trouble" as juniors and seniors. Although I did not ask Philip, the belief 
that teachers assumed prior knowledge may have been at work in Philip's acceptance of 
limited instruction during his last two years of physical education. 
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The material students shared on the differences between male and female physical 
educators was a surprise. Although it was an issue in only 5 of the interviews, strong 
statements by each of those participants were not easily ignored. In each case the males were 
characterized as focused more intently on their responsibilities as athletic coaches and less 
intently on teaching their classes. The statement below reflects that belief. 
Kim (athlete): I think he was just.. .I'm not really sure if he 
was interested. He didn't show an interest in what we were doing. He 
more or less just did his job because that's what he was getting paid to do. 
And I remember him whenever his wrestling players would come into our 
classes, he would step aside and because we were old enough to know 
what to do...he'd say get the net, get a racket, get a birdie and get a partner. 
An that's all we did for a good whole couple of minutes. 
The role strain experienced by many individuals sharing the roles of teacher and coach 
has often been mentioned in the literature (Bain, 1983; Bain & Wendt, 1983; Earls, 1981; 
Locke & Massengale, 1978). In this study, direct quotes regarding a focus on athletic-related 
activities rather than teaching responsibilities are directed only at the male instructors. This 
does not mean that some of the female instructors mentioned in this study had not adopted a 
similar focus, but their behaviors were not as evident to the students being interviewed and 
they were not mentioned. 
Participants in this study were very aware of differences in the ways individual 
students and groups of students were treated by their instructors. The next section will address 
the ways students perceived and spoke about those differences in treatment. 
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Differential Treatment of Students 
Throughout the individual interviews, it became quite evident students are aware that 
physical education is a class where not everyone is treated the same. The majority of the 
participants clearly articulated differences in the treatment of students based upon their 
physical abilities. The ways those differences were translated by participants depended upon 
the individual’s own experience. High-skilled students often spoke of the inequities in 
treatment as a matter of course, almost resenting the presence of lower skilled students. Low- 
skilled students, on the other hand, spoke of their pain and frustration at the inequities and the 
accompanying humiliation. 
In addition to their comments about differences in treatment relative to skill levels, 
some students also indicated a difference in the way male physical educators in their schools 
interacted and treated female students. These comments will be addressed in a second 
subcategory. 
Treatment of High- and Low-Skilled Students Participants in this study reaffirmed 
what has always been a complaint of low skilled students - - physical education teachers favor 
the highly-skilled. Students in all groups (male, female, athlete, non-athlete) made comments 
relative to the perceived favoritism. This is one of the categories where there was almost 
unanimous agreement among the participants. Students recognized and were able to articulate 
in a variety of ways the clear favoritism they observed. 
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Some of the comments were simple statements merely acknowledging favoritism as a 
matter of course. Statements like those of Mariel and Missy below were typical of many 
students who accepted that favoritism was occurring. 
K.S.: If I were to ask you, how do you think those teachers got 
along with the students, what would you say? 
Mariel (athlete): Like kind of a little favoritism. 
Like if one boy was on the basketball team, you know, they talked about 
how the game was good last night or whatever. 
K. S.: Did you ever talk about that? 
Mariel: Not really. We just knew.. .Teacher’s pet and all.. .the kids 
on the basketball team were favorites. 
Missy (athlete): A little bit, yeah. Like mostly they would 
pay more attention to the athletes. Like come on, show me what you can do. 
You know what I mean? 
In both Mariel and Missy's cases, teachers were willing to help students who were less 
skilled when they asked for help, but voluntarily paid more attention to those students who 
participated in varsity sports. This was not the case in many of the interviews. Students 
recognized that other less-skilled students did not receive the help they needed. 
K.S.: Did he get along better with certain students than he did with 
others? 
Jessica (athlete): Yeah. He had his favorites, but it was 
kind of like, if you went to class, and did what you were supposed to do, he 
was fine. And he liked the other athletes in the school. If you played field 
hockey, football, or softball, you know. If you were like in the popular 
crowd, he'd remember you. 
K.S.: What happened if you weren't in that group? 
Jessica: He never pushed them. He'd get aggravated with them 
when they wouldn't want to try....it was either you were athletic, and you 
wanted to participate or you didn't....It was like either you played and were 
active in it and he liked you, or if you just sat there and he didn't pay any 
attention to you. 
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Jessica came from a small school in New Hampshire where student status was equated 
with athletic prowess. Students who did not share in the status accorded athletes by others, 
including the physical education teacher, merely opted out of participation in many activities. 
This same behavior was evident in the comments made by several of the participants. In each 
case the athletes were given special attention or exemptions and the low skilled students were 
ignored and expected only to attend class. 
Students who have served apprenticeships in classrooms for ten or eleven years 
establish very strong opinions about which teachers are "good" and which are "bad". 
One student expressed some resentment over this differential treatment. 
Dale (non-athlete): Nothing special. I think the approach 
was pretty much what they had to do. I don't think anyone was creative or 
went out on a limb, as I said, to help certain kids. I can recall a kid or 
individuals that maybe wanted or needed some extra attention. I don't recall 
any of that. I think the extra attention that was given to anyone went to those 
who participated in after school sports or whatever. I think they had the 
attention when they needed it. They could get away with it. I mean you 
know, it goes on even today, you know what happens. 
As one of those on the "outside", Dale saw the privileges and attention accorded 
athletes, the things they could "get away with". He believed this is how it had always been, 
was now, and probably always would be. While he resented those privileges, he had come to a 
tacit understanding that the "system" worked that way and everyone knew it. He defined a 
social class system where athletic ability accords status. Another participant, Adam, carried 
that definition even further. 
Adam (athlete): See, in our school there were athletes, 
non-athletes, and just regular kinds who decided not to play sports who 
hung out with athletes, and then there were burnouts. The burnouts were 
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treated awful. They were like nobody...they were like who cares who you 
are.. .you know.. .just don't bother with them... 
K.S.: The teachers treated them differently; you could tell? 
Adam: You could tell a lot. 
K.S.: Now did they participate with you or compete against you? 
Adam: In gym? No. They would do nothing. They would 
not...they would like refuse, they would never... 
K.S.: What did they do when you were having class? 
Adam: They would go and hide in the weight room. 
Adam, a skilled athlete, resented the non-participation of the burnouts. He perceived 
there was nothing wrong with the awful treatment they received at the hands of both students 
and instructors; in essence, he thought they had earned their treatment. Most of the students 
interviewed readily acknowledged a similar treatment differential, but some were more 
compassionate. In several cases students were critical of the treatment meted out to the less- 
skilled. 
K. S.: How do you think those people who weren't very talented felt 
about being there? 
Kim (athlete): I think they hated it And they were the kids 
who wouldn't change for class. I think they eventually rebelled against the 
class. “Well, he doesn't give two hoots about me anyway, why should I 
change, why should I even show up?’.... that's what happened....He just 
wouldn't treat them with the type of respect he should have. 
Roger (athlete): I can remember this one incident that made me so 
mad. It was somewhat of a friend of mine. He wasn't really physically active. 
Not at all. He was actually a little slow. He was working out in gym class in 
the weight room and he dropped the weight down. It was a universal bench 
and he dropped it down you know, and so the football coach came over and 
started yelling at him like a maniac. Calling him names. “What are you”— 
swearing--”what are you, a moron?’ The kid-he didn't know, I mean he was 
lifting 25 pounds or something and smashed down on the thing. He didn't get 
hurt. He could have said “you know, you have to put it down” Instead he 
started screaming at him to get out of there. It made me so mad. 
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Both Kim and Roger expressed anger over the treatment accorded low-skilled 
students. Although Kim had some personal anger relative to the treatment of females in her 
physical education program, she also realized her athletic ability accorded her status which 
low-skilled students could never achieve. Roger experienced every privilege an athlete could 
be accorded in his high school, yet he saw, acknowledged, and experienced anger around the 
inequities in treatment afforded both females and the low-skilled. 
One student recounted an instance when an "outsider" tried to become an "insider" and 
the pain that experience involved. 
Fred (non-athlete): I have a friend who loves basketball, 
the same one who is really fat. He always wanted to play basketball. 
Because he was so fat, he never made the team. Simply because of the way 
he looked. Every year it's inevitable. They have tryouts. Five on five. 
Shirts vs. skins. It was inevitable. They always had the skins...foreign 
shaped kids...fat kids running up and down the court bouncing. Little things 
like that people think don't matter, but they make an imprint on your view 
of it. For once they could have let this kid wear a shirt, but no, they have to 
be cruel about it. Just because of the way he looked. I mean he's real good. 
I mean real good. He could have made the team, but because of the way he 
looked. 
K.S.: So that was athletic activity? What was his experience in 
physical education like? 
Fred: The only time he went was to basketball. He loved 
basketball. He hated physical education. I personally didn't like the whole 
high school experience. It really affected me negatively and him also. It 
was such an overall bad experience that you can't really pull anything good 
out of it. 
There is pain in Fred's experience and that of his friend. There is also anger. The 
behaviors which Fred perceived to be cruel left "imprints" which are bitter reminders of a 
physical education environment that was often threatening and always humiliating. It is 
interesting that Fred chose the word "foreign" when describing the bodies of those overweight 
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students trying out for the team. In choosing that word, Fred is not only further empowering 
those students with mesomorphic, athletic bodies, but far worse, he is accepting and 
internalizing alienation of his own body. 
While Fred saw the cruelty in overt behaviors, other students saw themselves as non¬ 
persons, completely ignored, treated cruelly by not being treated at all. 
K.S.: How do you think teachers got along with the students in their 
classes? 
Jean (non-athlete): The students who were in sports? 
They got along. Some of them, you knew if they didn't like you from the 
very start. You knew if they thought you were pretty good or if they didn't, 
they thought you were just like nothing. 
K.S.: How could you tell the ones they thought were not that good? 
What made you feel that way? 
Jean: Because they would really not say anything to you. You 
could just tell. Like they would say more to the people.. .they would be 
more supportive of the people they liked more. 
K.S.: Did they ever say things that made you feel that way or was it 
more the way they acted? 
Jean: Just the way they acted. Just by almost like ignoring 
you...made you feel...like you weren't any good. 
The pain of being a non-person in those classes still resonates through Jean's 
conversation. The pain is one that has not diminished even as she has experienced success in 
another movement area—dance. Her grace, her agility, her artful ways of moving in space had 
no form of validation in an environment that placed value only on aggressive action and 
competitive competence. Jean too was a "foreigner" who happened to speak the wrong 
movement language. 
Whether being singled out and humiliated or simply being ignored and treated like a 
non-person, both high- and low-skilled students recognized the different treatment accorded 
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low-skilled students. The obvious nature of these differences is underscored by the fact that 20 
of the 27 students interviewed made some statement regarding differential treatment. Only 
two students felt certain there was no difference in the way students were treated based upon 
their skill level, while the five other students indicated they didn’t know. 
In speaking about the varying ways students were treated in physical education, an 
additional category was noted which depicted treatment of a much different nature. The 
following section will explore the ways several students portrayed the interaction between 
male instructors and female students in their classes. 
Male Teachers and Female Students. Almost all of the students in this study spoke at 
one time or another about the differential treatment some students received in physical 
education. Most of these references implied preferential treatment for athletes or highly 
skilled students and while disappointing, they were not surprising revelations. The surprise 
was the way several students described the interaction between male teachers and their female 
students. 
In eight of the interviews, students talked about the treatment female students received 
from their male instructors. In some cases the references were made by male students who 
observed the behaviors, in others female students commented on their own treatment. Many 
of the comments referred to behaviors of an implied sexual nature, while others merely 
described the different ways females were treated. 
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Two of the participants referred to the male physical educators as "flirts" whose 
behavior with female students was an acknowledged fact among students. In the example 
below, Fred comments not only on the instructor’s behavior, but on his own reaction. 
Fred (non-athlete): As you walked into the gym (he was 
doing an observation with a friend at his former high school), one of the 
teachers, the one who used to get coffee [said,], "What are you doing with 
such a pretty girl?", he would say. He was a real flirt. 
K. S.: You were with Julie when you walked through. 
Fred: We went to school together. We hadn't talked for about 6 
years until this winter and so when we walked through, he was shocked to 
see us and he was a real flirt, not a very professional attitude, you know 
what I mean. 
Fred, who one day hopes to teach, felt uncomfortable with his former instructor’s 
comment. The flirting behavior he had observed and the comments that were made, in Fred's 
mind, were highly inappropriate. It is interesting that as a young male Fred did not see the 
behavior as macho, but rather as offensive. 
The second student who mentions flirting behavior speaks of an even greater level of 
discomfort experienced by many of the female students in her high school. 
Kim (athlete): ...Actually he was a little bit of a flirt with 
some of the females. 
K.S.: You think or you know? 
Kim: We know because there would be certain activities that we 
would do and you'd catch him off guard, you know, so I think that most of 
the females were really insecure and didn't want t> take his class. 
K.S.: What did they think about him? 
Kim: I don't think any of us liked him. I really believe that going 
into the class he already had a bad rep by rumor. But then by action, you 
just watched the way he held himself...that rumor fit him perfectly. I think 
all he really cared about was the way he looked, and he was cool. I mean he 
was very tall and very muscular. He was a wrestling coach. But I really 
think to the guys he was probably really cool....He got alongmore with the 
guys but flirted more with the girls. 
K.S.: How did you all deal with that? 
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Kim: Well, I don't think because we were still really young, he was 
supposedly the authority in our class that, I think we all just didn't think 
about what he was doing behind our back....I think we just did it 
because we knew we had to take it no matter what. We didn't have an 
option because we didn't have any other physical education teachers. I think 
we just basically sucked it up....There's no way out. We can complain, but 
until there's proof and there's evidence...he would behave when he was being 
watched, you know when they evaluated class, but other than that...the guys 
thought he was great. They thought he was God. 
Kim expressed a great deal of anger about the position females were put in during 
activity and their feelings of hopelessness. The singular power inequity which naturally exists 
in the teacher/student dyad was exacerbated in this case by the male instructor's sexual 
innuendoes and behaviors. While male students found him "cool", female students felt 
uncomfortable. Kim believed his "one of the guys" mentality proved difficult for most of the 
young women in her classes. 
Kim and Fred had no trouble directly naming the behavior of their instructors -- 
flirting. Other students struggled to define and name the particular behaviors they observed. I 
believe in some instances, as in Roger's below, they struggled because they didn't want the 
behavior to reflect poorly on a teacher they enjoyed. 
Roger, a varsity football player, had his coach as a physical education teacher. Roger 
enjoyed sports, physical education, and his coach. Although a very articulate young man, 
Roger had difficulty explaining his coach's behavior. 
Roger (athlete): He was my football coach so like I, you 
know, he would always....Well, during the football season the football 
players really couldn't take gym. They would get waivers and the same with 
all the other varsity sports... One thing I can remember, I don't know if he 
was sexist or anything, but, you know, not make fun of the girls but... 
K. S.: Give them a hard time? 
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Roger: Not really give them a hard time but kind of--yuh, give them 
a hard time but in a joking manner. You know what I mean? That's one 
thing I remember about him ? 
K.S.: Did he treat the girls differently sometimes when they were in 
class? 
Roger: Yuh. Not bad though, you know what I mean? He would 
joke around. A lot of girls liked him, but he would treat them different. 
Like he would say kind of sarcastic things, you know what I mean. I don't 
know how to explain it. 
Roger struggled to name his instructor's behavior. He wanted me to save him by 
acknowledging my understanding without actually naming a behavior. At all times Roger 
wanted me to understand that the girls weren't treated badly, that "a lot of girls liked him", but 
he knew as he struggled that the teacher’s behavior was not appropriate. 
Roger had initially characterized his instructor as "cocky" and "sarcastic". These terms 
were Roger’s characterization of his instructor’s behavior around females. It would be 
interesting to interview the females in Roger's high school to compare their perceptions of this 
instructor's behavior with Roger's. 
Kidding, teasing, and joking were all ways students described the behavior of male 
teachers with female students. Many of the students saw nothing wrong with these behaviors 
and some were even flattered by them. Mariel smiled as she spoke about her instructor. 
Mariel (athlete): Comedian. One of the gym teachers. My 
junior year? my junior year, he was...I had curly hair, and it was longer than 
now and I'd be running around and he would try to grab it and in high 
school I used to have this thing up on my head like a little puff thing. And 
he would be like, “what is this thing and how much hair spray did you use?’ 
He used to joke around with all us girls because of the way our hair was 
styled and everything like that. 
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Mariel enjoyed the attention given her by the instructor. The little teasing behaviors 
were seen as playful interactions and in no way threatening. Once again it would be 
interesting to interview other students about their perceptions of these behaviors. Would other 
females think these behaviors were funny? Was it really "all" of the girls he teased or only the 
good looking, popular ones? And would the male students see him as a joker? Were the 
teasing actions of this instructor similar to the flirting activity of the other male teacher which 
Kim and her fellow students found threatening? 
One female participant capitalized on her interactions with a male physical educator in 
her school to avoid activity and still gamer good grades. 
K. S.: And you said you spent a lot of time trying to get around the 
teachers. Tell me a little bit more about that. 
Liz (non-athlete): Um, it was like, I mean, I had one 
teacher in my senior year who once I brought him coffee, black two sugars, I 
didn't have to play. It was like that kind of thing. He knew I went for coffee 
every morning and he'd catch me on the way. He never forced me to play. I 
think I had an A- in the course. 
K.S.: So what would you do if you weren't playing? 
Liz: Chatted. 
Liz spent a great deal of her time in physical education trying to avoid participating in 
class. By providing the male instructor with a service she was able not only to avoid activity, 
but to obtain a very good grade. Liz was quite clear in a later portion of her transcript that she 
did not share her coffee service tactic with any of her friends who were also attempting to 
avoid activity. The male instructor was quite pleased with the arrangement and allowed it to 
continue throughout the year. 
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One participant acknowledged that females were not required to participate in his 
physical education class, but could go to the library instead. While attendance was not 
required for the female students, the males were not accorded the same opportunities. 
K.S.: Everyone liked it? There was nobody in the class that didn't? 
Philip (athlete): It would probably be the girls because 
there were only three girls in our class. 
K. S.: How were they treated by the rest of the class? 
Philip: They were treated good by us, but the teacher, if they didn't 
want to go to class, they were allowed to go to the library. That was 
like... sometimes if a girl be absent, there'd be like two girls so he just let 
them go to the library to do whatever. 
K.S.: Anyone could go to the library instead of physical education 
class? 
Philip: No, just the girls. We had to have a real good reason if we 
wanted to get out of class... .but the girls just had to write a paragraph on 
something sports related, and they could do homework or whatever. 
Philip was quite adamant that females being excused from physical education classes 
occurred regularly and was not an occasional phenomenon. While Philip saw no problem with 
the females being in class, he assumed the reason they were excused from participation was 
simply a problem of numbers; there were only three females in a class of approximately 25 
males. One can only speculate on the reason(s) this instructor chose to excuse the female 
students. By not having females participate, however, the instructor's job certainly became an 
easier one. There was no longer a need to provide coed activities, nor to monitor as carefully 
the highly competitive events which comprised most of this program. 
Physical educators who speak of a hidden curriculum need to realize they may be the 
only ones unaware of what is being learned in physical education classes. The messages their 
unequal treatment of students convey are being received loud and clear by almost all students. 
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Equally strong are the messages students transmit to each other through their own forms of 
inequity and cruelty. The following section addresses student interactions. 
Student to Student Behaviors 
Students clearly recognized and articulated the favoritism shown athletes by physical 
educators in great detail, but their discussion of the treatment students accorded each other was 
equally detailed. Highly skilled students, in most cases males, controlled many of the 
interactions occurring in the classes described in this study. Control behaviors took various 
forms, from verbal harassment to actual physical intimidation. These participants discussed 
actions and feelings that reveal the operation of insidious covert curriculum which took several 
forms: picking teams, athletes as bullies, and teacher collusion. 
Picking Teams 
One ritual which consistently initiated discriminatory behavior was picking teams for 
competition. Invariably highly-skilled young men were appointed by teachers to select teams. 
Whether this was premeditated, inadvertent, or merely convenient, the attending 
consequences supported a rigid division of power and prestige, as well as accompanying pain 
and humiliation for many other students in the class who were not members of the appointed 
elite. 
Jean describes how the process of selecting teams made her feel. 
K.S.: The students that were into sports, did they treat people who 
weren't into sports differently? 
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Jean (non-athlete): Yeah, when you'd be picking people 
for teams, they would pick all the people they knew were good. You'd be 
left behind and then you would have to be like given to a team. You felt, 
“oh, God, gee, thanks. I feel special” 
K.S. Did you get that same feeling when you were playing? 
Jean: Yeah. You'd always go to the back of the line hoping you 
wouldn't get up to kick the ball because you were afraid. 
K.S.: Afraid? 
Jean: Of making a mistake. 
K.S.: Now, if you did make a mistake, did people give you a hard 
time? 
Jean: Yeah, especially the guys. They were like, oh, God. They 
would make their little comments and stuff And you'd be like,“that's it, I'm 
going to stay at the back, and I don't care if I get yelledat or not ” 
K.S.: Did the teachers ever say anything to anybody that was giving 
you a hard time? 
Jean: No, they just let it go basically. I don't know. I don't think 
they wanted to get into it. They just wanted to... you know, they didn't want 
to start anything...it would just take time. 
Jean spent a great deal of her time in physical education classes trying to avoid 
humiliation. Like many students, she tried to become an invisible person. Unfortunately, the 
back of the line wasn't always far enough away, for Jean, and picking teams in her class was 
open season for the ridicule of low-skilled students. Jean was only one of several students who 
mentioned picking teams as a painful process. 
Joan (non-athlete): Well, the way teenagers are anyways...you know 
we always have people who are athletic and people who aren't so when you 
pick teams, you always have people who were picked first and other peoples 
feelings are hurt if they can't play the sport and you get the athleticpeople 
who get angry at the people who can't...so that it caused hard feelings 
sometimes. 
K.S.: Did you notice that the teacher ever tried to do anything about 
that? 
Joan: He'd say not to whatever, but he didn't like enforce it. 
K.S.: Did you notice people making comments to each other, or 
how did you notice there were hard feelings? 
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Joan: The biggest thing I noticed was with volleyball. I can't play 
volleyball. A lot of people can't. And the men would be,“don't pick 
her” and “don't do that” and things like that. Comments were made, yeah. 
K.S.: And how did you feel about that? 
Joan: Our feelings were always hurt. 
Neither Jean nor Joan were athletes and when asked about how they were treated by 
the better skilled students, they were able to discuss at great length incidents similar to the ones 
above. In both cases picking teams was recognized as a source of pain. The ways these two 
young women describe picking teams contrast sharply with the descriptions given by two 
athletes. There is an economy of language which implies how little meaning they attached to 
the process. 
K.S.: Do you think people who were less skilled were treated 
differently than other students when you were in class? 
Carly (athlete): Sometimes. Like if we were ever to pick 
teams, which wasn't too often, they would be the last ones to be picked 
and stuff. 
K.S.: Did the guys ever pick on any of the girls who couldn't do 
anything? 
Carly: Sometimes. 
K. S.: What kind of things would they say? 
Carly: “Oh, come on, you pansy, can't you do anything?’ Stuff like 
that. 
Jamiel (athlete): We picked like most of the good people 
on one team and good people on another team and the sorry people just 
played dead. 
Athletes as Bullies 
Both Carly and Jamiel resented the fact that the "sorry" people took up space in their 
classes. Carly continually mentioned how much better coed classes were because you could 
"really play", implying in that her all-female activities there wasn't much action. Jamiel felt 
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the non-athletes in his classes were lazy and out of shape. In each instance they exhibited little 
patience for those students with less skill. 
The situations Carly and Jamiel describe in their transcripts mostly involve tormenting 
students with remarks like the "pansy" comment in Carly's statement above. Other students 
referred to more direct forms of intimidation. One such example is found in Austin's 
transcript. Austin had no patience for students with less skill* he believed there was no excuse 
for their non-participation. 
Austin (athlete): Yeah, they'd sit along the back wall if we 
were playing volleyball or basketball, they'd sit along the wall. Some of us 
would purposely hit the ball over there. If they weren't paying attention, it'd 
hit them accidentally, but we knew it was on purpose...just to wake them 
up...because they always said,“you hit me, I'm coming over there, and we'll 
fight after class.” So you do it again just to get them mad. The teachers 
knew what we were doing. It's all right if he wants to sit there and do 
nothing...it's no big deal. 
While it is difficult to know for sure, low-skilled students in Austin's class appear to 
have opted for non-participation as a way to avoid the humiliation actively engaging in class 
often caused them. Austin's physical education program was based totally on competitive 
sports. There were no opportunities for students otherwise skilled to excel or achieve respect. 
Because the teachers in Austin's class did not attempt to stop the students’ aggressive actions, 
better skilled students saw this as tacit approval and continued the harassment. 
Students on the receiving end of the comments, basketballs, and ridicule often have 
very deep scars. Joe is an artistic young man with long, blonde hair drawn back in a ponytail. 
Joe's older brother, a football player, had received accolades for his athletic prowess 
throughout high school and as Joe describes, "always had a ton of friends". A small, slender 
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young man with little ability or interest in the competitive sports his physical education 
program seemed to stress, Joe suffered both physical and verbal abuse at the hands of the 
better-skilled players. 
K.S.: What did you dislike about it? 
Joe (non-athlete): What did I dislike? That there were 
other people in the class who knew a lot about the sport and dominated it. 
So, of course, you get pushed off to the side, you know, and then you're 
running up and down a basketball court for no reason. If you stand on the 
side or run back and forth, it's not going to make a difference because you're 
not going to get passed the ball. Who wants to toss it to me? What's Joe 
going to do with it? There were a few other people, too. And it led to, you 
know, I had one person or several people who didn't like me because of 
that and expressed violence towards me. Just looking back now I'm glad 
that I wasn't going to take that to a point, you kmw. 
K.S.: I think that's good. 
Joe: Yeah. I mean sometimes I didn't always stand up for myself, 
and looking back I really wish I did. But there were times I did, and I'm 
glad I did. Another female friend of mine experienced a similar thing, but 
she was more athletic than me. You know, you have these people who are 
really good and they have an attitude, and they start in on other people. 
Joe repeatedly mentions feeling "not very good because I wanted to do my best". If 
Joe were a different young man, he probably would have chosen non-participation or some 
other avoidance mechanism to escape being hurt, but Joe participated, laying himself open to 
ridicule and suffering through each class. In each instance where Joe recounts feeling 
uncomfortable or humiliated, he couples it with a rambling dialogue on how little instruction 
he received during physical education. Joe now participates in a variety of outdoor pursuits, 
but has no interest at all in competitive activities. 
Being low- or non-skilled was not the only reason students were targeted for torment. 
Physical appearance also served as a reason some students were singled out for comments by 
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athletes and better-skilled students. Bones spent much of his adolescence dealing with a 
weight problem. In describing his problems in physical education, weight issues play a 
prominent role. 
Bones (non-athlete): In one particular semester I was in a 
class that wasn't the same with everybody that I was normally with in 
regular academic classes. And I think that most of the people in that class 
were the people from the different sports teams. It just...I was intimidated, I 
know that for sure. 
K.S.: Just by their skill or did they say things? 
Bones: Oh, by their skill. Some people would say things, some of 
the less tactful people would say things....And then again not that I'm not 
overweight now, but when I was in high school, I was a lot more ovenveight 
than I am now. So that wasn't a good experience. 
K.S.: Did kids say things more in physical education than anywhere 
else? 
Bones: Yeah. I think probably ‘cause people could see you more. 
You know because you're changing and you're wearing clothes that 
don't hide anything. So I really think it's just the fact that they could 
actually see more. And then again most of the people in my regular 
academic classes were good friends of mine. 
Bones was self-conscious about his weight problem and the physical education 
environment exposed him both literally and figuratively to individuals who did not let him 
forget his misery. Bones hated the experiences he felt subjected to in physical education. He 
spent a great deal of his time scheming and escaping the confrontations encountered during 
those classes. Bones freely discussed "blowing off the activities he felt most uncomfortable 
participating in. Although Bones exudes anger in many of his accounts, the underlying pain is 
hard to mask. Comments and name calling do indeed leave deep scars. 
Teacher Collusion 
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Not all of the athletes agreed with the actions of their fellow players or of their 
instructors. Two of the women interviewed were truly annoyed by the activities that occurred 
in their classes. In Kim's case much of harassment was subtly administered, one on one, with 
no teacher intervention. On those occasions when males chose to harass lesser-skilled males 
instead of young women, the consequences became more dramatic and still, the teacher failed 
to take any action that might curtail the behavior. 
Kim (athlete): Most of the time it was normally said, like 
if you were standing on bases together, they would say,“you stink” or “that 
was really crappy.” Guys would start fights. It would break out to be a big 
brawl because, of course, you know, you tell me something, I would just hit 
the ball, but guys would be really crude about it and actually pick up the 
bases and take them and be really stupid.. Just jerks. I mean it got so out of 
control, and you just thought, you were wasting your time in this class. 
K.S.: But he (the teacher) didn't say anything? 
Kim: I don't remember him yelling at anybody. 
K. S.: Even when they got out of control? 
Kim: Half of the time he wasn't even paying attention. 
Once again there was no comment or action on the part of the instructor in this 
situation. Students were both subtly and overtly abusive, yet the teacher condoned the actions 
by taking none of his own. In the situation above, Kim believed the teacher really didn’t care 
what students were doing to one another. 
One teacher even participated in the ridicule of some students. In Jessica's situation, 
she remembered when the instructor's agreement wasn't so silent. 
Jessica (athlete): Well, some of us were nice. Some of us 
would be like, “you guys are going to be here, and this is what you are going 
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to do” And the others were really mean, like hit them with their sticks, hit 
them with the basketball, or something. 
K.S.: Did he wer say anything? 
Jessica: Sometimes he would and sometimes he wouldn't. I don't 
know...it was like...if it got to a point where it was too bad...one time he 
caught them laughing..when this kid...I feel real bad for this girl, a kid 
tripped this girl, and she fell flat on her face, and he (the teacher) was 
laughing. Then he kind of went, hey, you know. 
K. S.: So he thought it was funny, too? 
Jessica: Oh yeah. 
Jessica knew that what was occurring in her class was wrong, and it ha remained a 
prominent part of her memories about high school physical education. Like many other 
students in similar situations, Jessica did not say anything to her classmates or the teacher. 
Students apparently become paralyzed by their own need to be accepted by their peers and, 
while they may feel badly at the time, are unable to take any action. Later in her transcript, 
Jessica comments, "I feel bad now. I want to go back." 
The most thought-provoking interview in this study occurred with Ben. Benis a 
gentle young man committed to a career teaching young children. He has struggled against 
great odds and profound learning disabilities to realize that goal. Ben's disabilities encroach on 
his physical performance and physical education classes often proved to be difficult 
experiences. As mean as many of his classmates were to Ben (and you knew they were 
without having him tell you), he had a difficult time being less than kind in his reflections. 
K.S.: Were there other things you didn't like about it? 
Ben (non-athlete): Well, maybe it was some of the students I had on it. 
Like if a ball went by me (he was continually assigned to be goalie), because 
sometimes I'm one of those people when something comes really close, I can 
get a little bit afraid....and I still feel that way sometimes too. And I guess it's 
just that students would say, “oh, you should have caught thaf and everything. 
“Why didn't you catch that?’ in a mean way and everything. Like kind of 
made me feel kind of upset and everything.... There were different students that 
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were in my group, you know, treated me as well as the other students, 
differently. You know, I knew who the wise guys were and who were the ones 
that weren't mean and everything. 
K.S.: So you kind of did feel that sometimes in classes there was a 
difference in the way students treated you? 
Ben: There was a difference. 
K.S.: Did the teacher ever say anything when they said those things? 
Ben: No...I don't think the teacher really observed it...I abrit know. 
I mean that one time that happened, I don't think the teacher was like...mean 
she was observing, but maybe just like watching and didn't really say 
anything. 
There were moments during Ben’s interview when his pain was obvious. Moments 
when it was difficult to believe that his teacher had not seen the things that were done. I 
wanted to believe his teacher had not seen things, but I am not sure. They happened often. 
Ben is lucky to have had a very supportive family who has encouraged him and fostered a 
an attitude that remains kind and nurturing. Ben did have a suggestion for how changes 
could be made which might help others in his situation. 
K.S.: Is there some way things can be made better? 
Ben: I think maybe if certain students who have like bad disabilities 
or are not as good in playing soccer or football maybe should be put in a 
group with other students who are struggling so the teacher could help them. 
K.S.: Do you think that would make people feel aiittle better? 
Ben: I think that would make them feel a little better. I certainly 
know I wish I had that experience in high school. 
While Ben had significant problems, the pain he experienced during physical 
education classes was equally evident in the voices of many other individuals. Both the high- 
skilled and the low-skilled students in this study were fully aware of the ongoing agendas of 
discrimination and harassment being conducted in their classes. What may be of greatest 
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significance is the participants’ underlying assumption that physical education teachers would 
not intervene to stop some of the abusive behaviors. 
In this section I have addressed the experiences participants themselves had in physical 
education. The next section will focus on how these same students perceived others to view 
and value physical education. 
How Physical Education is Viewed/Valued by Others 
Students were quite articulate in discussing how they experienced physical education, 
their descriptions lengthy and detailed. In contrast, when asked to talk about how others 
viewed physical education as a part of the school curriculum, they experienced some 
difficulty. The answers they gave to each question were more direct and definitive, yet lacked 
the rich emotional content that relating their personal experiences evoked. 
The data in this section have been arranged into three subcategories reflecting 
questions the participants were asked. The first subcategory involves responses the 
participants gave when asked about how other students and their friends viewed physical 
education. The participants' perceptions of how teachers outside physical education viewed 
physical education comprise the second subcategory, while their parents’ views are included in 
the final section. 
How Other Students Viewed Physical Education 
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Students were not hesitant to answer a question relative to the way physical education 
was viewed by other students in their high school. In many instances their responses mirrored 
their own personal beliefs. This was not surprising, since most students were reiterating the 
beliefs of close friends who naturally shared many of their own interests and abilities. 
Responses appeared to center around two factors. Participants believed students’ views of 
physical education were influenced by (a) participation in athletics and/or, (b) the need to 
change clothes for participation in activity. 
Participation in Athletics. Participants clearly recognized that students valued 
physical education in direct proportion to their personal abilities. Athletes were always 
portrayed as enjoying the activities and non-athletes were seen as merely tolerating them. The 
comments of the three students below are typical of the ways participants characterized this 
division. 
Paula (athlete): Well, the athletic kids liked gym class; the 
non-athletic kids tried to stay away from gym class. They'd make up 
excuses why they couldn't go that day..”I didn't bring clothes to change.” It 
depended on the person. 
June (non-athlete): I think it was taken a lot more highly by 
students who did extracurricular sports, like people who might be interested 
in physical education maybe later on as a major in college or people who 
played on other sports teams kind of liked physical education. But I think 
the ones who didn't viewed it as another class that they had to go to. That 
they really didn't want to be there. 
Fred (non-athlete): Health class was valued-by some 
people like myself. Iuttterly enjoyed it. Phys. Ed. was valued by people 
who were competitive and would be running around. I didn't value it, and a 
lot of people I hung around with didn't value it. It was more a nuisance. 
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While most students were satisfied simply to define who did and did not enjoy 
physical education based on their involvement in sports, one student chose to explain why that 
made a difference. 
Mary (non-athlete): I had a lot of friends that failed and that 
ended up taking two classes the next semester; I mean the next year they'd 
have to take two gym classes so I guess they weren't real crazy about it. I 
think some people really have hang ups about things like that. Some people 
are shy to go in and play a game. Some people are afraid of messing up or 
things like that. They're not into the sports and then when they are forced to 
be into sports, it's kind of hard for them so I think that's why. 
Mary's friends were afraid of making mistakes, "messing up". I find that a vey 
simple, but telling statement. People learn fear and it is apparent from the comments of 
students in this study that many preferred failing to the hostility and humiliation they 
associated with participating in physical education. 
Having to Change Clothes. A great many students, both athletes and non-athletes 
alike, associated feelings about physical education with having to change clothes. 
Adolescence is a period consumed with concern for personal appearance; a“good hair” day is 
as important as a good test grade to most young people. The intrusion of physical education 
into one's day was seen as a threat to maintaining personal hygiene and as such, an intolerable 
occurrence. 
The comments of the students below are just a few among the many which addressed 
changing clothes. Once again these students were direct and to the point. To them the "hassle" 
of changing was a non-debatable issue. 
K.S.: How do you think physical education was viewed by most of 
the students in your school? 
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Joan (non-athlete): They didn't want to take it. I think a 
lot of it had to do with having to change your clothes and then if you 
happened to get all sweaty, they didn't give you enough time to take a 
shower. 
Carly (athlete): It was a hassle. Having to change your 
clothes, go outside, play a game, get all gross, change again, and go back to 
class. Like I didn't care. I like to play, but others did. 
Mariel (athlete, neutral): They hated it....The changing part-getting 
sweaty. 
Changing is one of those nasty necessities that has been mentioned in numerous 
studies as influencing attitudes toward physical education. Students in this study were no 
different. They did not want to "get all gross" and then return to class. On three different 
occasions students indicated physical education wouldn't have been so bad if it took place at 
the end of the day, when other classes were over. 
Although athletic participation and changing clothes were the most frequently 
discussed issues relative to student disposition toward physical education, some comments 
made by individual students indicated other factors that influenced students’ views of physical 
education. I believe these comments warrant inclusion because of the issues they raise. 
Nathan enjoyed participating in physical education, but in his high school very few 
other students, outside a core group of athletes, did enjoy participating. To participate freely 
wasn't accepted and in some instances wasn't tolerated. 
K.S.: How do you think physical education was viewed by students 
as a part of the school curriculum? 
Nathan (non-athlete): They thought they should get rid of 
it. They absolutely hated it. It was just pointless and juvenile and they just 
really didn't like it....The less you cared about it, the cooler you were. That's 
kind of how it was. I mean sometimes kids wouldn't like... sometimes I 
would make somebody look bad because I try just a little harder to mess 
up what they were trying to do, score a goal or a touchdown, or whatever. 
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And the next time I hit the ball or whatever, they'd tag me and make sure I 
hit the ground or the wall or something. 
On more than one occasion, Nathan mentioned various forms of physical abuse 
directed at students who tried too hard during activity. Although athletics and athletic 
participation were accorded lofty status in Nathan's school, the culture had deemed physical 
education a low status activity. Students seen enjoying physical education were not "cool" and 
were reminded of this cultural norm by intimidation. A great deal of‘trash talking” and snide 
comments accompanied the often physical aggression directed at students who were not 
abiding by the "could care less" mentality. Teachers in this situation did little to monitor or 
change what was happening. Consequently, students in Nathan’s high school characterized 
physical education classes as “pointless and juvenile”. 
One other issue appeared in the transcripts of two young men, both heavily involvedin 
athletics. 
K.S.: How do you think the people in your high school viewed 
physical education? 
Philip (athlete): Like an easy "A". 
K.S.: An easy "A"? Did you all get "A's"? 
Philip: Definitely. 
Vincent (athlete): Well, people were happy to take 
phys. ed. 
K.S.: Why did they like it? 
Vincent: Because, one thing, you didn't have homework in it. You 
didn't have to do too much study. All you had to do was dress up, 
participate in anything we do, anything, and easyto get an "A". 
K.S.: How did your friends feel about it? 
Vincent: Friends?...they liked it too because one boy, it helped him 
out a lot because he wanted to be eligible for football and he got an "A" in 
P.E. 
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While these quotes speak once again to the issues of grading, they were reminders of a 
greater issue. For both Vincent and Philip, their football coaches were their physical education 
teachers. In Vincent's case, the class was comprised almost entirely of football players and met 
every day. Activities in the class were focused on conditioning and drills to enhance football- 
related performances. In essence physical education was merely an extension of the football 
program where "A's" were handed out for being on the team. In both cases, these young men 
acknowledged that others in the school saw physical education only as an easy "A". When I 
asked Philip if physical education was valued as an educational experience, his reply was very 
telling: "Oh, I don't think so". 
Three other participants did indicate a belief that other students in their school enjoyed 
physical education. In each of these instances, the students stating the beliefs were athletes 
who truly enjoyed all forms of physical activity. Whether their statements are merely a 
reflection of their own enjoyment or a true assessment of the situation for other students in 
their school is a matter of speculation. In these cases, the physical education programs offered 
students activity choices; this may also have been a factor in that enhanced appreciation. 
Monty (athlete): I think a lot of the kids enjoyed it. I think it was 
valuable to them probably. I mean it relieves a lot of stress when you're in 
class all like, from seven o'clock in the morning till eleven or twelve. Then 
you just go out and just run around and stuff. 
Mike (athlete): I think the majority of the kids liked it. 
You know some of them didn't like it. I think the guys liked it more than the 
girls did, but I mean a lot of the girfc liked it too. 
Austin (athlete): Yeah, you could always pick something 
that you liked. You didn't get stuck in something that you didn't like at all, 
and where you just go there and fool around and you just go there and be 
totally bored out of your mind. 
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In the final analysis there were few positive responses to my question on how physical 
education was viewed in the participants’ high schools. Of the 27 students interviewed, only 5 
of them said something positive and all of those were male athletes. In addition, two of those 
athletes thought physical education was viewed positively because it was an "easy A", not 
because of any intrinsic value 
How Other Teachers Viewed Physical Education 
There were few students who could articulate a strong perception about how other 
teachers in their schools felt about physical education. Most of them believed they had no way 
of knowing. In those situations where students made comments, most centered on afeeling 
they had about teachers’ beliefs or a particular situation which led them to their perception. 
Quite typical of the ways students tried to address this are the comments below. 
K.S.: How do you think the other teachers in your school felt about 
physical education? 
Paula (athlete): They never said anything. I don't know if 
some of them think, it's kind of... you know those [physical education] 
teachers, they're not really teachers but... 
K. S.: You got that feeling? 
Paula: Yeah. Like they never really teach. They rover do that 
much. 
Dale (non-athlete): Again, I think it was something that had 
to take place. It was required. But again I think they [other teachers] 
viewed it as secondary. 
Neither Paula nor Dale had a definitive reason for their beliefs, but both had seen or 
heard things which left them with these feelings. One student was very clear in his 
understanding of how other teachers felt about physical education. Adam's secondary 
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experience was divided between two different high schools and the difference in teacher 
opinions at the two schools was apparent. 
K.S.: How do you think other teachers in the school felt about 
physical education? 
Adam (athlete): I know some of them thought it was a waste 
of time. They would just mention it. Just like a lot of teachers would say, 
“that's a joke”, or “what do you bother with that class for?’ It's such a 
bother to us. 
K.S.: Do you think they felt that way in the other school? 
Adam: No, because they would give us time togo change. They 
would give us time. If we showed up a couple of minutes late because the 
gym class ran over, they understood, they didn't think it was a joke. They 
understood that we were actually doing stuff. There were quite a few 
teachers that would actually come and join in. 
The "bother" Adam mentions in his first statement involves students entering classes 
late after participating in physical education. Teachers in that school had no respect for what 
was occurring during physical education and resented the disruption late entrants caused in 
their own classes. Because of a respect teachers in the second school had gained for the goals 
and content of the physical education program, tolerance rather than annoyance was accorded 
late arrivals. Adam's appraisal of the two schools is reflected throughout his transcript. 
Differences in general student respect as well as his own personal respect for the two programs 
permeate many of the memories and perceptions he shared during the interviews. 
Other students cited ongoing problems with students arriving late to other classes after 
physical education as influential in shaping the way other teachers in their school viewed 
physical education. The two participants below provided some insight into those perceptions. 
Roger (athlete): I'm thinking of the teachers that I went to 
after gym class was over. You know what I mean. Sometimes I might be 
late because I'm running in and I'm all sweating, and I have to take a quick, 
quick shower and change all my clothes and go all the way across to go to 
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their class, and they only gave us 4 minutes to get dressed and ready and 
then go to your class. If I didn't have time to take a shower, I'm in there and 
all sweating and all out of breath and sweating--not really good to 
concentrate, but...I don't know how they thought about it, but I know I mean 
it couldn't be too good. 
K.S.: Did anyone ever make a comment or ever say anything? 
Roger: Well, I told my teacher thatl had come from gym on these 
days and that I might be late because it was all the way across the building. 
She said to try to make it on time; gym class is notmv class. 
Kim (athlete): I believe some of the teachers in our school 
were real supportive of it because of what was being taught to us. We had 
teachers coming in and being more involved. I think teachers were 
irritated most of the time because we'd come out of gym class sweaty, 
smelly, and we'd go into their class and itwas like we hadn't come down 
from the level when you've been running around. 
Just as changing had an influence on the ways students viewed physical education, 
students apparently perceived changing to have an influence on the ways other teachers felt 
about physical education. Whether it is poor management skills by the physical education 
teachers or simply time frames ill suited to physical activity, the fact remains that changing 
clothes is an issue that makes physical education problematic not only for students but also for 
teachers. 
While schools often allow for other lab courses to be scheduled in extended blocks of 
time that facilitate set-up and break-down of specialized equipment, physical education classes 
are most often restricted to traditional 40-55 minute time frames with no allowance for dealing 
with equipment or for participants to shower and change clothes. Seen in many schools as a 
marginalized subject matter, physical education is not likely to receive special consideration in 
the scheduling process. Nor are physical educators likely to "rock the boat" advocating for 
change. Teachers need to have some dialogue on the simple logistics of getting students to 
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classes on time or an "us" and "them" mentality will continue to plague the views outsiders 
have of physical education. 
I found one additional exchange about how others in the school view physical 
education to be troublesome. Shawna's experience portrays how truly marginalized physical 
education can become in a school system. 
Shawna (non-athlete): Um, like I said, I think it was of less value 
because there is something that came to mind...this is an example a lot of times 
when you did make up...say you missed something in science class, that would 
happen to me. O.K. can I make it up right now or you know next period or in 
7th period. That's where I had gym, that period. And I kind of liked gym even 
though I didn't mind missing it a couple of times because of the teachers and 
stuff. But then she would say, but don't you know this is more important, like 
she wouldn't sign me in, she would keep me from physical education. She'd 
keep me from physical education to make up her work. Where if I missed a 
physical education class, which I didn't, but other students did, you could only 
make it up after school and the school would not allow you to make it up in 
academic subjects time. 
K.S.: But they would allow you to miss physical education? 
Shawna: Yes, definitely. 
K.S.: Was that o.k. with your physical education teachers? 
Shawna: I think so. 
K.S.: If you went to Mr. or Mrs. So and So and said,“I'm not going to 
be in class today because I have to make up an English test’, they'd say “fine”? 
Shawna: I think so. That's why I think in the whole school...it's just 
that mindset that everybody was in. And probably the reason the physical 
education teachers didn't really care was because they were molded into that 
thinking anyway. Or the school doesn't let them. 
Shawna has drawn the obvious conclusion, that physical educaion is a second class 
subject in her school. If the teachers and administrators in this school support the policy 
Shawna describes, how could a student draw any other conclusion? Whether poor 
programming and no advocacy led to the policy or whether the policy led to poor 
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programming, the fact remains this program has little or no respect from any constituency in 
the school. 
The following section explores the perceptions students had of their parents’ views of 
physical education. Unfortunately, many parents of participants in this study seem to share the 
views of the teachers in Shawna's high school. 
How Parents Viewed Physical Education 
Students agreed universally when speaking about their parents’ feelings regarding 
physical education. In all cases, parents were far more concerned with how students 
performed in their academic coursework. Physical education did not warrant much time in 
family discussions regarding school activities and little more than a passing interest when 
grades were issued. The language students used in answering questions about their parents' 
views of physical education took on patterns of similarity seen in no other section of this 
analysis. In each instance the responses followed closely the tone and content of the ones 
listed below. 
June (non-athlete): The physical education class wasn't 
really brought up that much at home. I think I talked more about that 
especially during the volleyball season because we have like a tournament. 
The tournament and the things that I got really interested in. I told them 
about it, but I don't think they looked at it as a major part of the school. I 
think they'd be more apt to ask questions about other subject areas where 
you had work and papers and homework and stuff to do—more what they 
would consider academic. 
Mike (athlete): I think they might have been indifferent 
about it. They were more interested in the academic book work type thing 
than the phys. ed. I mean we never really talked about it thl much so I don't 
really know. 
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Kim (athlete): We talked about certain things, certain 
teachers at school. My parents...to my parents physical education didn't 
stand as high as my biology. Something that would be looked at for college 
or for when you're applying for schools. So physical education was sort of 
second compared to all math, science, all the regular courses. This was sort 
of like an irregular course, something that you just took to burst all your 
energy with. 
K.S.: How do you think they feel about physical education? 
Kim: I think that they think it's just a place where kids go to release 
a lot of energy and tension. I think it's a stress reliever. I don't think they 
look at it from a health point of view. 
Whether using terms like academic, bookwork type thing; ox regular classes, students 
said essentially the same things. Parents did not ask about physical education and cared very 
little about what went on in the classes. One young man summed up the sentiments of many 
parents in one sentence: "If it wasn't a class, I don't think my Mom would mind." 
While I did not ask students if their parents had ever spoken about their own physical 
education experiences, some explanation for this lack of interest may lie in those personal 
histories. One young man gave some inkling of that in a comment made about his mother. 
K.S.: Did your parents ever ask you about physical education? 
Fred (non-athlete): No. My mother was the same way. 
When she graduated high school, she was 170 pounds. So she never 
enjoyed physical education either. That was when she got into the health 
fitness thing. She didn't do it for anybody else. 
Students in this study received strong messages from their parents that physical 
education was viewed as an unimportant part of the school curriculum. Students recognized 
their time and talents were best spent on performing well in academic subjects and not 
worrying about physical education. 
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On a personal note, I found it quite interesting that two of the parents perceived 
physical education class as a stress reliever. When I took my very first physical education job 
teaching in a private secondary school, the headmaster told me that the principal function of 
physical education was to relieve student stress. I can only wonder what his parents thought 
about physical education. 
Summary 
The data from this study clearly indicate the single most important factor influencing 
the way participating students experienced secondary physical education was their skill level. 
While better-skilled students enjoyed the competitive, team sport based curricula described by 
almost all the participants, few of the low-skilled students remembered their classes as 
enjoyable. More often low-skilled students described situations which were filled with 
constant anxiety and humiliation. 
Skill level also affected the way students viewed the lack of instruction found in 
almost every participant's program. Although both high- and low-skilled students talked 
extensively about the lack of teaching being done in their physical education classes, their 
reactions to that fact were significantly different. Better-skilled students saw nothing wrong 
with the lack of instruction as more class time was dedicated to actually playing and 
competing in the various sport activities. 
Low-skilled students saw the lack of instruction as a part of their continuing physical 
education history. Many low-skilled students readily acknowledged their personal lack of 
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athleticism, yet believed their poor performances could have been improved by instruction at 
some level. Interestingly, both high- and low-skilled students believed the lack of instruction 
in secondary school physical education was due to an assumption by teachers of students 
having learned skills at a lower level. 
Skill level played an important role in the ways students in this study perceived 
teachers to interact with students. Both the high- and low-skilled students agreed that the 
better-skilled students were shown favoritism, while low-skilled students were often ignored 
and sometimes ridiculed. The favoritism described in this study took on various faces 
depending on the individual's experience, but behaviors ranged from additional instruction or 
exemption from activity to simply being the object of more teacher attention. 
The final arena where skill level played a significant role in the way a student 
experienced and has come to make meaning of physical education was peer interaction. Low- 
skilled students were treated poorly and in some cases even abusively by better-skilled 
students. While some better-skilled students expressed regret over the treatment meted out to 
low-skilled students in their classes, others expressed no remorse, even indicating such 
treatment might be deserved. Both groups recounted incidents of harassment, ridicule and 
even physical abuse directed at low-skilled students by students with better skills. In most 
instances teachers were not seen as intervening to stop or change these behaviors. 
There were several areas identified in the data analysis which indicated skill level 
played no role in the ways students perceived and made meaning of what they experienced. 
One such area was grading. Both high- and low-skilled participants agreed universally that 
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grading in physical education had nothing to do with learning or achievement. In each 
instance students described grading schemes based upon attendance and participation. 
Minimal and in some cases, no effort was required to receive passing or even "A" grades in 
many of the classes described by participants. Students accepted this as the normal way 
grading in physical education was done. 
During the analysis two smaller subcategories were noted which were quite 
unexpected. Participants often chose to differentiate between male and female teachers when 
selecting descriptive words or phrases. In doing so they identified a difference in the teaching 
styles of the two genders. Male instructors were characterized as taking a more recreational 
approach to their classes, while female instructors were portrayed as attempting to teach skills 
and activities. The male instructors in these situations were also seen as more focused on their 
athletic coaching and less on their teaching. 
The second sub category to become apparent involved the treatment of female students 
by male instructors. Several students described behaviors which either directly named or 
implied flirting by male physical educators with their female students. In some situations this 
behavior was seen as flattering by the female students, while others indicated feeling 
uncomfortable in classes with their male teachers. These behaviors were identified by both 
female and male participants. 
Participants agreed that parents were far more concerned with their performance in 
academic subject areas than in physical education class. Little family discussion revolved 
around activities occurring in physical education class and only passing interest was paid to 
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grades achieved in "gym". Students participating in this study clearly understood that parents 
did not see physical education as an important subject. 
Participants were equally clear when describing how their peers felt about physical 
education. While many of the statements mirrored the participants’ own personal beliefs, peer 
attitudes were seen as directly linked to two factors: participation in athletics and the need to 
change clothes for participation. Although athletic peers were characterized with more 
favorable attitudes toward physical education, all participants indicated an aversion to 
changing clothes. Participants also believed if physical education was scheduled at the end of 
the day fewer students would mind participating in activity. 
CHAPTER 5 
DISCUSSION 
Student learning is the underlying goal of all educational programming. If we define 
learning in traditional ways, then students are seen as acquiring knowledge and skills from 
qualified instructors. Learning becomes the simple process of assimilating instruction, 
practicing the skill or task and translating newly acquired knowledge into personal 
performance. This process would be as true of mastering a jump shot in basketball as of 
mastering the multiplication tables in math. 
But learning is not that simple. Various factors related to learning are experienced by 
individuals in differing ways. In trying to understand why learning does or does not happen, 
researchers have focused most their attention on teachers, teaching behaviors, and ways of 
organizing practice. Little attention has been focused on how students actually experience the 
learning environment and conditions. 
This study was influenced by a constructivist orientation to education which sees 
students as active participants in the creation of their knowledge. Constructivists believe that 
individuals construct or create knowledge as they experience life and try to make their own 
meaning of those experiences. From this perspective there is no one way of experiencing 
learning a hook shot, but a multitude of ways, individually influenced, whose results and 
meaning are individually constructed (e.g. in this study, flag football was experienced by high- 
skilled students as a reinforcement of their empowering sense of athleticism, while low-skilled 
students saw the game as a humiliating reminder of their physical inadequacies).. 
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In the past, attitude studies were often conducted in an attempt to determine how 
students felt about physical education. These studies determined elements of the physical 
education environment which students did or did not like. But attitude studies failed to 
identify how the individuals completing the surveys actually experienced the classes -student 
voices were absent. While providing opinions, attitude studies lacked detail and depth. This 
study attempted to give students a voice by allowing them to talk abouthow they experienced 
secondary physical education and how they have come to make meaning of those experiences. 
The purpose of this chapter is to provide a synthesis of the findings from this study and 
to relate those findings to concepts discussed in current literature. To that end, this chapter has 
been divided into five sections: (a) an overview of the study, (b) comments on the 
methodology, (c) discussion of the results, (d) conclusions, and (e) implications for physical 
educators. 
Overview of the Study 
The purpose of this study was to examine how college students have constructed 
meaning of their secondary school physical education experience. Traditional forms of 
positivist research have employed techniques of direct observation, limited response 
questionnaires, or surveys to try to understand the dynamic environment of the physical 
education class. While these forms of research have identified important process elements, 
they have not touched upon what students actually experience in those classes and how they 
eventually make meaning of those experiences. The intent of this study was to allow college 
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students to talk about their experiences in secondary physical education programs and how 
they have come to make meaning of those physical education experiences. 
An initial pool of 73 freshmen students indicated a willingness to participate and talk 
about their experiences in secondary school physical education. Each of the 73 students 
completed a background questionnaire which asked for information about themselves and 
their secondary school. During a previous pilot study, two criteria were identified as having 
significant influence on the ways students experienced and talked about their experiences in 
physical education: gender and participation in varsity athletics. Using those criteria the initial 
pool of 73 was screened and 27 students were identified who agreed to take part in the 
interview sessions. 
After an introductory meeting with me and prior to the actual interview, each 
participant was given a set of general questions designed to stimulate thinking about their 
secondary physical education experiences. Audiotaped interview sessions of approximately 
60 (range 50-75) minutes were held using a semi-structured, open-ended format. Throughout 
the interviews, students were encouraged to talk about and pursue topics which emerged as 
they provided responses to more directed questioning. In instances where students had 
difficulty responding or articulating particular experiences, multiple probes were used to 
facilitate clearer understanding. 
Each audiotape was transcribed and analyzed in an effort to identify patterns and 
similarities in the ways students spoke about their experiences in physical education. While 
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students had certainly experienced physical education in individual ways, discernible patterns 
of similarity and difference were apparent in the ways they talked about those experiences. 
The pilot study had identified some basic categories which were used to guide the 
initial analysis. Those categories were changed and revised as the data from the current study 
indicated patterns and trends similar to or not previously identified in the pilot study. 
The categories used in the final presentation reflect a combination of topics generated from the 
interview guide and those which developed during the analysis of student responses. 
In this study, the ways students have come to make meaning of their physical 
education experiences were influenced by factors associated with four major categories: (a) 
aspects of the physical education program, (b) specific teaching behaviors, (c) student to 
student behaviors, and (d) how physical education is viewed and valued by others. 
Discussion of the Methodology 
This study employed a semi-structured, open-ended interview format in an effort 
to provide students with a voice for their experiences in physical education. Unlike many 
attitude studies which may provide an indication of a participant’s feeling toward a 
particular subject, interviewing allows you to determine how a participant felt during the 
subject. How a person experiences events and activities influences the way they make 
personal meaning of those same activities. When you ask an individual to reflect upon 
their lived experiences, you are not getting objective truths, but rather a kind of personal 
truth upon which their belief systems have been built. 
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I am a firm believer in the information that can be gained through personal 
interviews. While my earlier interviewing experience involved a small phenomenological 
project which was particularly rewarding, this study produced very rich descriptive 
passages from many of the participants. If the researcher is able to establish an 
atmosphere of trust and shows genuine interest in the participant’s "story", then 
interviews are capable of producing a wealth of information unattainable through 
positivist forms of research. 
I was somewhat apprehensive about the willingness of college students to 
volunteer for an interview study and I was surprised that 15 per cent (73) of the freshmen 
class at Randolph initially volunteered to participate. This rate of volunteerism was 
probably facilitated by the various teaching faculty who solicited participants in their first 
year seminar sections. None of the 27 students selected exhibited any hesitation when 
contacted about participation. 
During the interviews participants were candid, forthcoming, and for the most part 
very articulate in describing their experiences in secondary physical education. I believe 
giving the students several questions to reflect upon before the interview aided in 
focusing their thinking. The quality of the responses reflected some prior thought and I 
would recommend this procedure to anyone attempting similar research. 
The semi-structured, open-ended format of the interview also proved beneficial. 
The open ended design allowed the interviews to take on a conversational nature which 
put many of the students at ease. This format also permitted far richer descriptions to 
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evolve as the interview progressed. The use of probes to elicit additional information 
enabled me to explore student comments and further clarify responses which might not 
have been possible under different circumstances. 
As important as the use of the open-ended format was the use of the semi- 
structured set of questions to guide the interview. In the end, this format allowed for 
comparisons to be made and relationships to be established in many areas. Without this 
"roadmap" through the interview I might have reached the end of each trip, but would 
have missed many of the sights along the way. 
I would caution others interested in using a similar approach to explore student 
experiences to be patient. Students often stumble for words in their initial attempt to 
describe what they have experienced. Allowing them time to think while nodding 
agreement or using a simple probe reaps wonderful rewards in richer, often more 
revealing responses. It is equally important to do an ongoing review of your interviewing 
style to make certain you are not forcing responses. A second interview may be necessary 
to follow-up and clarify participant meanings. Peer debriefers can be very helpful in 
maintaining consistency by occasionally reviewing interview tapes. 
Discussion and Comparison with the Literature 
Each fall semester during the past twenty years as a teacher educator, I have asked 
my first year class of physical education majors what they remembered about their high 
school physical education classes. Each year the answers are about the same: "lots of 
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fun , competitive", or "a good time". I then assign those same students the task of asking 
three people in their dorm how they remembered physical education. The answers they 
received often amaze the student majors: "waste of time", "joke", "painful". Obviously 
students are experiencing secondary physical education classes in far different ways. 
Prompted by those very different responses and a desire to identify some of the reasons 
why they were so different, this study was designed to give students a voice in the 
research on physical education. 
Participants in this study identified several factors which influenced the way they 
experienced physical education and how they have come to make meaning of those 
experiences, (a) skill level, (b) program content, (c) lack of instruction, (d) teacher 
behaviors, (e) grading methods, and (f) the value of physical education as a part of the 
curriculum. 
Skill Level 
The participants in this study reaffirmed what the student majors in my classes had 
informally identified in their surveys, an individual's skill level is one of the strongest 
influences on the way a student experiences and remembers physical education. Although 
not all of the high-skilled students in this study held positive attitudes toward physical 
education, a circumstance also found by other researchers (Carlson, 1994; Tinning & 
Fitzclarence, 1992), skilled students were recognized as entitled. 
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Wang (1977) first identified the strong student-driven agendas underlying many 
physical education classes in her ethnographic account of an elementary physical education 
class. In Wang’s study, the student-sponsored curriculum supported discrimination based on 
gender, race, social class, and skill differences. In this study the discrimination was based 
almost entirely on two factors, skill level differences and gender, with skill level being the 
most predominant. 
Throughout this study students attested to the fact that possessing physical skills 
invested one not only with the educational capital necessary for success in physical 
education classes, but with a sense of empowerment. While not directly naming their 
power, better-skilled students spoke of situations which implied a sense of control. 
Manipulating activity offerings by refusing to participate until favored competitive team 
sports were reintroduced, or openly ridiculing low-skilled students without teacher 
intervention were “powerful” behaviors participants mentioned. 
The idea that students manipulate the activities offered by utilizing non- 
compliance is one that another researcher also found when examining several urban 
physical education programs (Ennis, 1995, 1996). The students in Ennis’s study used a 
variety of non-compliant behaviors ranging from failing to listen to the teacher, to direct 
confrontation in an effort to insure the activities offered would be those they enjoyed. 
While students in this study generally chose more subtle forms of non-compliance to gain 
objectives, students did indicate complaining and challenging teachers when unfavorable 
activities were offered. 
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Other researchers have found that low-skilled students were publicly humiliated 
(Griffin, 1985; Portman, 1992) or talked about the physical education environment as 
often humiliating and embarrassing (Kollen, 1981; Wang, 1977). In this study low- 
skilled students also spoke about painful situations where personal embarrassment and 
public ridicule were a part of their physical education experience. A sense of 
disenfranchisement pervaded the comments of many of the low-skilled students in this 
study. 
While studies by Carlson (1994), Griffin (1985) and Kollen (1981) focused 
attention on the important role gender played in according status for athletic prowess, that 
was not as much the case in this study. Skill level, not gender rendered one "in" or "out" 
in most of the situations described by participants. Low-skilled males were just as often 
the targets of abuse as low-skilled females. While some highly-skilled females did 
indicate disdain for those less skilled, for the most part they did not actively engage in 
abusive behaviors, leaving that to their male counterparts. 
Program Content 
Writing about curriculum design, Dodds (1983) suggested that students receive 
strong messages based upon what activities are or are not included in their physical 
education programs. Programs built solely on traditional sport-related activities send 
clear messages validating the skills of athletic males and females. Males and females who 
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are otherwise skilled are left struggling to survive in what is for them an alien 
environment. 
Almost all of the twenty-seven programs described by participants in this study 
were based on what has come to be known as a traditional team sport model. Descriptions 
of competitive activities dominated participants’ discussions of their experiences in 
physical education. Low-skilled students expressed consistently negative feelings about 
the constant competition, while their athletic counterparts talked enthusiastically about the 
challenges of each competitive opportunity. These statements reflect similar findings in 
studies which identified the competitive environment as one reason many low-skilled 
students disliked physical education (Portman, 1992; Robinson, 1990). 
Two students participating in the study currently major in dance. Their entire 
lives have been built around perfecting movement skills, yet both of these young women 
experienced secondary physical education in very negative ways. Their particular 
competencies were invalid in an environment which focused exclusively on competitive 
sports. Their statements and those of other low-skilled students in the study reflect the 
ways high-skilled students, particularly males, dominated and controlled the ways they 
experienced physical education. Other research studies (Griffin, 1985; Kollen, 1981) also 
found athletic males often dominated and hassled female classmates in physical 
education, limiting their access to participation and skill acquisition. 
Studies done by Carlson (1994), Kollen (1981), and Portman (1992) identified 
several behaviors often adopted by low-skilled students in physical education. These 
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behaviors included "faking", "false enthusiasm", "giving up", "leaving", and "failing". 
Low-skilled participants in this study indicated they spent a lot of their time trying to find 
ways to avoid the humiliation they experienced in physical education. Many of these 
participants described adopting behaviors similar to those previously identified. I did 
find that the behaviors of low-skilled males and females in this study seemed to differ. 
Low-skilled females were more inclined to discuss ways to fake participation and 
strategies to avoid engaging in activity during class. Finding excuses to sit out, 
participating only when observed, and always moving to the end of the line were ways 
female participants talked about avoiding the embarrassment they felt in physical 
education. 
Low-skilled males seemed more likely to adopt other behaviors. Cutting class 
entirely or leaving after attendance were two behaviors males discussed as means of 
avoidance. Low-skilled males were also more likely to talk about "enduring" 
participation. These individuals talked at length about trying their best during 
competitive events, but knowing always that their peers felt their best was never good 
enough. 
Lack of Instruction 
High- and low-skilled students agreed that teachers in their secondary physical 
education programs did not teach. For the better-skilled students this lack of instruction 
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was viewed as a positive part of the program, allowing for more time to engage in the 
competitive activities they enjoyed. 
Low-skilled students spoke of the lack of instruction in far different terms. Many 
low-skilled students believed a lack of instruction throughout their physical education 
history was a contributing factor to their current low levels of skill and a reason they were 
constantly made to feel inadequate. One low-skilled female believed her instructors did 
not spend a great deal of time on instruction because better-skilled students did not want it 
and low-skilled students were too intimidated to indicate they would like it. 
Statements made by participants in this study regarding the lack of instruction in 
their secondary physical education programs supports what other researchers have found 
about teacher planning. Studies show that teachers are more concerned with keeping 
students "busy, happy, and good" than with worrying about student achievement (Placek, 
1983). In addition, when grading schemes are more concerned with participation and 
effort than with learning and achievement (Veal, 1988), it is not likely that teaching is a 
priority. 
The interesting paradox seen throughout this study is the willingness of many 
students to “forgive” their physical education instructors for the lack of teaching which 
occurred during their classes. Physical education teachers were still characterized as 
“good guys” and “fun” by students who also talked about never learning any new skills or 
activities during high school physical education. 
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In an era when accountability is a watch word in educational circles and programs 
are being excised for failing to generate taxpayer sympathy, the comments of the 
participants in this study do not bode well. Teaching is not happening in many programs 
and the teaching that does occur seems to be centered in elementary and junior high 
school programs, not in high schools. Teachers seem to have abdicated responsibility for 
what happens in their classes in favor of being seen as “good guys” and pandering to a 
powerful constituency of well-skilled students who desire competitive opportunities. 
These actions may have long-term consequences for many programs unless physical 
education teachers begin to re-examine their practices. 
Teacher Behaviors 
As the ultimate authority figure in any gymnasium or classroom, teachers cannot 
help but have a powerful impact on the ways students experience education. The real 
question then becomes not, “will the teacher have an influence?”, but rather “what kind of 
an influence will the teacher exert?” Numerous studies done in physical education 
suggest that teachers play an important role in influencing student attitudes toward 
physical education (Carlson, 1994; Figley, 1985; Kollen, 1981; Luke & Sinclair, 1991; 
Pissanos & Allison, 1993; Portman, 1992; Rice, 1988; Robinson, 1990). A number of 
factors can affect how teacher actions are translated into influence including, but not 
limited to, the teacher's personality, the student's personality and behavior, and the 
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number of students in the class. Further, one of the most influential factors seems to be 
the ways teachers choose to interact with their students. 
The comments of the participants in this study indicate the kind of influence their 
secondary physical education teachers had was often directly related to their own skill 
level. Better-skilled students received much more of the teachers’ attention and 
recognition. Both high- and low-skilled students were aware of such preferential 
treatment and these perceptions have had an impact on the way they feel about physical 
education and the way they currently translate their experiences with inequity into 
meaning. This supports the findings of other researchers who identified unequal 
treatment as a factor in the way students feel about physical education (Davidson, 1982; 
Rice, 1988). 
Low-skilled students were much more aware of the situational embarrassment 
they were required to endure because of teacher insensitivity’s with the way teams were 
chosen or students were singled out for demonstrations. Low-skilled students directly 
linked their feelings of humiliation to the ways teachers conducted class. Other 
researchers have also determined that the negative attitudes of low-skilled students are 
related to feelings surrounding their embarrassment in class (Cockerill & Hardy, 1987; 
Figley, 1985). 
The comments of students relative to the favoritism they perceived as occurring in 
their physical education classes also support much of the expectancy research conducted 
by Martinek (1981, 1983, 1988, 1989; Martinek & Johnson, 1979). Teachers in these 
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studies did pay more attention to the students they perceived as better-skilled and less 
attention to the students who could have benefited the most. Students clearly received 
messages about their status from the behaviors of their teachers. 
Listening to students speak about their treatment in physical education classes was 
painful. Revisiting those interviews and realizing the constant stream of pain which ran 
through many of their experiences, I was overwhelmed. As physical educators, it seems 
we have crowned our own royal family-athletes. We have anointed them with privileges, 
showered them with attention, and demeaned those other students not in the “family”. We 
have created a class system which, once cast, is almost impossible to penetrate. 
Two areas of the study where results seem to be somewhat unique also involve 
teacher behaviors which had an impact on the ways students talk about physical 
education. While these areas were identified as subcategories for not being mentioned in 
all of the transcripts, their mere presence was significant. 
In the first sub category, students differentiated between the instructional behaviors 
of male and female teachers. Males were portrayed as concerned more with involving 
students in activity immediately and were not seen as being concerned with direct 
teaching, students often categorizing this behavior as supervisory. Female teachers were 
characterized as making more of an attempt at actual instruction than their male 
colleagues. 
Participants spoke often about the coaching responsibilities of the male instructors 
while not mentioning those responsibilities as often when referring to their female 
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instructors. The teacher/coach role conflict often mentioned in the literature may have 
been a greater factor in the daily lives of the male teachers. Without interviewing the 
instructors mentioned in this study, however, there is no way of knowing if this is true. 
The second unique subcategory of teacher behavior identified by participant 
reflections also involved behaviors mentioned only in connection with male instructors. 
Students talked about a set of behaviors some male teachers exhibited toward their female 
students. These behaviors included subtle forms of flirting, allowing females to sit out 
during activity, and completely excusing females from class. While all of these behaviors 
were disturbing, the references to flirting behaviors were particularly bothersome for me 
as a teacher educator. 
Carefully crafted physical education classes can be places where young people 
learn to respect and appreciate the abilities of each individual. Of considerable 
importance is the appreciation young men and young women learn for each other in well- 
designed coed activities. In each of the situations in this section of the study, poor choices 
by male physical educators in their treatment of female students fostered messages of 
inequality and mistrust. 
The teasing games with veiled sexual overtones, the overt flirting behaviors, the 
granting of special exemptions created feelings of mistrust, resentment, and even fear. 
These are hardly the feelings we are striving to elicit in physical education. Almost one- 
third of the participants in this study made reference in some way to the negative 
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interactions between male physical educators and their female students. These statements 
paint another portrait of physical education which is certainly not complimentary. 
Grading 
Students in this study indicated that grades in their physical education classes were 
based primarily on their attendance and participation. Student learning, skill acquisition, 
and achievement were not mentioned in the discussions students had regarding how their 
grades were determined. Learning and physical education were two concepts which 
students in this study seldom associated in the same sentence. These results confirm what 
another researcher identified when looking at teacher planning (Veal, 1988). Teachers in 
that study indicated that student grading was based primarily on student participation and 
effort. The sad commentary in both situations seems to indicate that being present for 
class and taking part in activity are the sole criteria on which physical education grades 
are being determined. For these reasons, no one should be surprised when students refer 
to physical education as “just gym” for in most settings it would appear that physical 
education is little more than “just recreation”. 
How Parents Value Physical Education 
Physical education was not viewed as an important part of the school curriculum 
by the parents of students participating in this study. Students were very clear in 
articulating the messages they had received from their parents regarding the relative 
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importance of physical education. Parents indicated far more concern for the students 
performance in core academic subjects than in physical education. Unfortunately these 
findings support those of other researchers. Tannehill et al., (1994) found that physical 
education did not rank high among secondary school subjects with parents or students. 
Parents in their study could not identify many contributions physical education made to 
their child's life. 
In Sheehy's (1993) study parents indicated a favorable attitude toward physical 
education, but had little real knowledge of what was occurring in the child's physical 
education program. Students in the current study also indicated very little knowledge on 
the part of their parents about what was occurring in their physical education program, but 
were very clear their parents did not hold physical education in high regard. If the 
attitudes of the parents become the attitudes of the children (which already seems 
apparent), physical education will continue to remain a second class subject. In a world 
w?here viability and survival of marginalized subjects is an ongoing battle, physical 
education is losing ground with the next generation of parents. 
The theoretical work of Goodlad, Klein, and Tye (1979) formed the framework 
for the literature review in this study. Focusing again on the premise that any curriculum 
may viewed as the simultaneous operation of several very distinct curricula, this study 
reaffirms their contention that the answer to what is being learned in schools depends 
upon the focus any single investigator chooses to use. 
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When I chose to focus on the experiential curriculum or that domain dealing with 
what is actually going on in a student’s mind and how they feel about their experiences 
with a particular curriculum, I adopted a perspective which resulted a unidimensional 
picture of what was occurring in 27 different physical education programs. My picture of 
those programs is colored by the shades of experience my 27 participants had as they took 
part in those programs. 
While elements of Goodlad, Klein and Tye’s perceived curriculum are included 
through participants comments about how their friends, other teachers and their parents 
perceived physical education, those comments are second hand. Had I chosen to 
interview the teachers in these programs, I am certain their perceptions of what was 
occurring would have been quite different than those of my 27 participants. I am also 
hopeful that the formal curriculums in place in these schools would be quite different 
from either the curriculums described by my participants or those teachers might indicate 
they were trying to accomplish. 
Conclusions 
While this study identified several factors which influence the way students 
experience physical education, I believe it also revealed two very distinct themes evident 
in many programs. Student reflections clearly indicate the presence of themes about (a) 
athleticism as a means of power (for the few), and (b) the value of physical education. 
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These themes undoubtedly influenced the way students in this study have come to make 
meaning of their experiences in physical education. 
Athleticism Means Power 
Participants in this study understood the value of being a skilled athlete. The 
power invested in those with ability was evident in the words of both the high- and low- 
skilled participants. Better-skilled students spoke with an air of entitlement when talking 
about dominating class competitions, manipulating activity offerings and hassling those 
with less skill. Low-skilled students spoke of the favoritism teachers displayed toward 
better-skilled students and the situational embarrassment and humiliation they often felt 
as a result of participating in activities they had never had the opportunity to master. 
While other studies (Carlson, 1994; Griffin, 1883, 1985; Kollen, 1981) have 
focused on the dominance of males during activity and the attending influence that has on 
the attitudes of female students, I found skill level to be the greatest factor in determining 
the type of experience students had in physical education. Athletic males were more 
outwardly aggressive in their comments and physical abuse of less skilled students, but 
highly skilled females often participated. Targets of both the physical and verbal abuse 
described by participants in this study were just as often low-skilled males as females. 
What is happening in physical education, as the participants’ comments in this 
study begin to reveal, is part of a greater cultural evolution involving women and sport. 
No longer is athletics the domain populated solely by macho males, but a continually 
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evolving cadre of young women is beginning to tread across the playing fields. Title IX 
provided the impetus and spawned a generation of women no longer satisfied to cheer for 
their male contemporaries, but desiring some of the rewards that competitive experience 
can provide participants. Taking advantage of the increasing opportunities for 
competitive involvement, these young women have an evolved sense of self worth and 
take pride in rather than hide their physical accomplishments. Unfortunately, this new 
found sense of self may have some of the same nasty side effects male athleticism has 
always suffered, in this case, a sense of entitlement and superiority. 
What has happened in physical education is the creation of an adolescent society 
with two very distinct classes. Making fun of and aggressively trivializing the efforts of 
low-skilled students alienates them from activity. Through their abusive behaviors better- 
skilled students have effectively denied low-skilled students the opportunity to develop 
movement skills and by doing so also denied them access to the educational capital 
necessary for success in the physical education environment. Teachers have contributed 
in very substantive ways to these inequities by failing to intervene on behalf of the lower 
skilled students and far worse, by failing to provide the instruction needed to develop 
movement skills. 
An additional aspect of this behavior is the alienation of low-skilled students not 
only from physical activity, but from their bodies. Many of these students begin to see 
their bodies rather than the system as failing them. The long term consequences of such 
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alienation can have both physical and psychological ramifications in terms of individual 
health issues. 
Writers looking at the mainstream implications of the hidden curriculum on 
children's education have chosen to focus their criticism on two different impacts. Some 
writers have criticized the way the hidden curriculum stresses and rewards conformity to 
a system of norms and behaviors which are really only in the best interests of those who 
already control the economic and educational capital. In physical education that message 
is merely being translated into who possesses the movement capital. 
Other writers (Apple, 1988; Illich, 1970; Rist, 1970) have criticized the hidden 
curriculum as a vehicle which promotes and maintains the inequities which exist is 
society like race, class and gender. In physical education I believe the hidden curriculum 
maintains an additional inequity, skill. This study found programs focused on 
competitive sport activities, a lack of instruction, teacher attention directed to better- 
skilled students, and the abuse of less-skilled students by their better skilled peers being 
condoned by instructors, all of which reinforce a system of inequity. 
What is the saddest reality of this inequitable system is the way it affects the lives 
of low-skilled students. Messages students receive about self worth and the devalued 
nature of other skills in most adolescent culture creates pain that extends beyond the 
gymnasium. One young woman with considerable skills in dance recalled her senior 
prom where students with athletic ability were introduced by the principal as 
scholar/athletes while no other aspect of student life received such recognition. 
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Raphaela Best (1983) wrote a book entitled, "We've All Got Scars" depicting the 
different lessons boys and girls learned in elementary school. Based on her 
participant/observer study, the book makes a strong case for the imprinting of gender 
roles and the learned behaviors children acquire as they take part in the every day routines 
of school. The scars Ms. Best describes run deep, but no deeper than the scars inflicted on 
low-skilled students in physical education. The pain reflected in the comments 
participants made during interviews in this study lead me to believe they are scars which 
do not heal quickly. 
Teachers play an important role in determining just how deep the scars will run. 
The behaviors teachers adopt as they interact with students in their classes can serve to 
significantly deepen or lessen the scars students incur. Students clearly recognize 
favoritism and in some intuitive ways they understand it, but they don't understand the 
privileges or exemptions to which it often leads. 
In addition, by failing to interrupt some of the abusive behaviors directed at low- 
skilled students by those students with better skills, teachers tacitly approve of the abuse. 
The condoning behaviors of some teachers in this study sent messages to both the high- 
and low-skilled students, messages that said more than words. I believe these actions 
represent the presence of an additional curricular component yet to be addressed in the 
literature. 
While the hidden curriculum deals with those messages unintentionally 
transmitted to students through the rituals and routines of school, I propose that an 
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ignored curriculum exists which consists of all the unintended messages transmitted to 
students through the conscious, deliberate avoidance behaviors exhibited by their 
teachers. I refer to conscious choices made by teachers not to address situations which 
arise in their classes. 
One such example in this study found better-skilled students battering students 
with volleyballs if they happened to sit out while teachers ignored what was happening. 
On another occasion students made fun of a young man because of his size. Any time a 
teacher fails to address a situation like these or others which occurred in this study, it 
sends a strong message to students. I believe that many times teachers fail to realize how 
strong their messages of non-response or non-action might be for students. To students 
who are never confronted on their behavior, no action has the same consequences as 
tacitly condoning their behavior. The old saying "actions speak louder than words" might 
be rewritten in this case to read, "No actions speak louder than any words". 
I believe the real danger in the ignored curriculum lies not just with the messages 
it conveys, but more importantly with the conscious choices of teachers to participate. To 
look the other way when students are harassing peers because of poor skill performance, 
to laugh along when a better-skilled male consciously trips a low-skilled female, these are 
choices. While it is one thing unwittingly to be a party to the hidden curriculum, it is 
immoral to be a party to the ignored curriculum. 
When teachers fail to address situations of name calling, discrimination, or 
physical abuse, they often do so because of their own discomfort, complacency, or worse 
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still their own tacit agreement. I believe that teachers frequently do not know how to 
handle situations like these. They lack the ready strategies to address them and rather 
than embarrass themselves by appearing apprehensive or uncertain to their class, they 
choose to look the other way. Education has failed the teacher and consequently the 
teacher has failed the students. 
Participants in this study described an environment molded by the choices 
teachers make relative to the selection of activities, where competition and the skills 
necessary to compete determine an individual’s status and success. This environment 
mirrors that of a greater cultural milieu which showers accolades on athletic heroes who 
bring glory to themselves and their teams. A society where members of a city’s pro 
football team are paid more than members of its symphony. Physical education resonates 
with the inequities society has created and it continues to reproduce a microcosm where 
otherwise gifted individuals are disenfranchised. 
The environment described by participants is one sustained by the interaction of 
the null, hidden and ignored curriculums at work in each program. Program offerings (or 
lack of offerings), lack of instruction, favoritism, student to student behaviors that go 
unchecked, all support a culture where athletic males possess all of the educational 
capital. 
In 1968 Jackson began writing about the messages children receive as they spend 
their days as captives of an educational system designed, implemented, and evaluated by 
"experts". In those writings Jackson spoke of messages about crowds, praise, and power 
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which students quickly assimilate through their daily rituals and routines in the classroom. 
In the almost 30 years since Jackson wrote about his observations others have argued the 
existence of the so-called hidden curriculum of schools, many believing if it couldn't be 
seen, touched, or measured it didn't exist. 
This study reaffirms Jackson’s message about the hidden curriculum. While we 
can’t measure the frustration, humiliation and pain experienced by low-skilled students, it 
exists nonetheless. The messages students received about favoritism, male/female 
behavior, and discrimination went along way toward influencing how they are still 
making meaning of their physical education experiences. 
The Devaluing of Physical Education 
In light of the first theme, athleticism means power, it is somewhat ironic that the 
second theme involves what little value physical education has as a subject matter. At 
first this would clearly seem like a mixed message, but on further reflection logic supports 
both assertions. Athleticism, particularly that displayed by varsity athletes accords status 
to adolescents. At one time that status was reserved only for males in each high school. 
Today, however, both male and female students share the headlines and attention. 
Physical education class is a venue where that status is constantly reaffirmed, often at the 
expense of lesser-skilled peers. Physical education is not a necessary component in the 
awarding of status for athletic accomplishments, it is merely an environment which often 
supports the attending inequities. 
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Messages about the value of physical education as a subject matter were 
numerous. Probably the strongest message students in this study received came from 
their parents. Parents did not hold physical education in high regard. All of the students 
were emphatic in their assertions that parents were far more concerned with their 
performance in other academic subjects. One young person referred to the other subjects 
on his report card as his "real subjects", the logical conclusion then being that physical 
education was seen as an "unreal" or less than real subject. His parents wanted him to do 
well in his “real subjects” and indicated little concern for his physical education grade. 
The manner in which grades in physical education were determined also 
reinforced a message in many students' minds that physical education was not like their 
"real" subjects. When an individual's grade in physical education is based merely on 
showing up and changing for class rather than any substantive measure of learning or 
accomplishment, the student cannot help but recognize a fundamental difference in the 
expectations held for them. 
When students refer to physical education as "an easy A" or reveal they have 
received passing grades for non-attendance, they really expose how seldom they are being 
held accountable for actual learning. While teachers might list skill acquisition as a 
programmatic goal, grading procedures reveal that no outcome measures are applied to 
judge anything more than students' ability to tie their sneakers. Students recognize the 
implications. They translate “ it doesn't matter what I do”, which coupled with other 
signals eventually becomes physical education doesn't matter. 
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Closely aligned with grading and reinforcing the strong messages students are 
receiving about physical education's value is the lack of real instruction. In this study few 
students talk about teaching. Participants’ comments portraying instructors as 
supervisors rather than teachers indicate the distinction they have made between their 
"real" subject instructors and those in physical education. 
Grades without meaning, low expectations, teachers who don't teach, and parents who 
care more about their performance in other subjects give students every right to believe 
that physical education has little value. There is little real wonder why students in 
Wilson's (1969) study viewed physical education as a "criminal waste of time" and why 
students in this study referred to it as "a joke". What is truly sad may be the fact the two 
studies were done a quarter century apart and students are still making the same 
comments. 
Implications 
In the late 70's and early 80's several writers speculated on what might be wrong with 
physical education. Their ideas included poor teaching ( Locke, 1981; Siedentop, 1981), 
outdated curricula and methods of evaluation (Lambert, 1987), lack of focus (Vanderzwaag, 
1983), a recreational rather than instructional focus for many programs (Metzler, 1980), and 
the conflicts inherent when individuals try to fill the dual role of teacher and coach (Bain, 
1983; Bain & Wendt, 1983; Earls, 1981; Locke & Massengale, 1978). In listening to the 
participants in this study talk about their experiences in physical education, the message they 
convey is clear -- very little has changed. 
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Participant talk included comments on poor teaching, recreational programs grounded 
in team sport competitions, grading schemes focused on participation rather than achievement, 
and instructors whose attention was focused on athletes and better-skilled students rather than 
on those students with fewer skills who could have benefited the most from their help. In 
addition, this study points out how widespread the culturally validated harassment and abuse 
of low-skilled students by better-skilled students seems to be and the pain this abuse inflicts on 
those low-skilled students. 
Why do these problems persist? Physical educators cannot claim ignorance, for 
research efforts have identified and focused on all of these issues, yet they don't go away. I 
have read numerous research studies which suggest the need for workshops to raise teacher 
awareness and to improve teaching skills, and the problems persist. Professional journals are 
filled with articles identifying methods and suggesting strategies to create a more inclusive 
environment — still the problems continue. Why? 
I would propose there are two possibilities - cultural arrogance and/or cultural 
indifference on the part of physical educators, neither of which the profession of physical 
education can afford. The "Golden Days" of education, when resources were plentiful and 
accountability was a word reserved for fiscal matters, are over. Tax dollars are shrinking and 
taxpayer expectations are rising. School budgets are being balanced at the expense of 
marginalized subjects and physical education is one of those. For example, unless something 
is done soon, we are in jeopardy of losing not just a few, but all of our instructional programs 
in physical education in the state of Massachusetts. 
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Many of the better-skilled students in this study spoke with an air of entitlement, of 
arrogance bred in a culture which values sports and those who perform them well above other 
talents. These students and ones just like them are the next generation of physical education 
teachers. The teachers participants talked about in their interviews came from backgrounds 
and programs just like the ones described in this study. They were attracted to and now 
practice a profession that validated their talents and rewarded their performance. The cultural 
arrogance continues and self perpetuates. 
While the value placed on school sports is still high, society has suddenly discovered 
the difference between sports and physical education. Never high, stock in physical education 
has fallen to an all time low in the education market. School administrators pressed to balance 
budgets now realize keeping physical education and physical educators is not necessary for 
successful athletic programs. 
Participants in this study also talked about physical education teachers who were "just 
there", who showed little investment in their classes or the students. For too long uneducated 
administrators have failed to call these indifferent teachers to task. As a marginalized subject 
in most schools, administrators were satisfied if physical education classes kept students, 
"busy, happy, and good". Diversified programming, content knowledge, measurable 
objectives, and teaching strategies were not phrases often applied to the physical education 
program. The willingness of administrators to accept subpar performances from physical 
educators may be related to their need for coaches and the emphasis placed on sports programs 
by many communities. 
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Participants in this study were willing to characterize teachers, whom they 
acknowledged taught them nothing, as "good guys". From their comments, it is apparent that 
students as well as administrators have come to accept low levels of performance from 
physical educators they would accept from no other instructors. Whether indifferent 
administrators bred a culture of indifferent physical educators or vice versa makes little 
difference at this point. Comments of students in this study coupled with movements in this 
state to drop the mandates for physical education in public schools make it perfectly clear 
physical education is in serious trouble. 
The time has come when the isolated efforts of a few are not enough to save the many. 
If the patient (physical education) is to survive it will need the support of its entire "family11 
Researchers, teacher educators, practitioners must mount a collaborative effort to redefine 
physical education and re-educate an audience that has come to accept organized recreation as 
the best we have to offer. Each group must assume some responsibility in shaping and 
implementing this redefinition. 
Individuals doing research must begin to share their findings with audiences outside 
the profession. For too long we have written about and educated ourselves. While gaining 
accolades among our peers, we have neglected the education of a public which now sits in 
judgment of our programs. We have failed to educate not only our students, but our 
employers. We must translate what is our best for other constituencies so they too may 
become not just critical but educated consumers. We must write for principals, we must write 
for school boards, and we must write for the public. 
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As teacher educators we must face the challenges and take a closer look at the way we 
prepare young people to enter a school culture which accorded many of them hero status as 
adolescents. If we are to change the way the next generation of teachers looks at teaching 
physical education, we must invest them in the change process. It is no longer enough to 
"mention" low-skilled students in a teaching methods class, we must prepare them with 
strategies for teaching these students. 
Teacher educators must stress to preservice students curriculum models which place 
greater emphasis on diversified programming. Current practice, which sees team sports 
dominating so many programs, is unfair to those students who may be otherwise skilled. 
Team sports must be only apart not all of what is offered. Newer models which incorporate 
wellness/fitness activities, lifetime sports, aquatics, adventure activities and dance need to be 
stressed. In addition, preservice students must understand why these models are important not 
just what activities comprises them. They must buy the underlying philosophy if any 
significant change is to occur. 
We were once proud as educators if we mentioned the word equity or spent a period 
talking about inequity issues, but that is no longer enough. This study and others like it have 
pointed to issues of equity and insensitivity as the roots of many of the experiences/problems 
students are having in physical education. More time must be spent educating preservice 
students to the experiences the "other kids" had in physical education and why these can't 
continue. This will not be an easy task for the resistance to change will be strong, but efforts to 
sensitize future teachers must be a focus of our teaching strategies if there is to be change. 
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Strategies for interrupting the abusive behaviors of better-skilled students must be a 
part of the repertoire of every new teacher. It is not enough that they recognize the abusive 
behaviors, but they must know how to correct them and be committed to doing so. Role 
playing episodes in teacher training programs are one effective means of developing and 
refining the confrontational skills necessary to interrupt these abusive behaviors effectively. 
In the past, professional organizations like the American Alliance for Health, Physical 
Education, Recreation, and Dance (AAHPERD) have failed to provide guidance and a sense of 
direction for its members. The recent development by NASPE of th ^National Standards for 
Physical Education (1995) and the acceptance of a definition for a physically educated person 
(NASPE, 1992) provide long needed guidelines for everyone involved at both the local and 
national levels. While we can hope the adoption of measures such as these will help to move 
the profession toward a sense of accountability, they are far from enough. 
As a profession we must begin a public relations effort that will address and change the 
image of physical education as a “gym” class. We must not only promote and showcase our 
model programs, but we must accept some responsibility for those programs which are less 
than excellent. We must begin to hold ourselves and members of our profession accountable 
for programs like the ones described by the students in this study. Setting standards for 
physical education programs is fine, but there must also be standards for the standard bearers. 
We must find ways to monitor ourselves. In conjunction with school administrators, physical 
educators must insist on performance standards that prevent the worst among us from bringing 
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down the best. This will not be easy, but we can no longer stick our heads in the sand and hope 
that the bad programs will just go away. 
In the past it has been suggested that workshops for practitioners might be the answer 
to some of the issues plaguing the profession. Unfortunately, the reality of these suggestions 
sees only the best of teachers invested enough to attend conferences and workshops while the 
indifferent remain at home. The best get better and the worst remain unchanged. We no 
longer can hope these teachers will come to us; we must begin to reach out to them. 
PETE professionals and practitioners in the field must begin to create greater networks 
to share our knowledge and solve our problems. We must take a lesson from business and 
begin a marketing campaign to create an educated public. A knowledgeable public will begin 
to demand more from teachers and programs like the ones in this study. Advertising has raised 
awareness about so many issues, i.e., AIDS, smoking, breast cancer, and others, that physical 
educators need to embrace it as a vehicle with great educational potential. We need to begin 
fighting for the health of the next generation 
Closing Remarks 
When I began this study, I had hoped to hear stories which would dispel my sense of 
gloom about what was happening in so many secondary physical education programs. The 
interviews with the participants in this study were so enjoyable and their sense of honesty and 
candor so refreshing, that I felt the impact of their depressing message. The comments 
students made about their experiences in physical education were worse than I expected. 
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There were days when I wanted to apologize for the teachers I had never met. There were 
days when my transcriber cried at the pain some of the low-skilled students revealed in their 
interviews. 
Doing this study was an education. I can no longer hope that the young people I 
teach will somehow miraculously become good teachers; I must insist that they are good 
teachers. Somehow the messages the young people in this study shared with me must reach 
the ears of a greater audience if they are to make even a little difference. 
APPENDIX A 
INITIAL DEMOGRAPHIC QUESTIONNAIRE 
Secondary School Physical Education Study 
Background Questionnaire 
Please answer each of the following questions by either circling the response which most closely describes 
your situation/experience or by providing the information requested. 
1. The high school I graduated from was located in an area considered to be: 
A) urban 
B) suburban 
C) rural 
2. My high school graduating class had: 
A) 500 +students D) 100-200 students 
B) 300-500 students E) 50-100 students 
C) 200-300 students F) less than 50 students 
3. In high school I would consider myself: 
A) an above average student 
B) an average student 
C) a below average student 
4. In high school I: 
A) did participate in varsity athletics 
B) did not participate in varsity athletics 
5. In high school I thought physical education was: 
A) a great deal of fun 
B) o.k. 
C) something I didn’t enjoy 
6. List below any physical activities you may currently participate in and how often 
you do so. 
ACTIVITY? HOW OFTEN? 
7. What is your current major at Randolph?_ 
Name_ Age 
Gender_ 
Date of High School Graduation_ 
Local Phone P.O. Box No. 
THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME AND WILLINGNESS TO PARTICIPATE 
APPENDIX B 
QUESTIONS FOR THOUGHT 
BEFORE YOUR INTERVIEW PLEASE CONSIDER THOUGHTFULLY THE 
LIST OF QUESTIONS BELOW AND THINK ABOUT HOW YOU MIGHT 
RESPOND. THERE ARE NO RIGHT OR WRONG ANSWERS, ONLY 
ANSWERS BASED UPON YOUR EXPERIENCE AS TOLD IN LITTLE 
STORIES, RECALLED INCIDENTS, REMEMBERED ILLUSTRATIONS AND 
EXAMPLES. IT WILL BE QUITE HELPFUL, HOWEVER, IF YOU HAVE 
DONE SOME THINKING BEFORE OUR TALK. 
1. What was your high school physical education (gym) class like? How would you 
describe it? 
2. What did you like about physical education? Why? 
3. What didn’t you like? Why? 
4. How would you describe the physical education teachers in your high school? 
5. Do you think physical education was or was not an important part of the 
curriculum at your high school? Why? 
APPENDIX C 
WRITTEN CONSENT FORM 
Student Reflections on their Secondary School Physical Education Experiences 
An Interview Study 
My name is Karen Sykes and I am a doctoral student in the Physical Education 
Teacher Education Program (P.E.T.E.) at the University of Massachusetts in 
Amherst. I am conducting a dissertation research on the experiences of students 
in secondary physical education programs. The purposes of this study are to 
describe the kinds of experiences students are having in programs of secondary 
physical education and to understand, from their perspective, what meaning they 
make of those experiences. 
I am asking you to be a participant in that project. I will conduct one in-depth 
interview with you which will last approximately sixty minutes,. During this 
interview you will be asked a series of open ended questions which relate to your 
experiences in secondary school physical education and how you believe those 
experiences have influenced you. It is not the intent of this interview to seek 
“right” answers to these questions, but to discuss your personal experiences and 
thoughts in some detail. You may be asked to participate in a short second 
interview. This will be used to clarify any information which was unclear during 
the first session or to increase my understanding of your interview. 
The interview will be audio-taped and later transcribed. The materials from your 
interview will be used primarily for the completion of my doctoral dissertation. In 
that document as well as other professional written and oral presentations of this 
material, pseudonyms will be substituted for your name and the names of others 
or places you may mention. 
In a study of this nature, anonymity of the participants is a priority. Although 
anonymity cannot be fully guaranteed, the following are steps that I am taking to 
protect your anonymity. 
A. Access to the participant has been gained both through personal contact 
and third parties. All initial contact will be made by the person suggesting 
the participant. I will contact participants directly only after they have 
agreed to talk with me about the study. 
B. All interviews will be conducted in a place to be designated by the 
participant. 
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C. I will not discuss with my peer debriefers or anyone else the names or 
identifying particulars of the participants. 
D. All transcription of the tapes will be done by an individual unfamiliar with 
any of the participants and unaware of their true identities. 
E. As stated, pseudonyms will be substituted in the transcript and in 
subsequent professional use for all names of the participants and 
individuals or locations they mention. 
V. While agreeing at this time to participate in the interview, you may withdraw at 
any time within one week of the interview. Furthermore, you may withdraw your 
consent to have excerpts from your interview used in any printed materials or oral 
presentations if you notify me within one week after the interview. 
VI. In signing this form you are agreeing to the use of the materials as indicated in 
Section III. If the materials from your interview are to be used in any way not 
consistent with what is stated there, I will contact you for additional written 
permission. 
VII. In signing this form, you are also assuring me that you will make no financial 
claims on me for the use of the material in your interview. 
VIII. Finally, in signing this you are thus stating that no medical treatment will be 
required by you from the University of Massachusetts should any physical injury 
result from participating in these interviews. I do not anticipate there will be any 
physical or mental risks involved with participation in these interviews. 
I,_, have read the above statement and agree to participate as a 
interviewee under the conditions stated above. 
Signature of the Participant Date 
Signature of the Interviewer Date 
APPENDIX D 
INTERVIEW QUESTION GUIDE 
Interview Questions 
I. Questions about the physical education program. 
A. Describe the physical education program in your high school. 
1. What activities do you remember being a part of your secondary 
physical education program? 
2. Do you have any ideas how these activities were selected? 
3. As you got older, describe how the activities taught in physical 
education were different each year. 
B. What goals do you think the teacher had for the physical education 
program? 
C. Do you believe they accomplished these goals? why or why not? 
D. Tell me what you remember a typical class being like. 
II. Questions about the secondary physical education teachers. 
A. Tell me about the teachers you had in physical education. 
1. What do you remember about them and their approach to the 
class? 
2. What do you remember them doing during class? Did they 
participate in activities? 
3. How did these teachers “get along” with the students? 
4. What other school activities do you remember the physical 
education teacher being involved in? 
5. If I asked you to characterize or describe your physical education 
teacher in one word, what would it be? Why that word? 
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II. Questions about the perceived value of physical education as a part of the school 
curriculum. 
A. Were your parents interested in what you did at school? 
1. When you and your parents talked about school, what kinds of 
things did you talk about? 
2. When you talked about classes, did they ever ask you questions 
about physical education? 
B. How do you think your parents felt about physical education? 
C. How do you think other teachers (outside physical education) viewed 
physical education? 
1. What things did they say which leads you to feel that way? 
D. How often did the principal stop in to observe your physical education 
classes? 
1. How often do you remember the principal stopping in to watch 
other classes? 
2. How do you think she/he felt about physical education? Why? 
E. Describe how you think physical education was viewed as a part of the 
school curriculum at your high school - by students? by teachers? 
IV. Questions about their personal experience in physical education. 
A. What was physical education like for you? 
B. What did you like about physical education? Why? 
C. What did you dislike about physical education? Why? 
D. How did your friends feel about physical education? 
E. Do you think everyone felt the same way about the classes? 
F. Were different groups treated differently in class? What makes you say 
that? 
G. What do you think you learned in secondary physical education? 
Questions about how they view physical education and activity now. 
A. Do you participate in any physical activity at this time? 
1. What activities? How often? 
2. Where did you learn these activities? 
B. If you don’t, why not? 
C. How do you feel about physical activity today? 
D. Do you believe your current attitudes were in any way influenced by 
your experiences in secondary physical education classes? 
E. How do you feel about physical education today? 
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